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Introduction

This publication aims to guide stakeholders, whether they are customers or service providers, through
the principles and practices of co-creating value through services.
Everyone contributes to value co-creation, including employees from large and small organizations,
contractors, and customers. It is important to remember that this guidance is not prescriptive: it will not
all be applicable to everyone. This publication is a framework meant to be adopted and adapted for
each individual situation.
This guide is written for individuals and organizations engaged in service relationships, including
product and service provision, consumption, and relationship management. These are the people and
organizations that are either involved in organizing the customer journey or taking part in it.
The target audience includes but is not limited to:


relationship managers



customer experience (CX) managers



account managers



service delivery managers



service desk managers



service level managers



enterprise architects



service and solution architects



business analysts



product owners and digital product managers



marketing managers



project managers



portfolio managers



supplier relationship managers



vendor managers



contract managers



customer experience/user experience (UX) designers.

This guide assumes that the reader is familiar with ITIL Foundation, where the fundamental service
management concepts of ITIL 4 are introduced.

1.1

The importance of engagement

Engagement is crucial to optimizing service value. This is because service value is always co-created
by users, customers, sponsors, service providers, and any other parties involved in the service.
To drive stakeholder value, all stakeholders must contribute to the co-creation of service value. This
publication will discuss the main steps of a customer journey, providing guidance on how to co-create
the most valuable journey. The customer journey can be broken down into seven steps, which are
shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 The steps of the customer journey
Explore: understand
markets and
stakeholders

The customer journey often begins before the service provider and service
consumer have established a relationship. Both parties may explore their
own needs and market opportunities for identifying partners that may
contribute to the fulfilment of their respective needs. This exploration may
include aspects such as operational context, strategic objectives, and
organizational capabilities.

Engage: foster
relationships

An important precondition for co-creating value through services is a
functioning relationship between the service provider, service consumer,
and other stakeholders. Good relations are a prerequisite for a cooperative
relationship or partnership.

Offer: shape demand
and service offerings

To determine whether the parties may benefit from a mutual service
relationship, the service consumer and service provider should build a
business case and articulate, shape, and match their demand and supply in
the form of requirements and service offerings. Products and services can
be designed only when the service consumer needs are well articulated and
understood.

Agree: align
expectations and agree
service

It is crucial to align expectations, plan value co-creation and tracking, and
agree service scope and quality before investing.

Onboard: get on board
or leave the journey

Whether the parties came to an agreement or not, they must undergo a
transition that involves the integration or separation of both parties’
resources.

Co-create: provide and
consume

The service consumer makes use of accessible service provider resources,
consumes the goods provided, and acts together with the service provider
to co-create value based on the agreed service offerings.

Realize: capture value
and improve

Value must be tracked and driven based on the value co-creation planning,
and improvements must be applied to continually maintain and increase
the service value.

This guide offers best practice for engaging in and contributing to each of these stages and can be used
by anyone engaged in a service relationship, including service provision, service consumption, and
relationship management.

1.2

Key principles

1.2.1 Stakeholders
Service consumers and service providers are not the only people involved in the customer journey.
There are many stakeholders who contribute to, benefit from, or influence the journey. These
stakeholders may include owners, service provider employees, third-party suppliers, competitors,
regulators, unions, industry organizations, communities, society, and others.
Services must create value for all relevant stakeholders. Therefore it is important that all key
stakeholders are identified and that relationships with the stakeholders are understood and managed.
One way to understand how each stakeholder affects, or may be affected by, the journey is to map the
stakeholders in a matrix, categorized according to their influence and involvement levels. Figure 1.1
shows an example of stakeholder analysis and mapping.
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Figure 1.1 Sample stakeholder map

The stakeholders can then be managed according to their combined influence and involvement, and can
be kept satisfied, informed, and monitored with an appropriate level of communication. However,
stakeholders and their influence and involvement may change during the journey. For example, service
providers may attempt to foster stakeholder interest and involvement over time. This means that the
stakeholder map should be revisited and amended regularly as the journey progresses.

1.2.2 Service consumers
In ITIL 4, the service consumer is an organization that consumes a service. In practice, there are at least
three specific roles involved in the consumption of a service, which are shown in Figure 1.2 and
include:


the customer who defines the requirements for a service and takes
responsibility for the outcomes of service consumption



the user who uses the service



the sponsor who authorizes the budget for service consumption.

Figure 1.2 The three service consumer roles
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These roles may be fulfilled by one or more people or teams, usually depending on the type and size of
the consumer organization. In organizations where the roles are separate, communication and
coordination are vital. To foster an effective service relationship between the service provider and the
service consumer, it is necessary to invest resources in the coordination of both parties.

1.2.3 Service relationships
In a service relationship, organizations will adopt the roles of service providers or service consumers.
The two roles are not exclusive: organizations typically provide and consume a number of services at
any given time. A service consumer can use its resources to create its own products to address the
needs of another target consumer group and become a service provider. In this way, chains or networks
of relationships may emerge, as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 The service relationship model

The three fundamental service relationship types are shown in Table 1.2. Based on the strategies
defined by the organization, a preference may be shown for one type of relationship over another.

Table 1.2 Three fundamental service relationship types
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Service
relationship type

Basic relationship
Support and efficiency

Cooperative relationship
Improvement and
effectiveness

Partnership
Innovation and
growth

Typical
organizational
level involved in
the relationship

Operational

Operational and tactical

Operational, tactical,
and strategic

Typical level of
relationship
maturity

Ad hoc, order taker

Service provider, trusted
adviser

Strategic partner

Typical service
types

Commercial off-the-shelf
services, out-of-the-box
services, highly
standardized commodity
services, or goods supply

Services that have to be
configured or customized
to fulfil the needs of the
service consumer

Custom or bespoke
services with unique
value propositions

Typical types of
agreement

Standard contracts, service
level agreements (SLAs),
and experience-based
agreements, mostly for
mass market

Advanced SLAs,
experience-based
agreements, or outcomebased agreements

Bespoke contracts,
outcome-based
agreements, or no
agreement

Examples

Service consumers
articulate their expectations
quite clearly, as the service
provider expects. Examples
can be found in the
standardized services
offered to a wide group of
individual external service
consumers. This is how
mobile operators,
broadband service
providers, and transport
companies usually operate.

Depending on the
relationship between the
service provider and the
service consumer, it can
be difficult for the
provider to fully
understand the outcomes
that the service consumer
wants to achieve. In some
cases, they will work
together to define the
desired outcomes. For
example, relationship
managers in internal IT
or HR departments may
regularly talk with
customers and discuss
their needs and
expectations.

Services based on
service offerings and
products that have
been planned and
built in accordance
with requirements
specified by the
customer

Typical focus

Agile product
development where
the service consumer
and the service
provider co-create
the product in shared
teams

1.2.4 Customer journeys
The customer journey is the overall perception of the touchpoints and interactions between the service
consumer and the service provider.
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Definition: Customer journey
The complete end-to-end experience that service customers have with one or more service providers
and/or their products through touchpoints and service interactions.

Table 1.3 outlines an example of a customer journey for resolving an incident from a user’s
perspective.

Table 1.3 Example of a customer journey for resolving an incident
Roles
User

Activity
The user detects a malfunction in service
operation.

Customer journey
A service and/or the product
malfunctions. The customer
experience will be influenced
by the specific situation,
former incidents, etc.

User

The user contacts the service desk. The service
desk agent performs ticket registration, adding
available data to the record. The service desk
agent performs the initial prioritization and triage
of the ticket, confirming that the ticket does refer
to an incident, and then informs the user of the
priority and expected resolution time.

The user contacts the service
desk. The experience is good,
based on the service desk
agent’s attitude and behaviour.

The service desk agent performs an initial
classification of the incident, which helps to
qualify the incident’s impact, identify the team
responsible for the failed components and/or
services, and link the incident to other past
and/or ongoing events, incidents, and problems.
In some cases, classification helps to reveal a
previously defined solution for this type of
incident.

The user is waiting for a
solution.

Service desk
agent

Service desk
agent
Second-line
supporter

The user receives a message
with the priority and expected
resolution time. The priority
and expected resolution time
may be better or worse than
expected. The user’s
experience can also be affected
by the historic degree of
accuracy from the service desk.

If classification does not provide a solution,
technical specialist teams perform incident
investigation. This may involve escalating the
incident between the teams or joint techniques,
such as swarming.
Second-line
supporter

Technical specialist teams perform incident
diagnosis and/or problem investigation, problem
diagnosis, problem solution development, and
problem resolution.
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When a solution is found, the relevant specialist
team attempts to apply it. It may require the
implementation of a formal change. If the
solution does not work, additional diagnosis is
performed.
Service desk
agent

The service desk agent informs the user of the
solution.

User

User confirms service restoration.

The service desk agent contacts
the user to communicate a
solution. The experience is
based on the service desk
agent’s attitude and behaviour,
but also on the quality of the
solution and whether the
resolution time met or
exceeded the previously
announced resolution time.
The user confirms or rejects the
solution. The experience is
formed by the effectiveness of
the solution, how easy it is to
validate, and how helpful the
service desk agent is.

User
Customer

User
Service desk
manager

The service is restored. The user can now work
efficiently.

The user continues working
with the service and/or product.
The experience is based on the
solution’s usability and
strength.

After the incident is successfully resolved, a
number of closure procedures may be needed,
including:

The user receives a satisfaction
survey. Also, the user may
receive a message that the
incident has now been closed.
The experience may be formed
by the communication’s tone
and comprehensiveness.



a user satisfaction survey



resolution costs calculation
and reporting



resolution price calculation
and invoicing



problem investigation
initiation



incident review



updating and formal closure
of incident record and
related records.

The relationship between value streams and customer journeys, as shown in Figure 1.4, can be
characterized as follows:


A customer journey always relies on at least one value stream from each of
the involved parties.



One value stream typically supports multiple customer journeys.



One customer journey may span more than one service provider value
stream or value streams from different service providers.



The customer journey only includes value stream activities that are part of the
band of visibility.
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Because organizations have value streams that are invisible to the other
parties, some value streams will not be a direct part of the customer journey.

Figure 1.4 Relationships between value streams and customer journeys

The customer journey rarely follows a predefined path. Sometimes the journey progress is straight from
one touchpoint to the next, but most often a journey consists of going from one touchpoint to another
and back again. The journey may also start in the middle of the expected path and then approach the
expected starting point.
Customer and user journeys are important sources for customer and user experience (CX and UX).
However, experiences are also influenced by factors in the environment, including the digital
environment, and by the interactions and exposures that the consumer may have with the service
provider’s brand. This includes deliberate communications from the service provider and
communications and interactions that the consumers will have with the brand as part of everyday life.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the three aspects of the customer and user experience.

Figure 1.5 Three aspects of the customer and user experience
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Definitions


Customer experience The sum of the functional and emotional interactions
with a service and service provider as perceived by a service customer.



User experience The sum of the functional and emotional interactions with
a service and service provider as perceived by a user.

1.2.5 Visibility
During a customer journey, there is a line of visibility beyond which customers cannot see the service
provider’s activities. Similarly, there is a line of visibility beyond which the service provider cannot see
the customer’s activities. This applies to internal and external customers and service providers.

Definition: Band of visibility
Activities and resources within a service relationship that are visible to both the service provider and
the service consumer.

The band of visibility is where the service experience is formed. It includes the touchpoints, service
interactions, and parts of the products and environment that are visible to more than one stakeholder in
a service relationship. All parties need a clear understanding of the boundaries during the steps of the
journey in order to understand how invisible elements influence the band of visibility and to ensure that
everything within the band of visibility is properly managed.
Figure 1.6 illustrates the band of visibility.

Figure 1.6 The band of visibility
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The band of visibility’s width depends on the service’s nature, the stakeholder relationships, and the
journey’s degree of completeness. For example, if a customer consumes a simple commodity service,
such as a standard server hosting in the cloud, the band of visibility will probably be quite narrow.
However, if the customer and service provider enter into a long-term partnership, the band of visibility
will probably increase because the parties will need a greater depth of understanding of each other’s
activities in order to optimize the co-creation of value.

1.2.6 Value
The ultimate purpose of the customer journey is to create value. Each step must add more stakeholder
value than it deducts, whether in the step itself, in another step in the journey, or in a separate journey.
Throughout this guide, the description of each step of the journey will begin with an explanation of its
purpose. A table will outline how each step is linked to the three aspects of value for the service
consumer and the service provider. Value can never be created by the service provider alone; it must be
co-created in a joint process between stakeholders. To succeed, service providers must actively interact
with other stakeholders throughout the customer journey. Without interaction, there is no service. The
interactions are called service interactions and are shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7 Service interaction

Service value is subjective. A service’s outcomes must meet or exceed subjective stakeholder
expectations and preferences for it to be considered valuable. These outcomes depend on the service’s
performance, which includes service utility and service warranty.
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Outputs are tangible and intangible deliverables that enable outcomes. For example, the outputs of a
mobile phone service may include a telephone number, conversations with other people, text messages,
and activity logging. For one customer, the perceived outcome may be closer relationships with people
living abroad. For another customer, the same service may lead to an increased income resulting from
successful sales conversations on the phone. People do not simply buy products or services, they pull
them into their lives to make progress. 1
Value leakage occurs when the full potential service value is not understood. 2 Some causes of value
leakage are:


the relationship between service provider and service consumer is misaligned



opportunities to create value are missed and products or services fail to
completely satisfy the demands of the customer



the service is provided or consumed sub-optimally



value tracking and realization are lacking.

Outcomes require money, time, and resources. The total cost of a service is the sum of the money, time,
and resources that stakeholders invest in service delivery and consumption. Figure 1.8 shows the three
aspects of service value, where a perceived outcome is balanced against cost and risk.

Figure 1.8 Three aspects of service value

Additionally, outcomes may be subject to uncertainty and requirements imposed by other stakeholders.
Because services are produced and consumed simultaneously, unexpected events may impact service
consumption without warning. And because outcomes are normally achieved some time after customer
needs are recognized, customer needs and conditions may have changed since the service relationship
was established. There is, therefore, risk associated with both service consumption and outcome
achievement. The level of risk depends on the amount of uncertainty and on how far the requirements
imposed by other stakeholders affect the desired or expected outcome.
From a different perspective, a service relationship, by definition, implies the sharing of cost and risk.
Service consumers typically reduce specific costs and risks by entering into a service relationship.
Optimal service value is a balance between outcomes, costs, and risks, as illustrated by Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9 Considering outcomes, costs, and risks to achieve value
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1.2.7 Products and services
The customer journey is enabled by services, but services are different from and comprise more than a
journey. A service has to be scoped and defined so that all parties understand and agree to its goals and
boundaries. Providers present their services to consumers in the form of service offerings, which
describe one or more services designed to address the needs of a target consumer group. A service
offering may include goods to be supplied to a consumer, access to resources, and service actions
performed to address a consumer’s needs.
A product is a dynamic configuration of resources that is created by a service provider. A product can
also serve as a resource for another product or a service. Products are typically complex and not fully
visible to the service consumer. The portion of the product that falls within the band of visibility does
not always represent the whole. Service providers define the line of visibility, which is tailored to their
target consumer groups, as shown in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10 How services, service interactions, service offerings, products,
and resources are related
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To summarize, a service implies the application of resources in the form of products and practices to
enable outcomes through service offerings and service interactions. A simple value driver framework
can explain how each layer in the service process drives value for the layer above. Figure 1.11 shows
an example of a value driver framework.

Figure 1.11 Example of a value driver framework

Service performance drives service consumer performance: for example, the co-created outcome and
experience. Service consumer performance drives the achievement of consumer objectives which
fulfils the purpose of the service consumer.
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2

The customer journey

The customer journey is relevant not only for the service consumer. The service provider must also
identify, understand, and master the customer journey. The most successful organizations take this
further, endeavouring to embody their customers and experience the end-to-end journey for
themselves. Mastering the customer journey helps to maximize stakeholder value through co-creation,
focusing on both outcomes and experience. Table 2.1 explains this further.

Table 2.1 The purposes of identifying, understanding, and mastering the
customer journey
For the service consumer
To gain optimal service value
and experience from the
service relationship

For the service provider
To identify and support
specific service consumer
behaviours and outcomes

To understand what the service
consumer needs and desires,
not just what the customer
states

To optimize and improve
products, services, and
customer journeys for future
value realization

Optimize risk and compliance

To ensure key service
consumer risks have been
identified and addressed

To focus on the customer
satisfaction issues and key
areas with the highest pay-outs
related to costs

Optimize resources and
minimize costs

To work together with the
service provider to commit and
optimize the use of resources
during the service lifecycle

To work together with the
service consumer to commit
and optimize the use of
resources during the service
lifecycle

Facilitate outcome and
experience

To be fair and transparent
regarding costs

2.1

Stakeholder aspirations

It is important to understand stakeholder value, which requires exploring the functional, social, and
emotional dimensions that explain why stakeholders make certain choices, in order to understand why
stakeholders need certain products and services.

The Disney Institute compass model
The Disney Institute compass model, 3 shown in Figure 2.1, may be a helpful tool in identifying the
needs, desires, and emotional mindsets of stakeholders.

Figure 2.1 The Disney Institute compass model
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The Disney Institute compass model includes four considerations:


Needs The basic reasons causing the stakeholder to begin the journey.
Needs define the outcomes that are relevant to a stakeholder.



Wants Less definitive than needs, these are the things that stakeholders
would prefer to have or that would improve their experiences. Needs are
requirements, but fulfilling wants is how service providers exceed
expectations.



Stereotypes The preconceived notions, positive or negative, that
stakeholders have about the experience. It is important to consider aspects
such as history and culture when designing the journey.



Emotions Emotional intelligence and behavioural psychology are keys to
understanding and mastering the emotional aspect of the journey. A
stakeholder’s emotional state will fundamentally affect their experience.

When the drivers are understood and a stakeholder experience aspiration has been defined, the next
stage is to identify, understand, and master the end-to-end experience of the customer journey by
defining personas, scenarios, journey maps, and service blueprints. Figure 2.2 shows the stages
involved in designing end-to-end customer journeys and experiences.

Figure 2.2 The stages involved in designing end-to-end customer journeys
and experiences
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2.2

Touchpoints and service interactions

Every customer journey involves several touchpoints and service interactions between the service
provider, service consumer, and other stakeholders.

Definitions


Touchpoint Any event where a service consumer or potential service
consumer has an encounter with the service provider and/or its products and
resources.



Service interaction A value co-creating reciprocal action between a service
provider and a service consumer.

Service interactions include:


transfer of goods



provision of access to resources



interaction with operant service provider resources (such as a laptop or an
internet of things [IoT] device)



joint service actions.

Touchpoints and service interactions are not necessarily the same. A user may be in contact with a
product or an operand resource, such as a working space made available by the service provider, a
document with a logo, or an invoice, without interacting with the service provider. In another scenario,
a customer may enter into an interaction with a service provider through a third party without being in
direct contact with the service provider. Both situations are part of the customer journey and may
influence the service experience and outcome.
The customer journey rarely follows a predefined path between touchpoints and service interactions.
Some journeys may follow a simple, well-defined, and logical path, but most journeys are more
complicated and develop from prior situations and transitions, or follow a complex pattern and emerge
dynamically along the way. Nevertheless, identifying, understanding, and managing potential
touchpoints and service interactions is key to understanding consumer experiences.
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Identifying touchpoints and service interactions can be done by listing all of the places and times that
the service consumer may encounter the service provider, its products, or its brand. However,
individual touchpoints may perform well even if the overall experience is poor. Customers experience
service providers through end-to-end experiences, not touchpoints. Hence, to facilitate service
consumer satisfaction, each touchpoint must lead to a good experience and the journey as a whole must
meet the service consumers’ expectations.

2.3

Mapping the customer journey

A journey is a specific, discrete experience in a service consumer lifecycle. For example, the act of
subscribing to a virtual server from a public cloud service provider is a touchpoint within a customer’s
journey. Researching, subscribing to, integrating with, and being onboarded onto the service would
constitute the full journey from the service consumer’s perspective.
Commonly, service providers receive high touchpoint satisfaction scores and low end-to-end journey
scores. This is because the individuals and teams managing touchpoints and service interactions can
lose sight of the service consumer’s needs and desires. This is most common in omnichannel
environments. The numerous customer interaction points across channels, devices, applications, and
more, mean that facilitating consistent services and experiences across channels is difficult. This
problem can be mitigated if the journey is managed as a whole, rather than through isolated
touchpoints.
Touchpoint and service interaction management and thinking should not be abandoned; the expertise,
efficiencies, and insights that individual roles and teams contribute are important and touchpoints and
service interactions represent invaluable sources of insights. Instead, in addition to identifying,
understanding, and improving individual touchpoints and service interactions, the entire customer
journey and service experience should be mapped and analysed.
A customer journey map visualizes the service consumer’s experience. It communicates the journey
and the customer’s experiences at every stage. It identifies key service interactions and, for each of
these, motivations and questions.
A customer journey map’s objective is teaching organizations about their stakeholders. When mapping
a customer journey, it is important to consider the organization’s stakeholders, the journey’s timeframe,
channels (telephone, email, portals, service catalogues, in-app messages, social media, forums, and
recommendations), and actions that happen before, during, and after the experience of a product or
service.

2.3.1 Personas
Each end-to-end experience that a customer has with one or more service providers represents a
separate customer journey. Mapping individual customer journeys is unfeasible. Therefore, customer
journey maps normally represent a generic flow for a group of stakeholders to allow the service
provider to focus its efforts on widespread improvements.
Personas 4 are often used to represent a group of customers. Personas summarize key characteristics for
one or more individuals who exhibit similar attitudes, goals, and behaviours in relation to a service and
a service provider. When discussing broad categories of service consumers, ranges must be used in
order to summarize attributes of the entire group. These statistics are often too impersonal and difficult
to remember when designing the customer journey. In contrast, a persona is a singular user derived
from the data range to highlight specific details and important features of the group.

Definition: Persona
A fictitious yet realistic description of a typical or target customer or user of a service or product.
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Although personas are archetypes, not actual people, they should be described as if they were real.
They are snapshots of relevant and shared characteristics in a customer group, based on user research.
To avoid creating bias, it is important to focus on developing generic attributes and relevant
characteristics that are related to the use of the service.

Example persona: Ichika (a student)

‘I need to be able to travel, relax, meet new friends, and get inspired without going bankrupt.’
A day in the life of Ichika
Up early, grabs a coffee on her way to university
Cycles everywhere
Attends university all udies
day, stat night, works i

n a coffee shop at the weekend

Her apartment is never in order, her fridge is empty, and she always has her head buried in a book or
her laptop
Background
20 years old
Single
Lives in the city centre
Full-time student (marketing),
ime
part-t
worker
Finances
Household income of $28,000
Conscious of what she spends her money on
Online behaviour
Her lifeline is social media
Tech-savvy and quickly adapts to new applications and solutions
Interested in trying new and exciting digital services
What she’s looking for
New experiences or adventures
Travel experience including music festivals
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What influences her
Friends and colleagues
Magazines, blogs, articles, and marketing publications
Hopes and dreams
Travel the world
Have flexibility to pack up and go where she pleases
Not to worry about finance

It is important to note that customers and users may not be humans. For example, machine-to-machine
services may be used by microservices or cognitive technologies. In these cases, the feeling and
motivation aspects of the customer journey have little or no relevance.

2.3.2 Scenarios
Scenarios are short stories about personas trying to achieve their goals by using the service or product
in their contexts. Therefore, customer scenarios are specific to customer segments and contexts.
Good scenarios are concise and answer the following questions:


Who is the user?



Why does the service consumer want the service?



What goals does the service consumer have?



How can the service consumer achieve its goals?

A typical customer journey map standardizes different customer segments. Using a scenario-based
approach, it is possible to identify ideal experiences for the scenarios that are most important to the
different customer segments. Then the different experiences can be combined to create a high-level
customer journey map that is applicable to all.

2.3.3 Customer journey maps
There are many ways to visualize the customer journey. Simple maps typically include the steps of the
journey, duration, touchpoints and service interactions, personas, service experience, and service
provider teams and roles who interact with the service consumer. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a
customer journey map.
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Figure 2.3 Example of a customer journey map

Attributes such as service consumer goals, service provider goals, products and product features,
channels, environmental properties, data sources (analytics, tracking data, customer relationship
management [CRM] data), moments of truth, and prior improvements, may be added to the map for
each step depending on the purpose, complexity, and nature of the customer journey. If necessary,
some attributes can be categorized into sub-attributes. For example, it is common to map experience by
tracking emotions, thoughts, and reactions.
Several techniques and models can be leveraged when mapping customer journeys. A simple but useful
example is the Customer Journey Canvas. 5 Furthermore, there are many software tools available to
visualize personas, stakeholder maps, scenarios, and customer journey maps, including storyboards,
emotional journeys, service blueprints, and many more.

2.3.4 Understanding the customer experience
The customer journey map is a good starting point when attempting to understand the customer
experience. However, customer experience is shaped not only by the contact between the service
provider and the service consumer, but also by factors that are partly or completely outside the service
provider’s influence. Aspects such as organizational branding and the environment (including the
digital environment) also influence the customer experience. Additionally, customer experience is
affected by periods with no interaction between the customer and the service provider.
One way to gain a greater understanding of the customer experience is to run customer feedback
surveys at major touchpoints or utilize customer experience management software. Feedback should
reflect the individual customer journey touchpoints and service interactions and also examine brand
touchpoints and environmental conditions, including their impact on comfort, ease, and speed.
The following questions should be asked when examining customer experience:


What is the customer doing during each step?



What encourages or discourages the customer from moving to the next step?



What emotions do each of the steps trigger?



Does the customer have questions that are difficult to find answers to?



In which contexts does the customer get anxious?



Could uncertainties cause the customer to give up and find a different service
provider?
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What kind of obstacles does the customer confront in each stage?



What are the cost and risk factors?

The service provider cannot understand the customer experience without involving the service
consumer in its analysis.
If we apply the Johari window, which was proposed by psychologists Joseph Luft and Harrington
Ingham (Luft and Ingham, 1955) and is shown in Figure 2.4, to the service relationship, it becomes
evident that some areas are unknown to the service provider but known to the service consumer.
Therefore, the service provider must seek feedback on behaviour in the invisible areas of the service
relationship. Likewise, there are areas that are known only to the service provider, but that would
benefit the customer experience if the service consumer was aware of them. These areas should be
disclosed to the service consumer by the service provider.

Figure 2.4 The Johari window

The customer journey map is about listening to what the customers are saying, understanding their
motives, and, when applicable, systematically measuring their opinions and actions and integrating this
information into continuous feedback.

2.4

Designing the customer journey

Up to this point, this chapter has focused on mapping and understanding the customer journey.
However, the overall objective should be to plan and design customer journeys that support optimal
value co-creation and lead to outstanding customer experiences.
Customer journey design is part of service design. However, customer journeys may span multiple
services or products, and single services or products may support multiple customer journeys. More
about service and product design can be found in Chapter 5 and in the service design practice guide.
Service design helps to innovate (create new) or improve (existing) services to make them
more useful, usable, desirable for clients and efficient as well as effective for organizations. It
is a holistic, multi-disciplinary, integrative field (Moritz, 2005).
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Before designing the actual customer journey, the desired outcome and customer and user experience
should be defined. The expected value from the journey and how each stage can contribute to the cocreation of value should be considered as part of this definition. As was outlined in Chapter 1, the value
definition includes:


outcome



experience (how the journey, services, products, brand, and environment are
perceived and make the customer or user feel)



utility



warranty (including availability, performance, capacity, information security,
continuity, accessibility, and usability)



risk and compliance



cost and resources.

The desired value should be defined for each major stakeholder in the customer journey. Techniques
for defining, measuring, optimizing, and communicating value are described in the following chapters. 6

2.4.1 Design thinking
Design thinking is a method that puts the user at the centre of the design process. It addresses how
designers should think in order to make innovative solutions that fit user needs. For good innovation to
occur, designers need to engage with real users to truly understand their problems and explore different
ideas for a resolution. The main idea of the method is to explore and gather feedback from real users.
At a high level, Marc Stickdorn’s five principles of service design thinking may be adopted to guide
the design process (Schneider and Stickdorn, 2012):


User-centred The customers and users need to be put at the centre of the
design process. This requires a genuine understanding of the customers and
users beyond statistical descriptions and empirical analyses of their needs.



Co-creative Facilitating co-creation in groups representative of the
stakeholders is a vital aspect of design thinking and a fundamental part of
service design. All stakeholders should be included in the design process.



Sequencing Service design thinking deconstructs customer journeys into
single touchpoints and service interactions. These, when combined, create
service moments. Touchpoints and service interactions take place human-tohuman, human-to-machine, and even machine-to-machine, but also occur
indirectly through third parties, such as reviews. Every customer journey
follows a three-step transition of pre-service period (getting in touch with a
service), the actual service period (when the service consumers experience a
service) and the post-service period. The customer journey should be
visualized as a sequence of interrelated actions.



Evidencing Physical evidence or artefacts, such as souvenirs, can trigger
the memory of positive service moments. Therefore, through emotional
association, they can continue to enhance a customer’s experience. Service
evidence can prolong service experiences beyond the actual service period
far into the post-service period. Also, service evidencing can help reveal
inconspicuous backstage services. Intangible services should therefore be
visualized in terms of physical artefacts.



Holistic We see, hear, smell, touch, taste, and emotionally feel the physical
manifestation of services. The entire environment of a customer journey,
service, or product should be considered, as should alternative customer
journeys.

At a more practical level, customer journey design does not differ much from other design processes.
Although design processes are non-linear, it is possible to articulate an outline structure. It is important
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to understand that this structure is iterative in its approach. A typical customer journey design process
may include the stages proposed by the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford, which are:


Empathize Learn about the stakeholders that you are designing for.
Understand the human needs involved. Define and test personas and
scenarios. Set aside your own assumptions about the world in order to gain
insight into the stakeholders and their needs.



Define Construct a point of view that is based on user needs and insights.
Re-frame and define the problem in human-centric ways. Map the existing
customer journey, if any, and map stakeholder experiences to identify any
problems in the customer journey. Define and plan for the desired outcome,
experience, and value. Set goals and define metrics.



Ideate Brainstorm and come up with creative solutions. Create many ideas
in ideation sessions to think of improvements to the customer journey. By the
end of this phase, the team should have several problem-solving ideas.



Prototype Build a representation of one or more of your ideas to show to
others. Adopt a hands-on approach in prototyping. Design customer journey
maps and service blueprints.
Design for the stakeholders’ mental models by asking them to structure the
journey or products for you. Consider frequency, sequence, and importance.
Frequency means that things the customers do most frequently should have
a prominent position in the sequence. Sequence means that activities that
occur in sequence should be presented in sequence. Importance means that
important pieces of information need to be given clearly and at the right time.
Understanding the customers’ mental model and applying the frequency,
sequence, and importance rule will solve most of the stakeholders’ usability
needs. Verify that the design helps deliver the planned outcome, experience,
and value.



Test Return to the original stakeholder group and test your ideas for
feedback. Do not avoid mistakes but explore as many mistakes as possible.
Perform usability testing, role plays, and A/B testing. Track usage, build in
feedback loops, review metrics, and role play to test that the design helps to
deliver the planned outcome, experience, and value.

The customer journey design process involves knowledge and capabilities from different fields of
expertise, including product design, graphic design, interaction design, social design, and design
ethnography. Representatives from these fields may be involved in designing and planning customer
journeys.
Additionally, there is a variety of tools and techniques available for customer journey design, including
stakeholder maps, contextual interviews, five whys, day in the life, expectation maps, personas,
storyboards, prototyping, A/B testing, storytelling, service blueprints, operating model canvas. (For a
good introduction to most of the listed tools, see Schneider and Stickdorn, 2012.)

2.4.2 Leveraging behavioural psychology
Humans are often rational beings, but can behave irrationally. However, we are predictably irrational
(Ariely, 2008). Therefore, the design of customer journeys involving humans should cater for logical or
rational behaviour and incorporate knowledge of cognitive biases and intuitive behaviour. Emotional
intelligence and behavioural psychology are the keys to understanding and mastering the emotional
aspect of the journey.
A cognitive bias is a systematic pattern of deviating from rationality when making a judgement. An
evolving list of cognitive biases has been identified over decades of research in cognitive science,
social psychology, and behavioural economics. Examples of well-established cognitive biases are:


Peak-end bias The tendency that we do not seem to perceive experience as
a whole, but the average of how it was at its peak. So, after using a product
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or service, we tend to disproportionately recall the high and low points of the
customer journey and not all the individual aspects of it. In particular,
unpleasant endings have a strong negative impact.


Availability bias The tendency to base our judgements on events that are
most available in our memory, despite the fact that the availability of a
memory is often influenced by unique and emotional factors. For example,
the distribution and frequency of positive and negative points of interaction
during the customer journey affects our service perception.



Loss aversion The pain of giving up something is greater than the utility
associated with obtaining it. We want to be in control of our journey as well as
other immediate aspects of our life affected by the customer journey.

By understanding these cognitive biases, it is possible not only to consider them, but also to take
advantage of them in the design of the customer journey (Bhattacharjee et al., 2016), including by:


working through bad experiences early so that service consumers remember
the more positive elements of the interaction



segmenting pleasure and combining pain for the service consumers so that
the pleasant parts of the journey form a stronger part of consumers’
recollections



finishing on a strong, positive note, as the service consumers’ final
interactions will have a disproportionate impact on their memory of the
service



providing service consumers with choices to give them a sense of control



preventing surprises to increase service consumer satisfaction with the
services received.

Redesigning the entire journey to incorporate the principles of behavioural psychology has the potential
to yield sustained improvements in service consumer satisfaction. (Kahneman, 2011 gives a good
introduction to biases and behavioural design.)

2.4.3 Design for different cultures
Mental models help an individual’s orientation in the world; they are the abstract and
reductive mental representation of the complexity all of us face in everyday life – the schemas
by which all of us understand the world around ourselves (Schneider and Stickdorn, 2012).
Stereotypes are part of the mental model. According to Geert Hofstede, culture may be defined as the
collective mental programming of the human mind which distinguishes one group of people from
another. Therefore, culture is part of the mental model and should be considered when designing
customer journeys for different cultural groups or personas. Some examples are:


users from different countries



customers from different industries



users from different teams in an organization



users from different professions



sponsors from public organizations.

Culture maps are tools which map cultures to decode the influences of intercultural collaboration. They
are useful for analysing and designing service consumer scenarios as a basis for customer journey
design. Figure 2.5 shows the culture of two user groups mapped to the eight dimensions to identify
similarities and differences. In this figure, each dimension is represented as a scale or spectrum of
opposite extremes (Meyer, 2014).

Figure 2.5 The eight dimensions of culture
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2.5

Measuring and improving the customer journey

Customer satisfaction is a moving target. To continually improve, it is important to measure customer
experience and feedback and gather analytics about stakeholder behaviour both across the journey and
at individual touchpoints and service interactions.
Additionally, indirect measures, such as service quality, product quality, and the quality of the enabling
value streams, practices, and resources can highlight customer experience and satisfaction.
It is best practice to start at the top, with a metric to measure the customer experience, and then cascade
downwards into their key customer journeys and indirect performance and output indicators.
There are always more opportunities for improvement than there are resources. Therefore, the focus
should be on quality and customer experience opportunities with the best chance of a high return on
investment (ROI). Gaps in the journey and opportunities to improve it should be prioritized. Although
eliminating pain points for customers is important, it is equally critical to identify areas that can
differentiate an organization from competitors as customer expectations change.
Problem management techniques should be used to isolate the causes of gaps and identify
improvements to all levels of the service stack: customer journey, service and product design,
underpinning value streams, practices, and resources that enable the value streams and services.

2.6

Summary

Each service consumer is different and should be treated differently. Personas summarize key
characteristics for customer and user archetypes and help the service provider to understand their needs
and aspirations. By following the personas on their journey from touchpoint to touchpoint towards
service outcome, a service provider can understand the customer experience. Leveraging this insight,
combined with design thinking, behavioural psychology, and cultural insight, the service provider will
be able to design and master customer journeys that lead to unique customer outcomes and
experiences.
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3

Step 1: Explore

Explore is the first step on the customer journey, which may occur before a relationship between a
customer and a service provider has been established. On this step, both parties explore their own needs
as well as market opportunities for fulfilling them. Table 3.1 outlines the purpose of this further.

Table 3.1 The purpose of the explore step
Explore
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To completely understand their
own needs and constraints and
to be able to articulate them
To identify the most suitable
service providers and services,
as well as the associated
benefits, costs, and risks
To prioritize the most
beneficial service

Optimize risk and compliance

To minimize the risk of
investing solutions for the
wrong problems
To identify service providers
and services with the desired
risk profile

Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To avoid using resources on
the wrong services and service
providers

For the service provider
To develop the right services
for the right customers
To gain enough knowledge
about the market to be able to
establish and promote the
services
For internal service providers,
the ‘market’ means the
organization they serve
To understand and target
competitors
To prevent relationships with
service consumers that impose
risk on the service provider
To optimize portfolios based
on strengths and market
opportunities

To identify service providers
that deliver value for money
From a service consumer perspective, it is crucial to understand the needs of the service consumer and
other stakeholders before a service is requested. This chapter will provide commonly used methods for
analysing organizational contexts in order to uncover problems and identify needs.
Once the needs are identified, evaluated, and prioritized, possible solutions should be explored in order
to solve the problems and satisfy the needs. One option could be to request help from an internal or
external service provider. This decision should be based on a good understanding of the opportunities
available and how value is created in the organization.
From a service provider perspective, it is important to understand customer needs in order to provide
the correct service; their services facilitate value for an organization only when their value is perceived
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to be higher than the cost and risk of obtaining the service. The service provider should understand
what the customer values most and address the customer according to its organizational strength and
weakness.

Key message
Before obtaining or providing a service, it is important to ensure that there is enough knowledge and
understanding of the needs for the service.
The human mind has a natural bias for judging or deciding something too soon, resulting in
unwarranted conclusions. When problems are complex, this is counterproductive. In these situations,
the right people should be involved in the discussion and enough quality data should be gathered to
draw an informed conclusion.
There may be several reasons for guesswork when obtaining or providing services, including:

3.1



Technology focus Many projects fail when technology is implemented
simply because it is new. The ITIL guiding principle of focus on value
addresses this issue.



Overconfidence Many organizations think that they already understand the
needs of their customers, and they therefore do not ask what their customers
value. The ITIL guiding principles of progress iteratively with feedback, focus
on value, and collaborate and promote visibility address this issue.



Acting before checking For example, an organization may develop a
service without enough information about relevant legal requirements, and
need to revise its plans later. The ITIL guiding principle of think and work
holistically addresses this issue.



Lack of time and resources It takes time and effort for an organization to
explore and analyse needs, and it requires specialized skills, competencies,
methods, and tools. These resources are often wasted on projects that are
not valuable. The ITIL guiding principle of progress iteratively with feedback
addresses this issue.



Failing to consider costs and risks For example, many organizations build
in-house products without considering the cost of maintenance and continual
improvement. The ITIL guiding principles of think and work holistically and
collaborate and promote visibility address this issue.

Understanding service consumers and their needs

Before a service consumer is able to completely understand and articulate its needs for service, the
organization’s purpose and any influencing external and internal factors must be understood. When
these have been explored, the service consumer is in a better position to make conscious product and
service decisions.

3.1.1 Purpose
When trying to understand an organization, it is easy to focus on what it does, rather than how or why
it does it. Sinek has illustrated this with a ‘golden circle’ to remind organizations to focus on their
purposes (Sinek, 2009). The golden circle is shown in Figure 3.1 and asks the questions:
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What? Every organization knows what they do.



How? Some organizations know how they do what they do. Their methods
and practices set them apart.



Why? Few organizations know why they do what they do. ‘Why’ is the
purpose, cause, or belief: the reason an organization exists.

Figure 3.1 The golden circle

Understanding an organization means understanding its purpose and vision. Every organization should
have purpose and a strategy for achieving that purpose. A good purpose will motivate employees,
affect how work is done, and provide direction for all service-related questions.
A stakeholder analysis is required to understand how service value is created for an organization and its
stakeholders. Stakeholder analyses identify important stakeholders and their needs. The stakeholders
can be internal and external to the organization, as shown in Table 3.2, an outline of typical
stakeholders.

Table 3.2 Typical stakeholders
Internal
Owners

External
External customers

Board of directors

Suppliers

Senior executives

Partners

Managers

Special interest groups

Employees

Regulators

Users

Community

Unions

Public

Internal customers

Media

Internal suppliers
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Legal, HR, Security
Governance, risk, and compliance

3.1.2 External factors
A prerequisite for a successful strategy is understanding the context of an organization, including the
markets, customers, and other stakeholders. A widely used technique to explore the external context is
the PESTLE analysis. A PESTLE analysis is a strategic tool that provides input for the organization’s
strategy and direction, as well as for internal policies and procedures.
PESTLE analyses cover six areas, political, economic, sociological, technological, legal, and
environmental, that are likely to affect the business. Examples of these areas are given in Table 3.3.
PESTLE analyses help service consumers to identify opportunities and constraints. By understanding
the external factors, the organization can better leverage opportunities and mitigate threats.

Table 3.3 Examples of key areas to address in a PESTLE analysis
Political
Government
policies
Stability
Trading
policies
Funding and
grants
Lobbying
Elections and
political
trends
International
relationships
Corruption
Bureaucracy
Wars and
conflicts

Economic
Taxation

Sociological
Culture

Inflation

Work ethic

Interest

Attitude

Economy
trends

Demographics

Seasonality
issues
Industry
growth
Import/export
ratios
International
trade
International
exchange
rates

Media
Brand
Lifestyle
Cultural
taboos
Consumer
attitudes,
opinions, and
buying
patterns

Technological
New
discoveries
Emerging
technologies
Maturity of
technology
Research and
innovation
Information and
communications
Competitor
technology
development
Intellectual
property issues

Ethical issues
Advertising
and publicity
Social
responsibility

Legal
Current and
future
legislation
International
legislation
Regulatory
bodies
Employment
law
Consumer
protection

Environmental
Geographical
location
Climate and
weather
Energy supply
Environmental
regulations
Ecological
regulations
Circular
economya

Health and
safety
regulations
Tax
regulations
Competitive
regulations
Industryspecific
regulations

a A circular economy (‘circularity’) is an economic system aimed at minimizing waste and making the most of
resources.
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3.1.3 Internal factors
Internal factors should be carefully assessed before changing or obtaining services. The objective
should be to gain a common understanding of the current situation and to establish a baseline. The
result of this assessment can be a baseline report that highlights developments and improvements.
The four dimensions of service management should be assessed in order to understand internal factors.
Table 3.4 provides examples of key questions to address in an internal assessment for each of the four
dimensions.

Table 3.4 Areas and questions to address in an internal assessment
Dimension
Value streams and processes

Organizations and people

Areas to explore
Key value streams
Processes and services

Key questions
Are the organization’s purpose
and objectives being
supported?

Current services

Where are the bottlenecks?

Finance and profitability

Are the users happy with the
current services?

Organizational structure

Are there efficient management
structures?

Roles and responsibilities
Mapping of internal
stakeholders
Organizational culture
Internal skills and
competencies
Existing policies, processes,
and best practice
Information and technology

Data and information
Technology platform and
architecture
Applications

Partners and suppliers

Are roles and responsibilities
clearly defined?
Is there a service attitude?
Do we have sufficient skills
and competencies?
Is there information security
awareness among employees?
Does the information model
match the business needs?
Do we have proper technology
and applications to support and
digitize our services?

Information security challenges

Are the right technical controls
in place?

Existing service providers,
partners, and suppliers

How well are the existing
service providers being
leveraged?

Contractual obligations

How well can the existing
service providers fulfil our
needs?

There are a number of methods that can be used to assess internal factors and establish a baseline,
including interviews, workshops, surveys, and questionnaires. Some, such as external maturity or
capability assessments, are more formal and time-consuming than others.
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3.1.3.1 SWOT analyses
A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis is often used to combine the
results of internal and external assessments to evaluate whether a service is needed and whether it
should be provided internally or not.
A SWOT analysis involves four specific aspects of an organization: the internal strengths and
weaknesses, and the external opportunities and threats. A model SWOT analysis is shown in Figure
3.2.

Figure 3.2 Model SWOT analysis

It is important to remember the following key points when completing a SWOT analysis:


Strengths can be built upon.



Weaknesses must be managed or turned into strengths.



Opportunities should be identified.



Threats must be managed.

When assessing internal strengths and weaknesses, some important questions are:


Is the strength or weakness within key strategic areas?



Are the required resources available?



Is there enough capacity?



Do the right people possess the right mix and levels of competencies?



Does the organization have experience with similar services?

If a SWOT analysis shows more weaknesses than strengths, it may indicate a need to improve or obtain
services to bridge the gap.

3.1.4 Objectives and opportunities
When a service consumer understands its overall needs for service, it can then convert these into
service objectives and explore opportunities. The continual improvement model introduced in ITIL
Foundation may be a useful way to do this. The steps of the continual improvement model are outlined
in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5 The steps of the ITIL continual improvement model
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Step
What is the vision?

Activities to understand needs and identify
opportunities
Start with the ‘why’. Seek a good understanding
of the overall purpose.

Where are we now?

Seek an understanding of the internal and
external factors influencing the needs, and
establish a baseline for the current situation.

Where do we want to be?

Define objectives in the form of desired
outcomes and experiences, such as demand.
Define the problem and set measurable targets
for the desired situation when the problem is
solved.

How do we get there?

Explore opportunities for satisfying the demand.
If a new or changed service is needed, service
options should ideally be further explored
alongside potential service providers, leading to
one or more preferred service providers.
A plan for value co-creation should be crafted
with the service provider(s) and service levels
and conditions agreed.

Take action

Prepare and complete onboarding and start
service consumption to co-create value.

Did we get there?

Track, assess, and evaluate value realization to
ensure objectives are fulfilled. If not, initiate the
necessary improvements.

How do we get momentum going?

Achievements should be recognized, successes
should be celebrated, and new ways of working
should be reinforced.

Many organizations use the ITIL continual improvement model as a basis for all internal improvement
projects because it provides a structured approach, ensuring that service improvement initiatives
support high-level organizational objectives. It is also useful as a planning tool when considering a new
service relationship. Another advantage is that it gathers facts about the current situation, which can be
used to establish a baseline. Combined with clear objectives, this baseline enables continual
measurement and value realization tracking.

3.1.5 Risks and mitigation
Risk assessment is a key part of the explore step. The assessment should include weaknesses and
threats, vulnerabilities, and the potential impact of all relevant aspects on the current and desired
situation. Based on the risk profile results, benefits, and costs, the optimal opportunities for services
should be explored further to ensure that any residual risks are either mitigated or accepted.
For example, if an organization has an old legacy information system affected by an increasing number
of information security issues, the organization can either continue using the information system or
replace it with a new service. In the case of replacement, the organization should decide whether it will
provide the service in-house or obtain it from an external provider. Table 3.6 outlines and analyses the
options for this example scenario.

Table 3.6 Examples of scenario options
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Mitigation options
Continue using the old service

Residual risks
Instability and vulnerability related to frequent
incidents. Security issues may lead to loss of
privacy data, damage to reputation, and fines.

Continue with the old service but implement
some measures for improved security

Many incidents will be difficult to solve.
Vulnerability due to a lack of maintenance skills
and competencies.

Develop and provide a new service to replace
the old one internally

Lack of resources due to concurrent projects,
lack of competency within the development,
additional costs related to operation and
maintenance.

Establish an agreement with a service provider
to provide a new replacement service

Lack of control over the service provider and the
full value chain, lack of competency managing
service providers.

Readers should refer to the risk management practice guide for more details about risk assessment and
mitigation.

3.2

Understanding service providers and their offers

When an organization has identified its demand for service and the opportunities for satisfying this
demand, the next step is to identify and evaluate options to source this service.

Internal or external service providers for IT?
There are certain considerations to bear in mind when choosing between internal or external service
providers of IT in large organizations.
In some organizations, internal policies state that the internal IT organization is the preferred provider
of IT-enabled services. The internal service provider then has the responsibility to identify common
needs and synergies between internal service consumers and provide a balanced portfolio of internal
services. If the internal service provider cannot provide a service itself, it may source the service from
external service providers, but this is dependent on the governance model.
In many organizations, the IT department is subject to free competition from external service providers.
If there is no internal service provider, or if the internal service provider cannot provide the service
itself, the service customer or the internal service provider will have to explore options for external
sourcing.

There may be numerous service providers to choose from for any needed service, so the process of
identifying and choosing a provider may be time-consuming. Most organizations widely advertise their
brand and services, which may serve as initial input for a shortlist of suitable service providers.
To create a shortlist, it is important to assess:


products and services offered and their functional coverage



delivery models, warranties, architectural fit, and integration options



price
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geographical presence and language capabilities



service attitude, proactivity, and responsiveness



competency levels, skills, and experience



availability of resources and partners



governance profile (policies, security, etc.)



size of organization



flexibility and scalability



financial situation



brand, reputation, credentials, certifications, and reference customers



trust and existing relationship



charges.

The choice also depends on service provider types, their interests, value propositions, power positions,
and histories.
A decision matrix is often used in the decision process, combining the most important criteria and their
worth. Intangible aspects should not be reflected in the matrix. To assist in the decision process, it is
important to have open and honest discussions to determine the most important criteria for the service
consumer.
The final selection of one or more service providers, whether internal or external, will typically occur
only when the service consumer has gone through the engage step. For relationships where services
must be configured, customized, or developed, the final selection may only take place after
requirements have been shaped with the potential service provider(s) in the offer step.

3.2.1 Industry standards and reference architectures
Industry standards and reference architectures may affect the selection of service providers. These
standards may be imposed by regulators, supervisory authorities, private sector organizations, or other
external stakeholders. Additionally, the service consumer or a group that the service consumer belongs
to may adopt existing or target reference architectures that products and services must comply with or
be compatible with.
Therefore, the service consumer should assess whether, and to what degree, potential service providers
and their products and services comply with applicable standards and reference architectures. The
assessment may include:


scope



principles



requirements



criteria



classifications



controls



objects.

The service provider’s experience and expertise in these standards and architectures may also be
relevant.
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3.3

Understanding markets

A market usually consists of subgroups of service consumers and potential consumers that have one or
more characteristics in common, so they have similar product and service needs. To understand who
potential service consumers are, a service provider may need to conduct market analysis and planning.
A market analysis is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of a market; it explores the market size
and opportunities in volume and value. This includes:


various service consumer segments



customer expectations and buying patterns



trends and dynamics



competition



key players



economic factors.

Regular market analysis can contribute to a more market-focused orientation across the organization,
even for internal service providers. Some key advantages are:


systematic identification of emerging opportunities and threats



understanding of competitive advantage



more informed communication about customers and markets



better allocation of scarce resources.

3.3.1 Market segmentation
Market segmentation allows a service provider to target a customer with specific needs and desires.
Each market segment is unique and should be approached differently.
It is important that service providers understand the reasons behind the decisions customers make. The
objective is to enable the service provider to group customers based on their needs and behaviour, so
that the service provider can address them accordingly.
Generally, there are three factors that identify different market segments:


homogeneity or common needs within a segment



distinction and uniqueness from other groups



reaction or a similar response to the market.

There are two main segmentation approaches:


Characteristic-based segmentation Based on the characteristics of the
customer and area.



Need-based segmentation Based on customer needs.

3.3.1.1

Characteristic-based market segmentation

Characteristic-based market segmentation is the process of segmenting service consumers based on
their characteristics, attitudes, or behaviour. Figure 3.3 shows examples of this method.
Commonly used categories are:


Geographic By region or area, service consumer location, rural or urban,
climate, or market size.
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Demographic By age, gender, income, occupation, family size, education
level, or religion.



Behavioural By benefit, rate of usage, loyalty, or readiness to purchase.



Psychographic By lifestyle, personality, attitude, social class, values, or
beliefs.

Figure 3.3 Four bases for market segmentation

This type of segmentation can be useful as a first step, but it will not be conclusive because there will
be differences within these categories. To address their needs, the target group must be analysed
further.

3.3.1.2

Need-based market segmentation

Need-based market segmentation is the process of segmenting the market based on the needs of the
service consumers. Tailoring a message to their needs will lead to a better response rate with marketing
campaigns.
Commercial service providers often analyse the existing customers currently generating the most sales.
The Pareto principle (the 80/20 rule) can help to identify the 20 per cent of the service consumers that
generate 80 per cent of the sales.
A need-based market segmentation includes the following steps:


Analyse existing service consumers to identify the customers that generate
most sales (use the 80/20 rule).



Explore customer satisfaction, including why customers buy certain products
and if/how services fulfil their needs.



Perform an internal SWOT analysis.



Categorize selected service consumers into different market segments.



Prioritize the market segments based on SWOT results.

Because need-based market segmentation may need extensive investigation, each service provider
should focus on a few market segments. This should result in the ability to build a good relationship
with a prototype customer and to explore their needs further.
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3.3.2 Identifying and analysing service consumers
Analysing current and potential service consumers for the market as a whole is possible, but it may be
more efficient to explore a segment or smaller group.
A useful approach is to understand why current or potential service consumers hire a product or
service; this helps service providers to identify potential customers and to develop products and
services that align with what service consumers need.
Another approach is to use predictive analytics (for example, cognitive technologies, such as machine
learning) based on historical market data and service consumer data. This includes demographics,
buying behaviour, conversion, retention, churn, up-sell, cross-sell, organizations with attributes similar
to existing customers, etc. Predictive analytics may lead to an increased understanding of existing
service consumers, reveal customers who need attention, and identify and qualify new leads.
Exploring service consumer needs is an ongoing task, but it is equally important to track the changing
needs of existing service consumers. The service provider portfolio is used to track, evaluate, and
prioritize the market and service consumer needs for services and products. Readers should refer to the
portfolio management practice guide for more details.

3.4

Targeting markets

To build a brand and attract target customers, internal and external service providers should invest in
marketing. Marketing promotes products and service offerings and strengthens brands. Marketing is a
comprehensive domain; many service providers have a specialized marketing department to undertake
the work.

3.4.1 Value propositions
A value proposition is a statement that clearly identifies what benefits a service consumer will receive
from a particular service offering (Buttle, 2009). It is an excellent way to quickly differentiate your
service or product from that of your competitors.

Definition: Value proposition
An explicit promise made by a service provider to its customers that it will deliver a particular bundle
of benefits.

Value propositions should be tailored to targeted customers by addressing their needs. They should
concisely tell customers:


how the product or service can solve their problems



what they can expect if they obtain the product or service



the advantages of doing business with the company over its competitors.

A well-written value proposition is one of the most important elements of marketing, as it immediately
highlights the benefits of the products or services. 7
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Tip
Consider the perspectives of typical decision-makers in the organizations you are targeting. For
example, for a recruitment tool, an HR manager is likely to be a decision-maker, so it would be useful
to consider an HR manager’s perspective when designing the value proposition.

3.4.2 The marketplace and the marketspace
Today, businesses compete in two worlds: a physical world of people and things called a
marketplace and a virtual world of information called a marketspace (Bordoloi et al., 2018).
Service providers must explore different channels in order to reach their customers in targeted markets
in the marketplace and marketspace.
The marketplace is the physical world, whereas the marketspace is defined by all the possible channels
made available on the internet. Examples of these channels are shown in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7 Examples of marketing initiatives in the marketplace and
marketspace
Marketing in the marketplace
Places to meet potential customers

Marketing in the marketspace
Social media

Breakfast seminars

Websites

Sales meetings

Newsletters

Conference presentations

Adverts

Newspaper announcements

Webinars

Magazine articles

Podcasts

Flyers and brochures

Profiling
Bots
Big data, IoT, and artificial intelligence (AI)
used for targeted marketing

3.4.3 Personalizing and profiling
Profiling is a method of tracking service consumer behaviour in order to understand consumers’ needs
and to enable targeted marketing campaigns. Personalizing is about knowing what range of service
offerings the customer is most likely to want to obtain and presenting those specific offers to the
customer.
With an accumulation of personal information about customers and users, it is important to protect the
privacy of individual subjects by asking for consent. Many countries have strictly regulated privacy
legislation that should be taken into consideration. With consent, the service provider can add value to
its customers and users through the marketspace.
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3.4.4 Targeted marketing
Marketing campaigns work best when the service provider tailors the message to a specific group of
people and their needs and desires. To do this effectively, specific user profiles (personas) and their
specific needs and desires must be used. This will allow the service provider to write a personal
message to potential customers which addresses their true needs.
To formulate the message, very simple techniques, such as AIDA (Awareness, Interest, Desire,
Action), can be used. AIDA is shown in Figure 3.4. These tools help to explain the marketing message
concisely and improve the chance of it reaching the target audience. They help to raise customers’
awareness of an offer, stimulate interest and desire, and trigger actions.

Figure 3.4 The AIDA model

3.4.5 Brand and reputation
A brand is a combination of someone’s perception of an organization and its products and services in
the market. Therefore, developing a good relationship with the target market is an essential part of
influencing a brand. A brand is built iteratively and is reflected in the way people speak about the
organization and its people, products, and services.

3.4.6 Sustainability and the triple bottom line
Sustainability is an area that greatly impacts brand and reputation. Sustainability can be defined as ‘the
development that meets the needs of the present generations without compromising the ability of the
future generations to meet their own needs’ (Brundtland et al., 1987).
The term ‘bottom line’ normally refers to accounting. Sustainability goals have become increasingly
important. To address sustainability, organizations often adopt the triple bottom line (TBL) approach
(Elkington, 1994), which is an accounting framework that covers financial, social, and environmental
aspects, as shown in Figure 3.5 (Bordoloi et al., 2018). TBL marks a shift away from short-term
financial goals to long-term sustainability goals as an integrated method of doing business. Aiming for
sustainable goals not only improves an organization’s brand and reputation, but drives stakeholder
value for customers, employees, and society in the form of better health, climate, and resource
utilization.

Figure 3.5 Sustainability and the triple bottom line approach
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3.4.7 Importance of the existing customers
Keeping existing customers happy is important for attracting new customers. The three main reasons
for this are:


Cost New customers are more difficult, time-consuming, and expensive to
reach than existing customers.



Resale Happy customers are more likely to obtain new services.



Brand Happy customers may recommend services to other consumers.

As soon as stakeholders understand the opportunities for co-creating value, they are ready to establish a
good service relationship.

3.5

Summary

The customer journey often begins before the service provider and service consumer have established a
relationship. Both groups may explore their own needs as well as market opportunities for identifying
partners that may contribute to the fulfilment of their respective needs. This may include aspects such
as organizational purpose and capabilities, operational context, and strategic objectives and
opportunities. A service provider must understand its market and market segments to target specific
service consumers and their needs.
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4

Step 2: Engage

The purpose of the engage step is to build transparency, continual engagement, and trust between the
stakeholders in order to ensure a good mutual understanding of each stakeholder’s preferences and
experience. For any service, relationship and trust are essential factors for a successful value
realization. When a high level of trust exists, each party is convinced the other is committed to mutual
success and, as the relationship leads to interdependent successes, even more trust may be accumulated.
All involved stakeholders are successful when they foster and sustain an environment for collaboration
and trust because:


With a high level of trust, a customer tends to increase demand, effectively
contributing to value co-creation.



A service provider that does well acquires the resources to create and deliver
a quality product or service for the service consumer. This strengthens its
competitive advantage.

In a low-trust relationship, everything tends to be fixed, documented, and regulated; in a high-trust
relationship, it is more flexible and the number of touchpoints and service interactions may increase.
For this reason, collaboration becomes easier.
Table 4.1 summarizes why the service provider, customer, and other stakeholders should invest in
fostering service relationships.

Table 4.1 The purpose of engaging and fostering relationships
Engage
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To obtain higher (potential)
value from services
To get better customer
experience
To increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of service design
due to increased service
provider buy-in
To reach a clearer shared
understanding of expectations,
needs, and preferences due to
effective communication with
the service provider
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For the service provider
To increase service
provisioning through nurturing
and retaining of existing
customers
To strengthen competitive
advantages in order to find and
attract new customers
To gain improvement
opportunities from better
customer buy-in
To obtain better information
for decision-making
To advance shared vision on
how to achieve a win-win
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To advance shared vision on
how to achieve a win-win
Optimize risk and compliance

Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To reduce the level of
complexity

To reduce the level of
complexity

To increase the probability of
long-term success

To increase probability of longterm success

To reduce spending on services

To reduce service costs

To reduce spending on
negotiations

To reduce spending on
negotiations

To reduce time and effort to
control activities

To reduce the cost of marketing
and client service

In most cases, it is not enough for a service to meet a stakeholder’s actual need for outcomes. The
stakeholder also needs to trust that the service provider will continue to provide a certain level of
service and improve it over time. The parties must have a shared understanding of expectations, not
only in terms of outcomes but also in experience and preferences. This is highlighted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Aspects of service value

A good service relationship fosters and reveals an understanding of each stakeholder’s expectations of
outcomes, experience, and preferences. Since prejudices and wrong assumptions are primary threats to
the mutual endeavour for success, it is always a good idea to engage as early as possible in the journey
in order to start clarifying and communicating mutual assumptions and expectations.

4.1

Communicating and collaborating

Communication is fundamental for building relationships and trust. Poor communication can ruin good
intentions and lead to costs, delays, unnecessary disputes, and poor service delivery. Effective
communication is especially important in the engagement step because that is when initial expectations
are formed. The effectiveness of communication depends on the type of relationship between those
communicating.
Cooperation is working with others to achieve your own goals. These goals may form part of a
common goal. However, there is a risk that the individuals/teams involved in the cooperation will work
in silos. As a result, individual/team goals are achieved, but organizational goals are missed.
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Collaboration is the process whereby a person or persons work with another to produce something.
From a business perspective, collaboration is a practice where individuals work together to achieve a
common objective. Collaboration allows information sharing, which enables feedback and leads to
higher service quality and more creative improvements.
Both cooperation and collaboration can be effective and valuable approaches to teamwork and to
service relationships. Collaboration has higher potential for creative and entrepreneurial work in a
complex environment. Cooperation can be an effective model for standardized work with a clear
separation of duties, especially when people from multiple organizations need to work together. In
service relationships, collaborating is difficult for partnerships; cooperation is common in basic and
cooperative relationships.
To communicate and collaborate effectively, individuals should be aware of cultural differences,
language barriers, and time zones.

4.1.1 Listening modes
Listening is crucial for efficient communication, and can be improved through practice and training.
Poor listening causes mistakes, misunderstandings, and cooperation failures.
Different modes of listening can be used in different situations to improve communication. A common
scale of listening is proposed by Stephen Covey in his book The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
(Covey, 1989). This includes the following:


Ignoring Making no effort to listen.



Pretend listening Giving the appearance you are listening.



Selective listening Only hearing the parts of the conversation that interest
you.



Attentive listening Paying attention and focusing on what the speaker says.



Empathetic listening Listening and responding to understand the speaker’s
words, intent, and feelings.

This scale can be simplified further into three basic listening modes. The three modes of listening and
the way they may be applied in different service management situations are described in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Three modes of listening and their application in different service
management situations
Listening mode
Internal listening

Focused listening

Description
Focus is inward. Most of
the attention is given to
how the subject affects the
listener, what emotions it
evokes, and how it
compares with individual
preconceptions.

When to use
This type of listening
is useful when
participating as the
user in training, or
reviewing work results
reports, learning new
instructions, being
coached or mentored,
reviewing
documentation, etc.

Covey’s scale
Ignoring

Focus is on the other
person, not much attention
is paid to the outside world.

This type of listening
may be used when
discussing
requirements for a
service (e.g.
negotiating SLAs),

Attentive listening

Focused listening is a level
of empathy, clarification,
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Global listening

and collaboration. Listeners
notice tone, body language,
and ongoing reactions
throughout the
conversation.

participating in
decision-making
meetings, planning
changes, etc.

Global listening, or
environmental listening,
includes everything that
can be observed through all
senses.

This type of listening
may be used when
solving problems,
when designing
products and services,
in teaching, when
conducting audits,
when coordinating
teamwork, and in sales
situations.

Good performers usually
have strong global listening
skills. Experienced actors,
trainers, teachers, and
leaders may have been able
to instantly assess an
atmosphere and monitor
how it changes in response
to their actions. These
people are good at
adjusting their behaviour
according to the impact
they make.

Empathetic listening

The service provider
communicates with the
service consumer
through surveys, social
media, customer
reviews, emails,
feedback forms,
service usage
analytics, etc.

4.1.2 Diversity
Today’s world is very diverse. Therefore, many factors should be considered when cooperating in
service relationships, including:


cultural differences and language



time zones and locations



seasonal factors (for example, summer vacations)



organizational culture.

It is always important to:

4.2



foster a respectful attitude



use the right language



create an environment where it is safe to express all perspectives



finish with actionable conclusions



continually align as the work proceeds.

Understanding service relationship types

Engaging with the service consumer includes, but is not limited to, building and sustaining
relationships, understanding needs, and assessing mutual readiness and maturity. However, these
activities may differ depending on the objectives the customer pursues, the type of service, and the
service provider type. These dependencies are shown in Table 4.3.
The closer and more mature a relationship is, the more transparency, informal communication, and
sharing of risk and rewards it requires. However, for market and security reasons, not all customers
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want this kind of closeness. Equally, from an economic perspective, service providers may not desire
this type of relationship.

Table 4.3 Engaging and fostering relationships in different environments
Service
relationship type

Relationship
maturity

Basic relationship
Ad hoc, order taker
Demand is prioritized based
on weak or subjective data
Frequent misperceptions
build distrust
The service provider is
reactive and does not
challenge customer
requests
There is a lack of quality
data to support cost or
value analyses

Approach for
building a
relationshipa

Key attributes

Loudest in, first out
Frequent misperceptions
may lead to distrust and
reactive course changes,
costs are usually
transparent, but value may
be hidden
Little information sharing
Single channel of
communication (dependent
on single point of contact)

Cooperative relationship
Service provider, trusted
adviser
There is a mutual
understanding and
appreciation of demand
and supply
The service portfolio is
appropriate to service
consumer needs
The service provider
engages early and often
in the customer decision
cycle, and there is a
shared understanding of
product and service value
The routine is routine, but
innovation is a challenge
Collaboration is based on
mutual respect and
understanding

Partnership
Strategic partner
The service provider
and service
consumer share
common goals with
a focus on value
realization
There is clear
accountability for
achieving value from
investments in
products and
services and quality
data to support value
analysis
Shared goals for
maximizing value
and shared risks and
rewards

Portfolio is aligned to
service consumer demand
Service provider seeking
opportunities to add value

Deep sense of trust
and partnership

Many points of contact

Both acknowledge
the importance of
each other

Driven by price

Forecasting, not joint
planning

Easy to exit (usually a lot
of alternative options)

Limited information
sharing
Expensive and resourceintensive
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Free exchange of
sensitive information
Difficult to exit
a

BRM Institute (2014).

Did you know?
It is widely accepted that more trust is better. However, it is possible to over-invest in building trust in
a service relationship to a level that does not add value for involved parties.

4.2.1 Basic relationship
A basic relationship is usually appropriate for standard products and services, when the efficiency of
service operation is a cornerstone. A service provider in such a relationship is interested in resilient and
repetitive operation that enables the achievement of certain service levels with minimum effort and
deviation. The commercial service provider’s primary objective is contract extension, and it usually
avoids building relationships with the service consumer because the product or service may become
unprofitable. The customer in this type of relationship usually has good control of the service provider
in terms of achieving service level, but often struggles to assess service value.
The advantages and disadvantages of a basic relationship are discussed in Table 4.4 from the
perspective of both consumer and provider.

Table 4.4 Pros and cons for a basic service relationship
Service consumer

Advantages
Easy to exit
Easy to control

Disadvantages
Emphasis is placed on
efficiency and
transactions
Hard to develop a
deeper relationship
Hard to assess service
value

Service provider

Single channel of
communication
Easy to measure and
report
Building scale and
operational
efficiencies into
service management
practices

Emphasis is placed on
efficiency and
transactions
Difficult to develop a
trustworthy
relationship
Little to no
information sharing
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Standard customer
management approach

Easy for the customer
to exit
Customer is driven by
price
Little opportunity to
deliver differentiated
customer experiences

4.2.2 Cooperative relationship
In a cooperative service relationship, the service provider usually tailors the products and services to
the service consumer needs. The customer expects that the service provider will think about service
outcome and experience, not only service levels. Since the service provider is expected to look for new
opportunities to create additional value for the service consumer, information should be exchanged
easily between the involved parties. For a commercial service provider, there is a risk of spending too
much time and resources in becoming a trusted supplier and providing high-value services without
getting the investment back.
The advantages and disadvantages of a cooperative relationship are listed in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Pros and cons for a cooperative relationship
Service consumer

Advantages
The service provider tailors the
service to specific service
consumer needs
New opportunities to do more
business with the service
provider

Service provider

Higher service consumer
dependency on the service
provider
More information is received
from the customer; opportunity
to be far more effective in
helping to drive valuable
solutions

Disadvantages
Mutual activities may feel
uncoordinated
Expensive and resourceintensive

Mutual activities may feel
uncoordinated
Expensive and resourceintensive
Higher risk of mistakenly
allocated resources
New operational complexities
emerge
Customer brings internal
problems to the service
provider
Less efficiency and control
over the customers

4.2.3 Partnership
In a partnership, the service provider and the service consumer may act as one organization
coordinating activities across a great range of functions and processes. As the level of interdependency
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and integration grows, both parties may align on a strategic level by setting goals and priorities
together.
Achieving a high level of transparency may be costly, but it creates opportunities to identify flaws and
find the best possible solutions. Both parties will wait for results more patiently because they look at
the relationship through a long-term lens.
The advantages and disadvantages of a partnership are listed in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Pros and cons of a partnership
Service consumer

Advantages
Transparency allows both sides
to identify inefficiencies and
work together to fix them,
which leads to mutual cost
reductions
Long-term planning opens new
market opportunities

Service provider

Transparency allows both sides
to identify inefficiencies and
then work together to fix them,
which leads to mutual cost
reductions

Disadvantages
Lock-in may prevent the
customer from increasing
requirements or exiting
Separation is painful and timeconsuming

Separation is painful and timeconsuming

Long-term planning opens new
market opportunities
Chance to attract bigger and
more strategic customers

4.3

Building service relationships

Relationship management may be a role, a function, and/or an organizational capability or practice. In
this publication, relationship management is primarily viewed as a practice, the detailed description of
which can be found in the relationship management practice guide.
The relationship management practice is applied to the customer journey through a service relationship
ladder, which covers the initial phase of a relationship. The other steps of the customer journey play a
role in fostering and shaping the service relationship. The relationship ladder includes the steps shown
in Figure 4.2 and detailed in Table 4.7.

Figure 4.2 The service relationship ladder
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Table 4.7 The steps of the service relationship ladder
Step

Description

Creating environments that
allow relational patterns to
emerge

Before any communication
and collaboration starts, a
service provider and a
customer need to have an
encounter.
The service provider should
establish or take advantage of
existing meeting places to
bring the customer close
enough to engage with and
make mutual endeavours
possible.

ITIL management practices and
tools
Relationship management


Managing
communication
channels



Providing
points of
contact



Marketing
activities

Service catalogue management


Building and sustaining trust
and relationship

After the customer has shown
interest, building trust and
relationship as the foundation
of further value co-creation
becomes crucial.

Understanding service
provider capabilities
(performed simultaneously
with step 4)

When the customer has
chosen the service provider,
the customer wants to ensure
that the service provider has a
proper set of capabilities
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Service
catalogue as
an invitation to
conversation
for the
customer

Relationship management (all
activities and tools)
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available, to fully leverage the
provider capabilities.
Understanding customer
needs (performed
simultaneously with step 3)

Service relationship is mostly
focused on satisfying service
consumer needs.

Relationship management

The service provider should
leverage the relationship to
uncover and understand the
value that the customer wants
to create.
Assessing mutual readiness
and maturity

When the needs are
understood, the final
engagement questions on both
sides can be answered.



Understanding
customer
needs activity



Business
analysis

Business provider maturity modela
Maturity assessment and audits

Service provider: Are we
capable of value co-creation
with the customer? Do our
resources and practices match
customer needs?
Customer: Are we mature
enough and ready to engage
with the service provider,
remembering all necessary
constraints and activities
needed in order to realize
service value?
a

BRM Institute, 2014.

The service relationship ladder can apply to different service relationships, but it must be adapted to
specific systems.
The Business Relationship Management Institute (BRM Institute) has defined three different
relationship management metaphors that are aligned with this approach. According to the professional
guide (BRM Institute, 2014), relationship management acts as a:


connector that facilitates productive connections, shapes demand/supply,
and influences the stakeholders



orchestrator that orchestrates roles, resources, and capabilities, and
coordinates and aggregates demand and supply



navigator that facilitates convergence between the stakeholders, facilitates
planning, and guides the involved roles.

4.3.1 Creating an environment that allows relational patterns to emerge
In order to successfully engage with a service consumer, a service provider may guide a customer
through the stages that are shown in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8 Initial engagement activities
Step

Customer status

Customer activities
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Awareness

Motivation

Customer should be
aware of the
service/service provider

Market research

Customer should be
motivated to start a
service relationship with
service provider

None

Marketing activities
Facilitating effective
connections
Marketing activities
Understanding
alternatives
Stimulate demand

It should be easy for the
customer to start a
service relationship

Contacting

Shaping expectation



Where
to go,
single
point
of
contact



What
is
offered

Service provider should
make the customer expect
good experience

Contacting service
provider

Providing single point
of contact

Browsing service
catalogue

Managing service
catalogue

Check past
performance and/or
public ratings (if
relevant) of service
provider

Aggregate and shape
demand

Due diligence

Ensure appropriate
capacity and
capabilities for
service provision

4.3.1.1 Initial engagement tools
The service catalogue supports service provider activities in the initial engagement with the service
consumer and is a powerful tool for ensuring:


the customers’ awareness



an initial invitation to conversation



supporting discussions related to standard and non-standard service
offerings.

The service catalogue may take many forms (such as a document, online portal, or a tool) that enable
the current list of services to be communicated to the audience; these forms have different views for
different audiences (for example, sponsor, customer, user, IT-to-IT-customer views) (ITIL Foundation,
section 5.2.10.1). Customer views may provide service performance and financial data. However, the
service catalogue may not include complete information about risks and constraints needed by
customers in order to make informed decisions. The service provider should work with the customer to
provide clear information about choices and to outline which risks the customer is willing to accept.
Only the customer can decide which risks the service consumer is willing to accept, but the service
provider is responsible for clarifying the nature and scope of the risks and proceeding based on the
customer’s preferences.
Another powerful tool used by service providers is CRM systems, which store data about current and
potential customers, as well as the historical and current relationship statuses. Customers may have
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direct access to information about relevant service offerings, service levels and conditions, and an
overview of obtained products and services (Bordoloi et al., 2018).
4.3.1.2 Sustaining an environment that allows relational patterns to emerge
The service provider should create a comfortable environment that allows relational patterns to
develop. For this, the following points should be considered:


Without regular communication, there is always a tendency to create and
increase distance between parties. Interactions should be scheduled and
plans adhered to even in situations where communication is unnecessary.



If the service provider provides points of contact but does not respond
promptly, it can have a negative impact on the organization.



Service incidents can lead to situations where the customer blames the
service provider. In these cases, conflicts should be managed.



There is always some disturbance in the service provider organization,
customer organization, or market. The risk management practice can indicate
which risks that threaten the cooperative situation are the most significant.

4.3.2 Building and sustaining trust and relationships
Because the service provider and the customer must work together to co-create value, they need to
build and manage a transparent relationship that supports mutual trust and focuses on achieving the
service outcomes while optimizing costs and risks.
To do this effectively, the actions are usually referred to as disciplines: business relationship
management (for the internal service provider) and CRM (for the commercial service provider). In
ITIL, both disciplines are covered in the relationship management practice guide.
Trust may emerge in various ways (Hacker et al., 1999), including:


Knowledge-based As time progresses, knowledge of the other group can
increase the level of trust.



Calculus-based In a service relationship, trust can build rapidly. In these
situations, both groups can weigh potential opportunities against risks.

4.3.2.1 Trust and relationship factors
Trustworthy characteristics are categorized into three dimensions (Hacker et al., 1999):


Capability The ability to produce results



Commitment The concern for common goals and other people’s success
and welfare



Consistency The ability to perform as expected in the same way.

Figure 4.3 shows these dimensions in a model.

Figure 4.3 Three Cs trustworthiness model
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These dimensions provide the basis of the trust profile of an individual, team, or organization (Hacker
et al., 1999).
To be trustworthy, both the service provider and the customer should commit to embodying the three
Cs model. Table 4.9 shows how the model applies to a service relationship.

Table 4.9 The three Cs model applied to a service relationship
Trust factor
Capability

Service provider
Adequate knowledge
and skills

Customer
Demonstrate
agility/adaptability

Sufficient capacity for
demand
Demonstrate
agility/adaptability
Commitment

Show concern for the
customer’s success or
share common/mutual
goals

Show concern for the
service provider’s
success or share
common/mutual goals

Be honest, respectful,
and cooperative

Be honest, respectful,
and cooperative

Explain actions that
impact the customer

Explain changes that
impact the service
provider

Be familiar with the
service consumer and
its needs
Encourage/promote
open, two-way
communication

Encourage/promote
open, two-way
communication
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Consistency

Seek first to
understand, then to be
understood

Seek first to
understand, then to be
understood

Deliver expected
performance over time

Disclose adequate
amount of information

Respond in a timely
manner
4.3.2.2 Building trust and relationship activities
Descriptions of different approaches and activities performed both by the customer and the service
provider for building trust are listed in Table 4.10. The activities are equally applicable to internal and
external relationships.

Table 4.10 Relationship management activities
Relationship type
Basic relationship

Building trust
and relationship
approach
Trust and
relationships are
built primarily
through
following formal
procedures and
controls

Customer

Service
provider

Share requirements with
the service provider

Manage service
catalogue and
service requests
catalogue

Check past performance
of service provider
Check public ratings and
feedback from past and
current customers
Due diligence/check
evidence of compliance
with industry standards
and/or certifications
Check SLA

Do not
challenge
requests from
the customer
Satisfy
demand/limit
collaboration to
the scope of the
service
catalogue
Provide reports
Focus on
outputs

Cooperative relationship

Trust and
relationships are
built primarily
through
extensive
communication
and efforts of
each party, made
in order to
achieve
outcomes

Share needs
Be open to service
provider’s proposals
Perform audit or maturity
assessment cross
references

Aligned
outcomes,
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changing
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solutions
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outcomes, not
outputs
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feedback, semiformal controls
Partnership

Trust and
relationships are
built primarily
through sharing
risks and rewards
and focus on
shared goals and
value co-creation

Establish open platforms
for collaboration with the
service provider
Share goals, risks, and
rewards
Joint
strategic/program/projects
planning
Demonstrate agility and
adaptability to the
changing environment

Establish open
platforms for
collaboration
with the
customer
Demonstrate
capability to
enable
consumer
development
and innovation
Focus on value
realization in
changing
environment,
not on fixed
outcomes

4.3.2.3 Continual building of trust and relationships
Numerous factors threaten trust and relationships, including:


the natural tendency to separate the parties; for example, service providers
from service consumers



service provider’s resources and practices constantly changing



service consumer’s risk profile and tolerance changing over time



new employees in either party changing the nature of the service relationship
(it is important to ensure timely engagement with newcomers)



unavoidable customer complaints (formal customer complaints and
escalation processes can mitigate this factor).

4.3.3 Understanding service provider capabilities
The most popular ways to understand and evaluate service provider capabilities are through audits and
maturity assessments.
Some information may be available publicly or gathered through communication with the provider’s
current and past customers (for example, reference reviews). However, capability assessment often
focuses on processes and procedures, such as documents and records. Table 4.11 provides a checklist
for understanding service provider capabilities.

Table 4.11 Understanding the service provider capabilities checklist
Organizations and people

Information and technology
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Understand organizational objectives and check
whether the organization is structured to meet
these objectives optimally.
Items/attributes to be assessed:






duplication (of activities,
organizational functions,
etc.)
communication
effectiveness (channels,
frequency, feedback, etc.)
mode-of-working and
decision-making structures
(centralized versus
decentralized, processbased versus hierarchical)



trust and transparency,
level of control



knowledge and learning
culture



skills and competencies

Assess quality of information used for decisionmaking and whether technologies support
objectives and decision-making processes
optimally.
Items/attributes to be assessed:


current technology projects



integration



technological debt



technology trends (how
technology developments
may change the ways of
working)



reliability of data and
information



technical performance

Partners and suppliers

Value streams and processes

How effectively and efficiently does the service
provider manage its partners and suppliers?

What processes are in place and how do they
function?

Does the service provider rely on strategic
suppliers?

What is the process performance?

What is the possible impact to the service
operation of key supplier shutdown?

How efficiently are value streams managed?

Are they integrated in the value chain
seamlessly?

4.3.4 Understanding customer needs
Keep in mind, customers do not buy services; they buy the fulfilment of particular needs. They have
jobs to be done (Christensen et al., 2016). The service provider must understand these jobs in order to
identify the service consumer’s needs, preferences, and desired outcomes and experience.
4.3.4.1 Value drivers
The service value driver framework introduced in Chapter 1 can be used to analyse and understand
how the service consumer’s needs and desired outcomes may be linked to the service provider’s service
offerings. The framework is shown again in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Example of a value driver framework
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Business Relationship Management: BRM Professional (BRMP) defines two approaches to how
outcomes may be linked to products and services (BRM Institute, 2014, 5.6.3), including:


Value-based approach (top-down) The service provider discusses the
customer’s most pressing problems or objectives, then analyses initiatives
(how they can be solved or achieved), enablers (what capabilities or
resources are needed to implement initiatives), and technology (how the
product or service will deliver these capabilities and enablers).



Solution-based approach (bottom-up) The service provider discusses its
products and services and seeks to connect them with a pressing consumer
problem or objective, answering the same questions as in a value-based
approach in reverse order.

Customer needs are often caused by specific issues. Investigating these issues can provide the best
ways of fulfilling the needs through products and services. Some questions to consider are:


What are the major issues?



What are the causes of these issues?



How do these issues impact the service consumer’s purpose, objectives, and
performance?



What is the current service consumer context, including strategy,
architecture, and organizational structures that impact or are impacted by
these issues?

It is important not to confuse customer needs with customer requirements. After the needs have been
understood, the service provider still has to understand the demand. Then the parties can articulate the
service consumer needs as tangible requirements. These activities are further described in Chapter 5.
4.3.4.2 Risks and costs
Understanding the affected outcomes of a product and service, as well as costs and risks, should be part
of discovering customer needs and building a service relationship.
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Table 4.12 shows an example of the expected outcomes, removed costs and risks, potential losses, and
risks and costs that are introduced by a self-service portal.

Table 4.12 Positive and negative effects of a self-service portal

Outcomes

Risks

Costs

Customer perspective
Positive
Supported outcomes, including
enhancing experience and meeting
preferences:


faster
communication



single point of
contact for all
user requests



ticket tracking



user
awareness of
IT
maintenance
schedule

Risk removed

Negative
Affected outcomes


less direct
communication
between users
and IT

Risk introduced



lower
response time



single point of
failure



higher
accuracy of
service
request
categorization



higher
dependency
on users’
capabilities



sensitive
incident data
can be
reached by
outsider

Costs removed


Costs introduced
fewer service
desk
personnel



self-service
administration
and
maintenance
(in case of
involving users
in it)

4.3.4.3 Experience and preferences
Preferences influence the service consumer’s service experience, especially for mass-market services
where the service consumer is an individual. Table 4.13 shows key product and service factors for
service consumer experience.

Table 4.13 Key product and service factors for service customer experience
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Factor
Service quality aspects

Description
Functionality
Data and information
Availability
Performance
Capacity
Information security
Continuity
Accessibility
Usability

Risks and compliance

Service complies with relevant regulations
Service is aligned with consumer risk tolerance
level

Price and costs

Perceived cost–benefit ratio by the customer
Service price compared to alternatives, for
example competitor’s services

Design and convenience

User experience
Service streamlines an otherwise timeconsuming process

Compatibility and interfaces

Architecture
Compatibility with other services the customer
is already using
Availability across various channels or devices

Information, transparency, and fairness

All data about service pricing, actual usage, etc.
is easily available to the customer
Customer can easily check data accuracy

Ability to control

Customer remains in control over service
consumption and has tools to manage service
options, pricing (if pricing options are
available), etc.

Social responsibility

Customer is assured that service provider
conforms to applicable social responsibility
norms, such as pollution, slavery, and fair trade

Once outcomes, experiences, and preferences have been identified, the stakeholders can examine
options for fulfilling the needs of the service consumer and making decisions.
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4.3.5 Assessing mutual readiness and maturity
Mutual readiness is when both parties have completed appropriate checks (i.e. past performance
checks) and due diligence (i.e. audits), have built initial trust, and are ready to form a working
relationship in order to co-create value.
Mutual readiness and maturity assessments may differ according to the relationship type:


In a basic relationship, the customer may check the past performance of the
service provider and refrain from investing in additional assurance measures
such as audits or readiness assessments.



In a cooperative relationship, the customer may assess the service provider
maturity using audit and maturity assessment tools. Readiness to collaborate
and communication mechanisms also become highly important when
compared to basic relationships. It is crucial to align outcomes clearly across
all stakeholders and agree on feedback procedures.



In a partnership, openness and trust are the key factors of mutual success.
Therefore, although formal capability maturity and past performance checks
may occur, readiness to collaborate becomes crucial.

Table 4.14 shows how relevant different types of assessment are to the different types of relationship.

Table 4.14 Types of assessment in the engage step
Attributes to assess

Basic relationship

Partnership

Crucial

Cooperative
relationship
Moderate

Capabilities maturity
and past performance
(service provider)
Readiness to cooperate
(both)

N/A

Moderate

Crucial

Readiness to change
(customer)

N/A

Moderate

Crucial

Minor

4.3.5.1 Relationship maturity
Before performing assessments it is a good idea to understand the level of relationship maturity.
According to the business provider maturity model (BRM Institute, 2014), the maturity level (for
example, basic, cooperative, and partnership) may be determined by a set of demand and supply
characteristics, as shown in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15 The business provider maturity model
Basic relationship

Demand
Transaction automation
Requests from business silos
Focus on functional
performance
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Supply
Transaction processing plus
basic services
Custom/modified products for
business silos
Focus on stability
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Cooperative relationship

End-to-end processes
automation/business
integration

Enterprise systems

Transactional data management
information (information for
decision-making)

Business processes
improvement/re-engineering
Open networks and gateways
Optimization/common
infrastructure for a majority of
IT services
Outsourcing commodity
services

Partnership

Technology-driven business
capabilities

Innovation and growth
Business and market
intelligence

IT catalyst for marketplace
differentiation

Reconfigurable portfolio of
capabilities (HR, IT, assets,
etc.)

Standard interfaces

In this model, relationship maturity levels are cumulative: maturity levels build on and include lower
maturity levels.
Demand and supply in this model are interdependent: the service provider simply satisfies demand in a
basic relationship but stimulates demand in a partnership. As the maturity in the relationship grows,
service consumers learn to exploit products and services, which leads to complicated business
problems. Service providers, however, learn to provide more efficient services and shape demand.
4.3.5.2 Maturity assessment and benchmarking
Service relationships in which one stakeholder is more mature than the other often fail because the
variations lead to incompatibility. Therefore, it is helpful to assess the maturity of the service provider
and service consumer.
The questions in Table 4.16 can be used as a checklist for assessment.

Table 4.16 The service provider and service consumer maturity assessment
based on the four dimensions of service management
Service
consumer’s/service
provider’s
Organizations and
people

Organizations
and people

Value streams
and processes

Information and
technology

Partners and
suppliers

Are users ready
to communicate
with the service
provider’s
agents?

Are the service
provider’s
procedures
modified to
involve users?

Can the service
provider’s agents
understand
users?

Can users follow
procedures?

Are the service
provider’s
products and
services
configured to
provide the right
level of access to
the users?

Are the service
provider’s
supplier agents
ready to
communicate
with users?

Can we ensure
that users follow
procedures?

Are users trained
to use technology
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and process data
properly?
Value streams and
processes

Can the service
provider’s agents
follow the
consumer’s
procedures?
Can we ensure
that agents
follow
procedures?

Information and
technology

Partners and
suppliers

Do the service
provider’s agents
have the skills
and
competencies
needed to support
consumer
technology?

Has the
communication
channel between
the service
provider and the
service
consumer’s
suppliers been
established?
Are the service
provider’s agents
ready to
communicate
with the service
consumer’s
suppliers?

Which service
consumer
procedures
provide input for
the service
provider’s and
vice versa?

Do service
provider
products
automate service
consumer
procedures
correctly?

What are the
required
procedure
changes for the
service consumer
and the service
provider?

Is there a need
for change? Does
the service
provider know
the service
consumer’s
functional
requirements?

Do the service
provider’s
procedures cover
technologies and
information
systems that the
service provider
needs to manage
(e.g. change
enablement,
service
configuration
management,
audit)?

What
information
systems need to
be integrated?

Are the service
provider’s
procedures
applied to the
service
consumer’s
suppliers (e.g.
service
integration and
management,
change
management,
audit)?

Are the service
provider’s
products
configured to
provide the right
level of access to
the service
consumer’s
suppliers?

What is the most
effective and
efficient way of
integrating
information
systems?

Are the service
provider’s
suppliers ready to
follow service
consumer
procedures?

Do the service
provider’s
suppliers have
the skills and
competencies
needed to support
the service
consumer’s
technology?

What changes in
information
systems are
needed on both
sides?

Are the service
consumer’s
suppliers ready
to follow the
service
provider’s
procedures (if
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legal and
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requirements?
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relevant)? How
can we ensure it?
4.3.5.3 Assessing readiness for collaboration
Stakeholders are interested in collaboration because constant cooperation with other stakeholders
makes it easier to achieve a goal. To assess readiness for collaboration, it is important to consider the
information outlined in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17 Readiness assessment checklist
Cooperative readiness factor
Has initial trust been built?

Checklist and references
The three Cs model

Do we engage with the relevant stakeholders?
Does management support cooperative
activities?

Stakeholder analysis

Do we create the organizational basis for close
cooperation?

Ensure alignment on principles and operating
activities

Stakeholders map (influence/interest grid)

Check integrations and interfaces between
information systems and other resources
Communicate risk tolerance and constraints (risk
register)
Establish communication channels, especially
for complaints (stakeholder communication
plan)
Allocate resources (primarily people,
technology, and information) across
collaborating organizations
4.3.5.4 Assessing organizational readiness for change
In some cases, successful service delivery may require the transformation of organizational practices
and routines in order to obtain value from a service. This requires organizational change management.
ITIL Foundation defines the following attributes of an effective organizational change management
practice:


clear and relevant objectives



strong and committed leadership



willing and prepared participants



sustained improvement.

In order to assess readiness for organizational change, the checklist shown in Table 4.18 may be used.

Table 4.18 Organizational change readiness assessment checklist
Organization change readiness factor

Checklist
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Clear and relevant objectives

Is there a clear vision for the service
relationship?
Is the reason for change effectively
communicated?

Strong and committed leadership

Are sponsors highly respected with successful
track records?
Do the stakeholders trust management to
consider their interests?
Are there any lateral leaders?

Willing and prepared participants

Is there a plan for rewarding contributors?
Is there an adequate level of systemic knowledge
within the organization? Do the stakeholders
understand the full picture of the change and not
just their own part?

Sustained improvement

How much change resistance is there in the
organization?
Were past improvements successful?
How much change is currently taking place?
Is there a good balance between business-asusual and innovation? If the organization
overemphasizes responsibility for ongoing
operations, innovation suffers. And if innovation
is a sole focus, responsibility for current
operational activities is ignored. Therefore,
successful organizations should find the right
balance.

Readers should refer to the organizational change management practice guide for detailed guidance.

4.4

Managing suppliers and partners

To some extent, every organization depends on services provided by other organizations (ITIL
Foundation, section 3.3). Therefore, relationships with suppliers and partners are equally important for
the service provider and service consumer. This includes creating closer, more collaborative
relationships with key suppliers to uncover and realize new value and reduce the risk of failure (ITIL
Foundation, section 5.1.13).
Because the service provider acts as a service consumer in the relationship with its suppliers, the
service provider journey includes the same steps as the customer journey:


Explore Understanding needs and value of identifying potential suppliers



Engage Building relationships with suppliers



Offer Shaping demand and specification of requirements



Agree Negotiating and agreeing terms and conditions for products and
services provided by the supplier
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Onboard Deciding whether products and services should be acquired from
the supplier and performing transition activities



Co-create Consuming services and performing service interactions with the
supplier



Realize Continually tracking, assessing, and evaluating value realization, as
well as improving the whole journey.

The service consumer and provider have different perspectives and areas of focus. One aspect that
often differs is service integration and orchestration. Service integration is responsible for coordinating
or orchestrating all suppliers involved in the sourcing and provision of a product or service. It focuses
on the end-to-end provision of service, ensuring control of all interfaces and outcomes from suppliers
and facilitating collaboration between suppliers (ITIL Foundation, section 5.1.13).
An increasing number of service providers are seen as service hubs by their customers, and are
expected to coordinate their suppliers and partners for the benefit of their customers. Others are
perceived as ‘black boxes’; their customers do not want to know about dependencies on suppliers and
partners that their service providers work with. These expectations of service consumers hugely impact
the ways in which service providers manage their relationships with their suppliers and partners.
There are four main models for service integration, and each organization should consider what is the
best model for it in order to transition to a more coordinated service–supplier landscape. The models
are:


Retained organization as service integration and management Where
the retained organization manages all vendors and coordinates the service
integration and management function itself



Single supplier Where the vendor provides all services as well as the
service integration and management function



Service guardian Where a vendor provides the service integration and
management function and one or more delivery functions, in addition to
managing other vendors



Separate service integrator Where a vendor provides the service
integration and management function and manages all the other suppliers,
even though the vendor does not deliver any services to the organization.

If a service provider acts a service integrator, it is usually responsible for building relationships and
collaborating on behalf of the customer. To some extent, every service provider today is a service
integrator.
Table 4.19 lists additional service provider activities for the engage step when the service provider acts
as a service integrator.

Table 4.19 Relationship management service integrator activities
Step
Creating environments that allow relational
patterns to emerge

Service integrator activities
Scan the consumer landscape in search for new
suppliers and partners that may enable
realization of the consumer strategy and
objectives
Contact and negotiate with possible suppliers
Check the past performance and/or public
ratings of suppliers and manage due diligence (if
relevant)
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Building and sustaining trust and relationships

The same as for a normal service relationship

Understanding service provider capabilities

Define criteria for managing suppliers based on
relationship type, level of dependency, and risk
Identify and categorize existing suppliers
according to criteria and focus on the most
important suppliers
Assess suppliers’ capabilities according to the
needs of the customer

Understanding service consumer needs

The same as for a normal service relationship

Assessing mutual readiness and maturity

Track suppliers’ performance and compliance
Assess suppliers’ maturity
Assess the larger supply chain and manage risk
related to the suppliers and their subcontractors
influencing suppliers’ ability to deliver services

The supplier management practice may be used to create a single point of visibility for all suppliers
involved in service delivery to ensure consistency and enable value realization. This helps to answer
the following questions:


Is the service provider effective and efficient when managing its partners and
suppliers?



Does the service provider rely on strategic suppliers?



What is the possible impact of key supplier shutdown to the service
operation?



Are suppliers seamlessly integrated in the service provider’s value chain?

The practice also ensures that agreements with suppliers are aligned with the expected service
outcomes and customer needs and monitors their performance in order to ensure that terms, conditions,
and targets have been met.

4.5

Summary

Good relationships are required for the management of cooperative relationships, partnerships, and
basic relationships. Fostering a good relationship includes creating environments where relational
patterns can emerge, trust is built, and mutual needs and value are understood.
Supplier relations are equivalent to other service relationships and should be managed accordingly. The
integration and orchestration of multiple suppliers is a special case of the supplier relationship.
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5

Step 3: Offer

Having obtained a closer service relationship, the customer and the service provider can further shape
customer demand and service offerings. This step helps the customer to articulate its needs and
demands and the service provider to design matching service offerings.
This chapter describes the service interactions and touchpoints needed for qualifying, designing,
selling, and obtaining products and services based on value-driven, data-driven, and user-centred
service design. The guidance applies whether the customer looks for services from an internal or an
external service provider. Table 5.1 outlines the purpose of shaping demand and service offerings.

Table 5.1 The purpose of shaping demand and service offerings
Offer
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To ensure that the customer
articulates the true needs and
demands of the service
consumer

For the service provider
To understand how value is
created for and with the service
consumer and how the service
provider can support this value
co-creation
To enable the service provider
to balance supply and demand

Optimize risk and compliance

Optimize resources and
minimize cost

5.1

To minimize the risk of buying
services and not fulfilling a real
need

To minimize the risk of
promising services they cannot
fulfil

To reduce the risk that the
supplier misunderstands the
consumer’s needs

To minimize the risk of
unhappy customers

To ensure money is invested in
areas that optimize return of
investment

To ensure time and resources
are used in the optimum areas

Managing demand and opportunities

For services, demand and capacity are intertwined. Services cannot be stored for later use. Service
value can only be co-created when the service provider’s supply meets the service consumer’s demand.
If the demand is not met, facilities and resources are wasted. Equally, there are lost opportunities when
the demand is higher than the capacity. To optimize service opportunities, service providers should
adjust capacity and influence demand. A proper understanding of how their services are being used by
different customer groups and segments is crucial.
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5.1.1 Patterns of business activity
To understand how services are being used, it is useful to analyse the patterns of business activity.
Facts and charts are produced through monitoring and logging, reflecting the service usage. This
information will allow measures to be implemented to meet peaks in demand.

Definition: Pattern of business activity (PBA)
A workload profile of one or more business activities. PBAs are used to help the service provider
understand and support different levels of service consumer activity.

Table 5.2 describes a PBA for an accounting process.

Table 5.2 Example of pattern of business activity for an accounting process
Role

Activity creating peak
workload
All employees filling in
timesheets

Time of the peak

Accountant

Accounting, reporting, and
quality checks preparing for
salary payment

12th to 15th of each month

Accountant

Year-end accounting

Every November/December

Employees

Every Friday after lunch

Another pattern that can be identified is through analysing incoming calls. For example, the results can
show that an average of 85 per cent of all support requests are made during two short periods each
working day: 10.00–11.00 and 15.00–16.00. The service desk can also see the particular service
required. With this information, the service desk can manage the demand by providing extra staff
during peak times or creating a self-service solution.
Patterns of business activity are useful because they allow the organization to make fact-based
decisions. The patterns detected can reflect different trends. Some patterns are repetitive, like the
examples in Table 5.2; other patterns show growth or decline. Some services experience a rapid
growth, which will have an impact on capacity. Further business analysis is required to understand the
overall picture and make the right decisions.
Once the patterns are identified, different options will be available for adjusting and managing capacity
and shaping demand.

5.1.2 Optimizing capacity

Capacity and performance management practice
Capacity and performance management practice provides three perspectives on capacity management:
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Business capacity management plans for the capacity demand triggered
by the customer.



Product and service capacity management manages the end-to-end
capacity of a particular product or service.



Component capacity management monitors and tunes the capacity of the
components of a product or service. If one of these components has no more
capacity, the full service will suffer. In IT, most components can be set up
with monitoring and tuning to avoid capacity issues.

Readers should refer to the capacity and performance management practice guide for more details.

As capacity and demand are intertwined, both must be considered in order to utilize scarce resources
better. Managing demand is about understanding different user profiles and influencing their
behaviour; capacity and performance management represents the other side of the equation. It is about
sizing the capacity to respond to the actual demand, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Relationship between demand, capacity, and supply

There are many methods for sizing and managing capacity. Some measures include:


increasing capacity during peak periods



avoiding running other heavy workloads during the peak hours



introducing freeze periods when changing a product or service is not allowed.

Demand can be fixed or variable. If demand is variable, the best course of action may be to match it
with variable capacity in order to help the service consumer turn fixed costs into variable costs. This is
how cloud computing usually works. Customers, such as a development team, use flexible self-service
mechanisms to add additional infrastructure capacity exactly when they need it and release it when the
job is done, making the capacity available for others.
Another way of optimizing resource capacity is to transfer the workload to the service consumer. This
is relevant when designing technology services for digital transformation. Digital services allow service
consumers to manage their own bank accounts, order tickets online, and book their own flights and
hotels in order to offload the service provider’s demand and increase the service consumer’s control
over the service.
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5.1.3 Shaping or smoothing demand
Service providers are often challenged by large variations in service demand and limited capacity.
Failing to shape the demand to match the supply will cause a poor return on capacity investments. For
example, a service desk has a limited number of trained support staff. Smoothing demand to match the
service capacity is therefore an important discipline.
Booking services that allow the service consumer to book time in advance help to smooth demand. To
minimize loss, monitoring the rate of missed appointments and compensating with overbooking at a
similar rate is common. Service providers often prevent the risk of no-shows by delaying the
commitment on their side, adding a cancellation fee, or sending a reminder to ensure that the consumer
confirms their booking a day in advance.
Service providers often offer price incentives to influence consumer behaviour. Differential charging is
charging different prices for the same service based on the time of use. For example, an electricity
company may charge different prices at different times of the day. The cheapest time to charge an
electric car may be at night. This way, the operator can influence the service capacity during the day
and simultaneously achieve better utilization during off-peak hours.
Yield management is a technique that uses price incentives to optimize capacity. It is a highly
automated process that uses historical and real-time data to estimate future demand and adjust prices
accordingly. For example, when browsing the internet for an upcoming trip, the price may be relatively
low if it is searched for a few months in advance. However, the price for the same trip will increase
significantly as the travel date nears.
5.1.3.1 Pricing and charging mechanisms
Differential charging and yield management are examples of using pricing and charging mechanisms
for managing capacity and demand. These mechanisms can be used to drive service consumer
behaviour in many aspects of a service. Since it is such a powerful tool, it should be used consciously
to drive the right behaviour. For example, if a cloud service provider wants its service consumers to
clear the capacity when they no longer need it, a ‘pay per unit’ policy will influence the behaviour in
the right direction.
There are adverse side-effects of charging being used as a demand management mechanism. Some
examples of these side-effects are shown in Table 5.3. A proper evaluation and test should be
performed to ensure that pricing mechanisms drive desired behaviour. This is supported by the guiding
principles of think and work holistically and progress iteratively with feedback.

Table 5.3 Examples of adverse side-effects of charging mechanisms
Case
A businesscritical
information
system provided
by an internal
service provider

Copying and
printing

Pricing
mechanism
To cover the cost,
a service provider
defined an
expensive licence
cost per user.

Undesired
behaviour
Due to the high
licence cost,
business units
bought a licence
for one or two
people only and
made them
‘serve’ the rest of
the unit.

Problem

Solution

The service
provider could
not cover the cost
and needed to
increase the
licence price
further.

When this pattern
was detected,
management
decided to share
the cost equally
between the
business units,
enabling all
employees to
utilize the
service.

No pricing
mechanism was
in place.

Since it was free
of charge, a lot of
unnecessary

No incentives for
‘think before
print’ and no
awareness about

By introducing
charging,
together with an
awareness
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colour printing
was performed.

the expense of
colour printing.

campaign, the
amount of
printing
decreased by
50% and the
users switched to
a black-and-white
default setting.

In a service relationship, pricing and charging mechanisms should be assessed and evaluated frequently
to confirm that they work as intended. These mechanisms are often agreed during the contract
negotiation phase, without much understanding of how they will affect behaviour and value creation.
Some important questions to ask are:


Are the mechanisms driving behaviour in a way that optimizes value for both
parties?



Do the mechanisms allow for win-win and optimal use of resources?



Are there incentives in place for both parties to drive service improvements?

5.1.3.2 Service improvement opportunities
Service quality depends on the management of improvement opportunities. Conflicting requests from
customers, poor pricing incentives, or a lack of a dedicated improvement budget could be sources of
conflict. Therefore, the service provider must handle improvement opportunities professionally.
Continual improvement requires ownership, a service improvement budget, and a transparent process
to determine how improvement opportunities are identified, captured, assessed, prioritized, and
handled.
Service improvement opportunities can come from a wide range of sources. Some examples include:


service usage analytics



incident, complaint, and problem analysis



analysis of service request patterns



analysis of self-service patterns and usage of knowledge articles



change requests and improvement requests



user feedback



customer feedback and customer satisfaction surveys



increased service demand



new technology and innovation



changes in the market



feedback from service provider teams.

The objective is to gather facts about how a service facilitates value for stakeholders. This is an aspect
of value-driven and data-driven insights. A business analyst may assist in the analysis of the data,
identify needs, articulate requirements, and recommend solutions. The analysis should be based on real
data captured regularly and frequently. To gain a greater understanding and make the right decisions,
an in-depth business analysis is required.
Detailed guidance on how to accomplish structured service improvements is covered in the continual
improvement practice guide and in ITIL Direct, Plan and Improve. Tasks and techniques for
performing business analyses are described in the business analysis practice guide.
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5.1.4 Building the customer business case
When needs and demand are understood and addressed, a business case for meeting the demand
through new or changed products and services may be drafted. 8

Definition: Business case
A justification for the expenditure of organizational resources, providing information about costs,
benefits, options, risks, and issues.

The core of a business case is a financial analysis evaluating an expenditure for profitability and risk.
This analysis should consider both qualitative and quantitative aspects. A positive business case
indicates that the expected benefits exceed the expenditures and risks.
A service business case should ideally cover all the areas of a full service, from service consumer
purposes to products and resources, including all relevant related benefits, costs, and risks, as shown in
Figure 1.11.
The main questions to be covered in a business case include:


What is the purpose?



How does this new or changed service support the organization’s strategic
goals?



What is the problem to be solved?



What is the desired outcome?



Who are the stakeholders and how will it affect them?



What are the expected benefits and disadvantages?



What resources and investments are needed?



What is the budget and the expected cost?



What are the risks?



What is the timeline for the process?



When do we need resources and investments?



What will be the total cost of ownership (TCO)?



What is the expected return on investment (ROI) or net present value (NPV)?



What organizational changes are needed in order to create value and realize
the benefits?

The purpose of a business case is to establish a foundation for informed decision-making, but it is
based on assumptions. These assumptions are subject to uncertainty and often conflicting needs and
interests. Different perspectives affect the business analyst’s ability to prioritize the consumer
requirements. Typical areas of conflict and uncertainty are highlighted in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Examples of typical areas of conflict and uncertainty
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Areas for investigation

Typical examples of conflicting areas within an
organization
Who are the key stakeholders, and how are their
needs prioritized?

Value
Understanding real needs

The users of the service may have different
needs and priorities from the customer/sponsor
(see Table 5.5). Other stakeholder groups may
also have conflicting needs.

Outcome

It may be tempting to focus solely on short-term
benefits at the expense of longer-term benefits.
On the other hand, long-term benefits are
typically subject to more uncertainty and risk.

Understanding benefits
Cost
Understanding capital and operating expenses

Risk
Understanding uncertainty and impact

What kind of investment do we need for this
product or service? What is the implementation
cost? What is the maintenance and support cost?
What is the cost of usage? How much training is
needed? What kind of organizational change is
needed?
It is difficult to know in advance whether a
service provider is willing and able to fulfil the
needs of the service consumer. It is important to
establish a good relationship from the start, not
only with the sales people, but also with the
people who will be key resources for service
provision. It is good to include incentives for
relationship building and a win-win culture in
agreements and contracts.

Some traditional areas of conflicting priorities and needs are described in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5 Conflicting customer and user priorities and needs
Customers
Cost

Users
Performance

Is it cost-effective?
Does it compare with
similar services from
other providers? Can
anything be cut to
make it cheaper?

How fast is it?
How quick is
response time?
Will it be there
when I need it?
How convenient is
it to use? What
emotions does it
trigger?

Profitability/value

Ease of use

Will this service
provide a return on
investment? Will it
help us to meet our
business objectives?

How intuitive is
the user interface?
How many screens
do I have to go
through to
complete a
transaction? Will it

Conflict
The better the
performance, the
more expensive
the service.

Ease of use may
require additional
investments.
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To consider
A decision to go with a cheaper
service should be balanced with
the costs of:


worse
performance



negative
user
experience.

Ease of use will increase
profitability over time. It will
enable users to meet
organizational goals and
minimize the need for training
and support.
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make my job
easier?
Service impact

Quality

What will this
service actually
achieve? Will it
increase
productivity? Will it
enable the
improvement of
services? Where will
the organization be in
the future?

How does this
service actually
work? Will it do
everything it needs
do? Will training
be available? Will
it solve problems?

Innovation

Consistency

Will this service
enable opportunity
identification and
help to grow the
business? Will it
open new markets?
Will it enable
delivery expansion?

Will the service be
available to use for
the duration of
employment?

Customers are not
as concerned about
service quality as
long as it does the
job at a reasonable
price.

Customers may
have strategic
concerns that are
of little interest to
users.

If it is difficult for the user to
achieve high quality, there will
be negative impacts for the
business:


worse
performance



more errors
made by
users



errors and
corrections.

With the help of IT services,
many routine tasks can be
automated, enabling staff to
focus more on innovation.

A short-term focus on time and cost may impose significant costs later:


Not enough time If there is not enough time to involve users, it can lead to
their needs not being met. Therefore, the service may not enable the users to
do a better job and may lead to a negative business case.



Choosing the cheapest provider In this case, there is a great pressure on
price and cost, which can leave the service provider with small margins and
can prevent the service provider from being flexible without losing money.
This may lead to a tense relationship focused on cost at the expense of
value.

5.1.5 Building the service provider business case
The service provider needs to build and maintain a profitable and viable business case. Otherwise, the
service provider may lose money and eventually go out of business. When building the business case,
the service provider should consider the customers’ business cases.
When preparing a business case for a service, it is important to identify how the service fits into the
existing and future portfolio of services. The portfolio management and financial management
practices are key resources in this work.
A service is a means of enabling value co-creation by facilitating outcomes that customers want to
achieve without the customer having to manage specific costs and risks. Risks are transferred to the
service provider as part of the service.
To establish a business case, the service provider needs to understand the cost of providing a service.
To do this, it requires to have a cost model that considers all the resources needed. Analysing the cost
elements in all four dimensions of service management may be helpful. This can include the following:


investment and management of the technology and infrastructure that the
services depend on
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value streams and processes needed to operate the service and facilitate the
desired outcome



partners and suppliers that will be part of the service provision



organizational aspects, such as the number of resources and the skills and
competencies of the staff.

Many ITIL management practices can provide input to a business case for a new or changed service for
a customer organization and a service provider. These include:

5.2



availability management



capacity and performance management



information security management



portfolio management



relationship management



service continuity management



service financial management.

Specifying and managing customer requirements

Requirement specification should occur within the band of visibility. Ideally, the customer should
involve the service provider in an open and transparent requirement specification process. If
requirements are sealed too early in the process, the service provider may be unable to shape the best
possible service and meet the service consumer needs.
Many organizations use business analysts to engage with stakeholders to elicit and analyse
requirements on behalf of the service provider or the service consumer. Business analysts will use
many of the techniques described in this section. The business analysis practice guide provides
guidance on this topic.

Definition: Business analysis
The practice of analysing a business or some element of a business, defining its needs and
recommending solutions to address these needs and/or solve a business problem, and create value for
stakeholders. Business analysis enables an organization to communicate its needs in a meaningful way,
express the rationale for change, and design and describe solutions that enable value creation in
alignment with the organization’s objectives.

5.2.1 Roles and responsibilities
Clear roles and responsibilities are key to specifying and managing requirements. Those in authority
must be identified and show how user needs and expectations are captured, articulated, and
represented.
In larger organizations, customers and users are sometimes separate. As a result, expectations and
requirements may not be coordinated and aligned, as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 The service delivery triangle: the roles involved in transforming
needs into requirements

The fact that requirements are negotiated and agreed between the service provider and the customer
may be a challenge. To manage the perceived service quality, expectations and requirements have to be
managed. Therefore, the service provider may become a mediator between customers and users. To
prevent this from happening, the service consumer needs to embrace effective communication and
coordination measures.
Table 5.6 illustrates a few scenarios for the orchestration of roles and responsibilities involved in
service requirement specification.

Table 5.6 Examples of service consumer roles and requirement specification
scenarios
Scenario
A customer orders a predefined standard
service/product from a service provider, such as
a laptop, smartphone, or app.

Involved roles
The customer selects the standard service from a
service provider based on a requirement
specification. Representative users are consulted
as part of the requirement specification.
Based on their individual requirements, the users
then choose between predefined alternatives.

A customer obtains an off-the-shelf service from
a provider to be configured, implemented, and
managed internally in the service consumer
organization.

The customer conducts a proper evaluation
upfront, to ensure a service that fits the needs of
the service consumer. The customer evaluates
whether it is fit for purpose and use. Even
though it is an off-the-shelf service, there may
still be many configuration options.
Representative users of the service are therefore
involved in the requirement specification and
implementation.
Other stakeholders, such as an internal IT
department, contribute with non-functional
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requirements for the architectural fit and
integration with existing infrastructure.
A service provider develops a new and
innovative service for or on behalf of a
customer.

To successfully develop a complex new service,
an Agile approach to requirements specification
is considered in order to:


iteratively break down
complexity



build in technical
requirements, such as
security, from the start



involve the customer and
ensure frequent feedback
loops.

This approach requires active customer
participation throughout product development.
For success, it is important that the customer (for
example, a product owner) has the authority to
make decisions on behalf of the service
consumer on requirements and prioritization.
Users may be consulted or even involved in
kick-offs, demos, etc.
A service provider designs a new commodity
service for the mass market.

Requirements are owned and managed by the
service provider, who may or may not involve
the service consumers in the transformation of
needs into requirements.

A business analyst may help to articulate and prioritize requirements and translate them into a language
and format that a service provider can understand. This can be used as a basis for designing and
building the service.

5.2.2 Managing requirements
Requirements should not only be specified, but also be managed and tracked throughout the process.
The requirement owners are responsible for:


identifying stakeholder groups and representatives



educating representatives in articulating requirements on behalf of their
stakeholder groups



collecting, documenting, managing, tracking, and communicating
requirements



continually ensuring that requirements are interpreted and understood in the
correct way



validating that products and services meet the requirements.

Customer requirements are not static; as new knowledge and experience is gained, customer needs
change. Therefore, it is important to ensure requirements are focused on customer needs to make the
time between the definition of a requirement and the testing of a product or service as short as possible.
Requirements must be testable. It is, therefore, important to define how to test whether requirements
are met. In test-driven development, requirements are even defined by the tests they must pass in order
to be considered met.
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Utility requirements ensure that a new or changed product or service is fit for purpose. Utility
requirements cover data, information, and functionality requirements.
Non-functional requirements ensure that a new or changed product or service is fit to use within the
restrictions. Categories of non-functional requirements include but are not limited to:


usability



availability and reliability



capacity and performance



information security



compliance



continuity



maintainability



operability



measurability and reportability



scalability.

5.2.3 Separating the problem from the solution
We have already stated that requirements should be based on stakeholder needs. However, it may be
tempting to specify a solution instead of translating needs into requirements. When articulating
requirements, the problem must be separated from the solution in order to take account of the fact that
solutions do not solve underlying problems. This also helps to separate current solutions from all the
possible future solutions. Table 5.7 outlines a simple technique to help with this process.

Table 5.7 A problem specification technique
What?

How?

Now
The current essence of the
problem and the essence of
what needs to be done

Future
What is the real need?

The current way to perform the
needed work

What are possible ways to
solve the problem in the future?

What is ‘the essence’?

Table 5.8 shows an example of this technique being used for a library service.

Table 5.8 Example use of the problem specification technique
What?
How?

Now
A person needs to read a
specific book.

Future
A person needs to learn about a
specific topic.

Go to a library and ask the
librarian.

A lot of different ways are
possible when we identify the
essence of the problem and
explore different ways of
solving it, including online
reading, audio-books, related
articles, and summaries of the
content.

The librarian uses a database to
locate the book and register the
loan.
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Additionally, techniques such as refinement, mock-ups, and demos can help stakeholders ensure that
they actually solve the underlying problem.

5.2.4 Minimum viable product
In the Lean start-up approach described by Eric Ries (Ries, 2011), the key message is to make a
prototype of a good business case and test it on real users in order to obtain feedback. For the
prototyping, he relied on the concept of the minimum viable product.
A minimum viable product is a product with just enough features to satisfy early customers and to
provide feedback for future product development. The concept is widely used in Agile development:
the service provider envisages the minimal viable product for a specific need and specifies the
requirements accordingly, then develops the product and delivers it to the users to gather feedback. The
feedback is used to articulate future requirements and, through an iterative approach, the product will
develop according to service consumer needs and priorities.

Key message
Emerging technologies, such as cloud computing, big data, automation, robotics, IoT, and AI, require
emerging products and services. Concepts such as minimum viable product and Agile development
enable emerging digital products and services.

5.2.5 User stories and story mapping
User story mapping is a common method of articulating service requirements. A user story is a way of
representing areas of functionality required by the stakeholders in a way that generates discussions and
understanding among team members, helping them to work together to turn requirements into working
products and services. User stories are used to describe fragments of a product or service. The
technique can be used differently.
Based on personas, the designer can gather data about customer journeys and needs and articulate
corresponding requirements in small, unambiguous user stories. A user story has a very specific and
simple form: the user may require something to enable a certain benefit. For example, a person may
need a large car to take the family on vacation; someone else may need express car pickup at the airport
to reach a meeting. A user story is easy to write, understand, prioritize, and check. Refinements and
demos can help solve a problem with little investment.
Story mapping is done differently in diverse environments. A common way to map the requirements
for a product or service is to describe the product or service as an epic, and then break the epic down
into features and further down into user stories. 9 This method is shown in the Figure 5.3 and explained
further in Table 5.9.

Figure 5.3 An example of story mapping
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The first sprint delivers a minimum viable product that is released to the users and used to co-create
value and collect feedback before more stories are added to the product or service.

Table 5.9 Using epics, features, enablers, and stories to articulate
requirements
Type
Epics

Description
An epic is an initiative
delivering new products,
services, or customer journeys
to customers.

Example
The entire user experience
from hiring a car to delivering
it.

The epic is the large story or a
user story, which is too big to
cover in one sprint.
Epics are comprised of large
collections of features.
Features /enablers

A feature is a collection of
related user stories that
represent a whole area of
functionality or a capability
that a product or service owner
is interested in.
A feature is realized by some
number of user stories.
An enabler is a technical
prerequisite for a feature that
supports exploration,
architecture, infrastructure, or
compliance.
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User stories/enabler stories

A piece of functionality
described in a way that could
be developed in a single sprint.

A busy manager can order fasttrack pickup at the airport to
reduce stress.

As a <user> I want
<requirement> so that
<benefit>.

A busy manager can leave the
airport without paying a
parking fee to reduce waiting
time.

The INVEST acronym provides a useful reminder that user stories should be:


independent



negotiable



valuable



estimable



small



testable.

Story mapping is often used in combination with Agile service design methods, such as Scrum. In
Scrum, the product owner is responsible for prioritizing the user stories in each sprint. At the end of the
sprint, the product team will demonstrate the features for real users and gather feedback.

5.2.6 The MoSCoW method
The MoSCoW method is a simple prioritization technique for managing requirements. It allows
stakeholders to explicitly agree on the different priorities.
The method covers the requirements that will not be delivered. This is useful, as lists are commonly
overpopulated with unnecessary requirements, such as reports that nobody will need. These
requirements increase cost without adding value.
The MoSCoW acronym stands for:


Must The mandatory requirement covering the most important needs.



Should The requirements that should be included if possible.



Could The requirements that could be included if they do not affect the
‘should’ or ‘must’ requirements.



Won’t Requirements that will not be included this time but may be included
in a future release.

5.2.7 Weighted shortest job first (WSJF)
Sometimes requirements have matching priorities. In these cases, the MoSCoW method may be
replaced by or combined with more granular techniques, such as bubble sorting. However, these
approaches may not be feasible if stakeholders’ perspectives need to be aligned.
An alternative is to use the weighted shortest job first (WSJF) method (Reinertsen, 2009) adopted from
the scheduling algorithms used in computer operating systems. In this method, the weight of a job is
divided by the duration or size. The weight that is specifically recommended for product or service
development is the cost of delay. Cost of delay is a measure that indicates value realization in terms of
lost outcomes and retained uncertainty. In traditional service management terms, cost of delay can be
considered a result of delay to service impact (service outcome), urgency (time criticality), and risk
(uncertainty). Each job or requirement is scored and then prioritized according to its cost of delay
divided by its duration (CD3). This method is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Cost of delay divided by duration adapted to service management
terms

5.3

Designing service offerings and user experience

Modern methods for software development have enabled a new generation of digital services. These
methods have one important factor in common: they involve the customers and users throughout the
design and implementation process of the products and services.
Value-driven and data-driven service design implies an iterative approach based on frequent feedback,
continual experimentation, and learning to ensure value co-creation in each step of the design process.
This requires engagement, involvement, and interaction between different roles by the service provider
and the service consumer.
The service provider will bring its expertise on the development methods, but its success will depend
on the customer engagement. The customer should be ready to provide its best-suited resources for the
process and to ensure that they are empowered to make decisions on behalf of the organization.
It is important to note that agreements or contracts may restrict the possibility of Agile and flexible
delivery models. When solving complex problems, agreements that allow for an Agile and flexible
model are a prerequisite for the provider and the customer to be able to work in a constructive
partnership.

5.3.1 Lean thinking
Lean thinking can be described as a process improvement philosophy that prioritizes flow efficiency
over resource efficiency. In Lean, flow refers to the way work progresses through a system. A work
unit can be defined as a piece of work flowing through the value stream. A good flow means the work
unit moves steadily and predictably, whereas a bad flow describes a system with a lot of queues where
the work unit will have to stop and wait.
Lean defines five basic principles which are outlined in Table 5.10. Regarding stakeholder value, these
principles focus on supporting an efficient and continuous flow of designing products and services.

Table 5.10 The five Lean principles
Lean principle
Identify customer value

Explanation
The first thing is to understand what the
customer needs. What creates value for the
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customer? What is the desired outcome? Why is
it needed? When and where is it needed? How
much? How frequently?
Map the value stream

Next is understanding and mapping the value
stream. From the moment a service provider
receives a request from the customer for a new
or changed product or service, the required
activities need to be designed, built, transitioned,
and delivered. The key is to define the work unit
(request, product, service) and map how it flows
through the value chain. Each flow represents a
value stream.

Create flow

The work unit may be subject to several
bottlenecks in the value stream. From the
perspective of the work unit, this is waste. The
flow is improved by eliminating waste.

Establish pull

When flow is created, the next step is to
optimize the value stream. This principle ensures
that work is not pushed downstream: limiting
batch size and work in progress; finishing a few
work units at a time.

Seek perfection

This principle reflects continual improvement.

Value stream mapping is Lean technique for illustrating and analysing the logic of a value stream: a
method of visualizing the flow from demand/opportunity to value, then planning how that flow can be
improved. A value stream map gives a graphical overview of the flow of material and information and
identifies areas for improvement. It is a good foundation for understanding how activities are connected
and value is created.
A more detailed description of how Lean thinking is applied to service management can be found in
ITIL High Velocity IT.

5.3.2 Agile product and service development
Agile methods for software development started with the Agile manifesto in 2001 with an
encouragement to prioritize individuals and interactions over workflows and tools, working products
over comprehensive documentation, customer collaboration over contracts, and responding to changes
over following a plan. 10
One aspect of the Agile philosophy is to apply Lean thinking. The work unit in an Agile development
process is either a feature, which is a piece of limited functionality, or an enabler, which is a technical
precondition for a functionality.
Another aspect is iterative development. In Scrum, requirements are captured in a backlog that is
continually prioritized for the next sprint by a product owner. The development team will develop as
much as they can in a sprint for a demonstration at the end of the sprint to capture feedback from real
users. The method and the teamwork will be evaluated at a review meeting at the end of each sprint.
This approach helps the service provider and service consumer to grow together. They can start by
defining a minimum viable product that works and realizes value from the beginning of their
partnership and then they can expand on service utility, warranty, and experience as the parties mature
together.
Continuous delivery is another aspect of the Agile philosophy. This means that features and enablers
are continuously integrated, tested, and deployed so that they can be released as soon as the customer is
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ready to use them. This aspect requires close collaboration between the service provider and the
customer, which means the customer must continuously be available for test and release. Some of the
methods used for continuous delivery include:


Feature flags An ‘on/off’ button programmed into the feature. When the
customer is ready, the feature flag can be turned on. If something is wrong,
the feature can be turned off again.



Dark launch A new functionality is launched, but the link to the new
functionality is not visible before the functionality is mature enough.



Canary-release A dark launch in which a few test users are invited to test
the new functionality.



A/B releases A technique used to test which of two alternative solutions is
the best. It could be an alternative graphical design or functionality. The
consumers are randomly split into two groups and test two different versions
of the same feature.

These techniques make it possible and safe to develop and release new functionality quickly.

5.3.3 User-centred design
User-centred design is an iterative design process which holds the user at the centre of all design
decisions throughout the project process. User-centred design ensures that the product and the service
focus on what users need and on the user experience.

5.3.4 Service design thinking
Service design thinking is an effective way of tackling problem-solving. Since the core of the method is
to explore, prototype, and gather feedback from real users, it is a good example of value-driven, datadriven, and user-centred service design. It encourages users to define value and is a method that
continuously gathers feedback on what is and is not working.
The ultimate objective of the service design thinking process is to identify solutions to the original
challenge that are desirable, feasible, and viable.

5.3.5 Service blueprinting
Blueprints are architectural drawings of building designs. These blueprints depict what the building
should look like and all the specifications required for the construction. For digital services, a blueprint
is a diagram visualizing the service usage that aims to optimize the user experience.
In a service blueprint, the key elements are separated with three horizontal lines:
1

The line of interaction This pinpoints the direct service interactions
between the customer/user and the service provider.

2

The line of visibility This separates the service activities that are visible to
the customer and users from those that are not visible. Visible activities
appear above this line and invisible activities appear below this line.

3

The line of internal interaction This separates the employees in contact
from those who do not directly support interactions with customers and users.

For one service, there may be multiple blueprints if there are several different scenarios. When drafting
a blueprint, it is important to proceed from the top line and work down the template.
Figure 5.5 shows a model of a service blueprint.

Figure 5.5 Model of a service blueprint
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Service blueprints are useful in order to:


link the customer journey to products and services



highlight user touchpoints and service interactions



discover weaknesses and identify opportunities for optimization



bridge cross-department efforts and avoid double workload.

In summary, service blueprints help organizations to understand how a service is implemented by a
service provider and how it is used by the customers and users. A service blueprint pinpoints the
dependencies between employee-facing and customer/user-facing processes. It is also helps service
providers to identify pain points, optimize complex interactions, and understand possibilities for
improving the service design and customer journey and reducing costs.
Templates and more information on how to make service blueprints can be found in the business
analysis practice guide.

5.3.6 Designing for onboarding
As part of a user-centred approach, the onboarding approach should be defined for every product,
service, and service offering as part of the design to smooth onboarding.
A documented onboarding approach is used for planning an onboarding initiative. Onboarding
approaches include scope, actions, stakeholders, timelines, and other aspects of onboarding. They may
vary depending on the structure of service offerings, consumer resources, scale, legal and regulatory
requirements, risks, and more.
One extreme is a narrow band of visibility, whereas an opposite extreme may be a comprehensive
transition programme (including the transfer of employees and infrastructure), implementation of
integrations between the involved organizations, establishment of a joint governance structure, and
sunsetting of old products and services, such as a broad band of visibility. Onboarding approaches
should be carefully planned and tested during the service.
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When defining the onboarding approach and planning onboarding initiatives, organizations should
consider all four dimensions of service management. It should also be influenced by the external
factors (ITIL Foundation, section 3.5).
One way to structure the onboarding approach is to follow the steps of the continual improvement
model, as shown in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11 The continual improvement model and the onboarding approach
Continual improvement steps
What is the vision?

Onboarding approach
Define the expected result of the onboarding

Where are we now?

Establish the baseline and determine the scope
of the onboarding, including the required
resources

Where do we want to be?

Define the onboarding goals, including the ideal
combination and interaction of the resources

How do we get there?

Plan onboarding actions and responsibilities

Take action

Run the onboarding actions according to plan

Did we get there?

Control the onboarding and ensure its success:
controls and metrics compared to baseline and
goals

How do we keep the momentum going?

Review and improve

When an onboarding approach is being designed as part of product, service, or service offering, key
activities include:


identifying those provider’s resources that will interact with consumer’s
resources



identifying those consumer’s resources that will interact with provider’s
resources



identifying the need for introducing each pair of resources



exploring opportunities to optimize and automate introductions



creating procedures where manual or human-controlled introduction is
required



testing the procedures and updating them based on test results (repeat as
needed)



documenting and communicating to the involved parties.

The following ITIL practices support the design of products and services for smooth and effective user
onboarding:


architecture management



service design



service level management



service validation and testing



software development and management.
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5.4

Selling and obtaining service offerings

After the products, services, and service offerings have been designed, they need to be sold. This can
happen before or after they are built, depending on the nature of the service and the service
relationship. Both internal and external service providers need to sell their services. The sale activities
will vary depending on whether customers are internal or external.

5.4.1 Pricing
Pricing requires a decision about how much the customer will be charged. Many pricing options can be
used to price a service, as shown in Table 5.12. For a service to be viable, it must generate enough
income to cover investments and costs and generate profit, unless the service provider is a non-profit
organization.
For commercial service providers, charging is tied less to the cost, and more to the value of the
perceived service and relative costs of similar services provided by competitors. In these cases, the cost
models will indicate the lowest level of charging before impacting profitability. Commercial service
providers may also base their decision on the preferred pricing model or the expected value of the
service sale and trends of consumption over the year.

Key message
Several factors should be considered when deciding the price of a service:


How good is the service provider at communicating the value of the service?



How much are the customers willing to pay?



Are there similar services in the market?



How are similar services priced?



Is it easy to scale the service?



Is it easy to onboard new customers?



Could the service be used as a loss leader?



How mature is the service provider?



Can the three bottom lines approach influence the pricing?

In some cases, pricing can be used in the short term to undermine competition.

Table 5.12 Pricing options
Pricing option
Cost

Description
This option is based on a
break-even or cost recovery
model. The chargeable item is
priced as close as possible to
the actual cost of the cost units.

When applicable
For internal service providers
or non-profit organizations.

Cost plus

The mark-up (%) can either be
set by the service provider to
match returns on other

The mark-up can be used for
encouraging the use of new
products and services while
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investments or allocated by the
service provider to meet
strategic business needs.

discouraging the use of legacy
products and services.

The price is comparable with
similar service offerings on the
market.

Commodity and out-of-the-box
services.

Fixed price

The service provider sets a
price based on negotiation with
the customer, which covers a
set period and a predicted
consumption.

Enables the parties to lock the
price regardless of cost
fluctuations, e.g. if a customer
has a fixed budget.

Differential charging

Setting different charges for
different usage of the same or
similar services at different
times.

Enables an organization to
reward some usage patterns
over others, e.g. discouraging
service usage during peak-time
periods.

Market price/going rate

It is important to remember that
sourcing services externally
offsets some of the commercial
risk from the customer to the
service supplier.

5.4.2 Internal sales
Raising awareness about available services is the first step of selling to internal customers. Internal
sales and promotions, combined with incentives and pricing mechanisms, are important for managing
demand.
Some benefits of selling to internal customers are:


enhanced utilization of existing services



better control of the service demand



improved communication with customers and users



feedback on how well services meet the needs.

Internal sales contribute to the overall customer perception of the internal service provider.
One of the most important tools for the internal sales process is the service catalogue: a communication
tool for promoting services. For the service provider, it helps define and make products and services
visible. The service catalogue is vital for relationship management, promoting existing services, and
discovering the need for new services. It is also a key tool for service level management when defining
services levels.
The most important thing for the service consumer is that the services are being used. In this, the
service desk has a key role to play. A service desk will often make ordering forms and self-service
systems available to the users, as well as providing the necessary guidance and assistance on how to
use the products and services. Therefore, the service desk will always be a key contributor to the
internal sales process and the user experience.
For more information, please refer to the following ITIL practices:


relationship management



service catalogue management
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service desk



service level management



service request management.

Additionally, most of the traditional techniques used for external sales can also be applied by the
service provider.

5.4.3 External sales
External customer sales is more like traditional sales techniques, such as advertising and sales
campaigns. The sales process depends on the type of service relationship, the nature of the parties, and
contextual factors. These include the following:


In highly regulated environments and in the public sector, acquiring goods
and services may be subject to regulation; certain service providers may
have been pre-authorized to sell their products and services.



Some service consumers require that purchasing is done by a procurement
team.



Others may have defined formalized purchasing processes that include
formal request methods, such as requests for information, requests for
quotation, requests for proposal, proof of concept, demos, etc.

Table 5.13 shows the different methods for requesting products and services

Table 5.13 Different methods for requesting products and services
Request for information
Gathering information to
identify potential vendors
When you are looking for
information
Ask general questions

Request for quotation
Targeted request for pricing for
a highly specific product or
service
When you know exactly what
you need

Casual

Ask questions about
requirements

Fast

Structured

Request for proposal
Strategic and intensive
proposal process
When you want to compare
proposals
Ask specific questions
Formal
Comparison on vendors

Focus on price
A successful sales process depends on good communication, trust, and fairness. The service provider
should avoid creating a higher price for a service than it is worth for the customer. The service
consumer should avoid pressuring for a price reduction that will cause the service provider to struggle
to deliver.
A typical mistake is beginning a sale by promoting multiple products and services. Instead, the service
provider should ask questions and listen. This way, the service provider will understand the needs of
the customer before trying to fulfil them.
It is important that service consumers do not prepare lists of requirements based on experiences with
outdated products before talking to potential service providers. Instead, they should describe
requirements that are based on their actual needs, then listen to the service providers. The service
providers may be able to offer new and better ways to fulfil specific needs based on their product and
service portfolio and on previous experiences with other customers.
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5.5

Summary

To determine whether stakeholders may benefit from a mutual service relationship, the service
consumer and the service provider need to build a business case, shape and match their demand and
supply, and articulate their needs and opportunities in the form of requirements and service offerings.
Products and services can only be designed when the service consumer needs are truly understood.
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6

Step 4: Agree

The purpose of the agree step is to align expectations and establish a shared view of the target service
scope and quality between the service provider and the service consumer.
In some cases, agreeing can include contracting, which may require involvement from specialists, such
as legal advisers or contract managers.
Table 6.1 summarizes why the service provider, service consumer, and other stakeholders should invest
in aligning expectations and agreeing services.

Table 6.1 The purpose of aligning expectations and agreeing services
Agree
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To ensure that services
provided meet customers’ and
users’ requirements and
expectations

For the service provider
To ensure a shared
understanding of service
quality among all involved
stakeholders

To increase potential value
from services and service
relationship

To ensure a shared
understanding of
responsibilities of the
stakeholders

To ensure a shared
understanding of service
quality among all involved
stakeholders

Optimize risk and compliance

To ensure realistic expectations
from services and service
relationship

To ensure a shared
understanding of
responsibilities of the
stakeholders

To increase potential value
from service delivery and
service relationship

To ensure sufficient control of
service quality and
transparency of services’ status

To counteract
misunderstandings and
misalignments between the
parties involved

To counteract
misunderstandings and
misalignments between the
parties involved
To reduce the risk of noncompliance

To reduce the risk of noncompliance
To ensure a shared
understanding of servicerelated risks
To ensure a shared
understanding of service price
and associated payments, and
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To ensure a shared
understanding of servicerelated risks

reduce risks of payment
disputes or delays

To arrange compensating
controls for risks that cannot be
shared or transferred through
agreements
Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To ensure a shared
understanding of service
consumption costs and
associated payments
To optimize service
consumption costs
To optimize cost of negotiation
and agreement and overall
resource utilization

To ensure a shared
understanding of service
provision costs
To optimize service provision
costs
To ensure a shared
understanding of service price
and associated payments
To optimize cost of negotiation
and agreement and overall
resource utilization

The target scope and quality of services should be agreed by all parties; in the remaining steps of the
service relationship they will be referred to as the ‘agreed service scope and quality’. Unfortunately, it
is unlikely that the agreed targets will always be met, so the achieved service scope and quality should
be regularly compared with the targets to assess the fulfilment of the agreements. Targets may also
move over time. The agree step may therefore be revisited many times during the journey.
In the context of the user journey, the purpose is very similar: to establish a shared view of target
service scope and quality with the service provider. However, this may differ depending on the
relationship between the user and customer roles. In some cases, the scope and quality are limited by
the agreement between the customer and the service provider, so for users ‘agree’ may be limited to
acceptance without (or with very limited) negotiation. However, it is still an important step of the user
journey: understanding of the services available and their agreed quality is important for users to work
effectively.

6.1

Agreeing and planning value co-creation

There should be a shared understanding of how and when value is co-created, tracked, assessed, and
evaluated. One approach to this planning is first to agree on the factors that drive value and outline the
expected service outcome and experience, and then to plan how and when to measure, assess, report,
and evaluate the value co-creation. 11 This planning should include risk management, compliance and
cost, and resource management.

6.1.1 Types of service value drivers
In the service value system (SVS), the fulfilment of service consumer purposes is enabled by achieving
service consumer objectives. Achieving service consumer objectives is powered by the consumer’s
performance and the related experience. Service consumer performance is enabled by service
performance and considered as utility and warranty. Finally, service performance is driven by the
performance of the combined and individual resources, practices, and products. Figure 1.11 illustrates
these relationships.
A service offering typically includes three forms of service performance drivers:


goods transferred from the service provider to the service consumer
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access by the service consumer to the service provider’s resources



service actions performed by the service provider, service users, or together.

Most service offerings combine several forms. Technology-based services usually include access to a
service provider’s resources and, sometimes, service actions. Table 6.2 provides examples of value
drivers for different types of IT service offerings.

Table 6.2 Examples of value drivers for different types of service offerings
Service example
Corporate accounting

Transfer of goods
N/A

Access to resources
Employees in the
financial department
gain access: to the
accounting application
with agreed
functionality; to the
financial and other
data of agreed quality;
to the service desk and
other support
interfaces

Service actions
User action: any
transaction or enquiry
in the accounting
system through the
application
Service provider
action: regularly
update consolidated
data from different
business units
Joint action:
registration of userreported incidents by
service desk agents

Broadband internet
service for an
individual consumer

A wi-fi router and user
manual are sold to the
user with the
ownership rights

Access to local and
wide area networks at
agreed speeds is
provided to all users
authorized by the
customer
Access to the user
interface for payments,
reporting, and
management of the
service is provided to
the customer

Card payment
processing for a small
coffee shop

A card reader device is
transferred to the
customer with the
ownership rights

User actions: check
account status; change
the subscription;
administer user
accounts
Service provider
action: send an invoice
to the customer
Joint action: change
the address of the
service provision when
the customer moves to
a new place

Access to the payment
processing service,
integrated with the
customer’s cash
register and bank
account

User actions: receive a
card or device
payment; cancel a
payment; reset the
device; pair with a
smartphone

Access to a mobile app
for receiving and
managing payments

Service provider
action: inform the
customer about the
app updates and other
important events

Access to a support
hotline
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Joint action: replace a
faulty card reader
device
Infrastructure platform
service for product
development teams
provided by an
internal IT
infrastructure team

Access to platform as
a service

N/A

User actions: install
and update
applications; configure
resources and install,
commission, start,
stop, and
decommission
platform components
through a standardized
interface
Service provider
actions: monitor and
report service levels;
patch components;
invoice the customer
Joint actions: perform
major updates to the
platform; solve shared
problems

In Table 6.2, the first and the third examples are perceived by customers and users primarily in the
context of service actions. This is typical for services designed to automate business activities. The
second and the fourth examples are perceived primarily through the quality of the resources provided
by the service provider. The different perspectives are usually reflected in the format of service
agreements, because they are more focused on the quality of the resources provided, or on the
performance of the service actions.
It is quite easy for a service provider to identify, agree on, and measure characteristics of the resources
provided to the service consumer. In many cases, these are technical characteristics which are
measurable and unambiguous. It is more difficult to define the service actions that are important to the
service consumer.

6.1.2 Service interaction method
The service interaction method helps to describe and evaluate the service outcome based on the
performance of key service interactions performed by the users and the service provider during service
consumption. It helps the parties in the planning of value co-creation. The method includes the
following stages:


identifying the service interactions, including service provider actions, service
consumer actions, and joint actions



matching identified service interactions with the service provider’s service
catalogue



agreeing on a service interaction target performance



agreeing with customers and service provider teams on metrics and
measurements for the services.

The best way to identify service interactions is by mapping the service provider and service consumer
value streams. It is helpful for organizations to have up-to-date maps of their value streams and
processes. From this information, the service provider and the service consumer can derive lists of
operations supported by the services, related service interactions, and performance requirements.
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However, it is not usual to find correct and up-to-date maps of the value streams and processes in
organizations. Where they are unavailable, it is possible to identify service interactions using the
organization’s documents and standards. The resulting lists will be more generic, but may be sufficient
for the purpose of planning value co-creation. The customer’s and service provider’s requirements for
service interaction performance can be derived from the associated internal procedures and standards of
the organization.
This work should be done by a team, which may include:


service and/or product owners



customer(s)



service/system architects



service designers



business analysts



service catalogue manager(s).

Service interactions method example
A bank has a value stream of provision of personal loans to its clients. This value stream includes a
range of activities, most of which are enabled by IT services. After mapping and analysing the value
stream, the following service interactions were identified, as shown below.
Service interaction
Processing of a loan application

Requirements

1. Current bad credit check
2. Affordability calculation
3. Credit rating assessment
4. Application scoring
5. Interest calculation based on risk
6. Confirmation or update of the offer
…
Loan agreement signing and transfer of the funds
8. Automated registration of a loan agreement
and associated agreements
9. Opening an account and creating a payment
schedule
10. Direct debit instructions setup
…
Loan agreement ongoing management
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14. Interest calculation and account
information update
…
Payments processing
28. Calculation of the payments due if a client
requests to pay the loan in full
…
Based on this list, the service provider and the customer agreed on the following service level
requirements and metrics for some of the service interactions listed in the table below.
Agreed service level requirements and metrics
Service level characteristics
Customer’s requirement
Automated loan application
Less than 60 seconds
processing time

Service level metrics
Percentage of the loan
applications processed in time

Maximum duration of a service
outage for all loan-related
systems used in a bank branch

Less than 10 minutes

Single outage duration, max

Total unavailability during a
business day

Less than 15 minutes

Number and percentage of days
when the requirement has not
been met, over a period

6.1.3 Inherent and assigned characteristics of services

Definitions


Service quality The totality of a service’s characteristics that are relevant to
its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs.



Service level One or more metrics that define expected or achieved service
quality.

Organizations usually agree on an approach to define service quality. These agreements include the
preferred methods for service specification and measurement, which are based on resources or service
operations.
Inherent characteristics of the services may include:


functionality and performance



architecture



interfaces and compatibility



costs.
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Assigned characteristics of the services may include:


price



risks and compliance



transparency of service delivery



monitoring



reporting



flexibility



social responsibility.

The inherent characteristics are based on the resources the respective product(s) consist of. The
assigned characteristics are mostly defined as a part of service and service offering design. They
describe how the service is delivered, supported, and improved and may be altered without significant
changes to the related products.
This distinction, although helpful for service management, is not definitive. Some characteristics, for
example, compatibility or security, can be inherent (integration interfaces are part of product design) or
assigned (integration as part of onboarding and ongoing support). The service provider decides which
characteristics should be included in the service quality specification and which characteristics should
be left to the discussion of service delivery circumstances, terms, and conditions.

6.2

Negotiating and agreeing a service

The approach to negotiation and agreeing a service may vary significantly depending on the service
relationship model. However, in most cases, the scope includes:


the services to be provided and consumed



inherent quality characteristics of the services, such as utility, warranty, and
experience



assigned characteristics of the services such as price, territory, and period of
provision



the approach to joint control and improvement of the service scope and
quality.

6.2.1 Forms of agreement
There are several ways of settling the service scope and quality in a service relationship. These
relationships can be:


obligation-based



agreement-based



promise-based



based on social rules and expectations.

These ways have different levels of formality, negotiation processes, and the approach to control and
improve.
6.2.1.1 Obligation-based service relationships
Obligation-based service relationships are defined by an obligatory requirement imposed on
organizations, typically by law or other legislation. The legislation may require a minimum level of
service to be provided; sometimes it also mandates the service consumption. Some examples include:


social services, such as medical services and education
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infrastructure services, such as transport or facilities security



social responsibility services, such as mandatory insurance for drivers or
travellers.

Although most of these services may be provided by commercial service providers, the minimum
service level and price for the service consumer are often regulated by the state. This means that,
regardless of the form of service agreement, it must include certain service quality characteristics with
minimum service level guaranteed. If only the minimum mandatory service level is provided, there is
no space for negotiation and agreement.
In some cases, the parties start with the mandatory service level, but agree to extend it and set the
targets for service level accordingly. In these cases, they build their own agreement based on their
obligations and expanded into the agreement-based relationship.
6.2.1.2 Agreement-based service relationships
Agreement-based service relationships imply that the parties involved in the service relationship
negotiate and agree on the scope and quality of the services. They may document the agreement,
electronically or on paper, and use it to monitor and manage the actual quality of the services. In most
cases, the agreement is called a service level agreement (SLA). Depending on the relationship, it may
take the form of a memorandum of understanding or, more frequently, a legal contract.

Service level agreement (SLA)
A documented agreement between a service provider and a customer that identifies both services
required and the expected level of service.

It is important that an SLA is the result of an accurate discussion between both parties. Even if the
service provider is inflexible and does not offer much space for negotiation, the customer should be
provided with the services that were defined in the SLA with their informed consent. Awareness and
consent are minimum requirements of agreement-based relationships.
SLAs may have different formality levels. The level of formalization may reflect the level of trust
between the service provider and the service consumer. If the trust level is low, the organization will
try to include as much detail in the agreement as possible. If the trust level is high and is gained
through positive experience of relationship, the parties tend to focus on the most important and specific
service characteristics, implying that what is not mentioned in the agreement will be delivered and
consumed according to established practice and expectations. These implications can be described as
promises.
In high-trust service relationships, or if service characteristics are simple, agreements may be formed
verbally or through a brief email or text message.
6.2.1.3 Promise-based service relationships
Promise-based service relationships were originally described by the promise theory, formulated in
2004 by Mark Burgess (Burgess, 2004). This applies to cases where intentions of the service provider
and the service consumer are not documented, but implied by previous experience, social norms, or
commonly agreed signs.

Promise theory
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The key concepts of promise theory are intentions, promises, and impositions.


Intention is a subject or type of possible behaviour.



Promises are declarations or statements of intentions.



Imposition is an attempt to induce cooperation in another party. Degrees of
imposition include hints, advice, suggestions, requests, commands, etc.

For example, when someone raises a hand hailing a taxi, it is implied that the passenger:


knows what the destination is



will behave in the car following basic rules announced on the signs



has considered the estimated price and is willing and able to pay.

At the same time, the passenger expects that:


the driver knows the optimal route to the destination



the car is regularly checked for safety and technical condition



the taxi is licensed and insured



the fare is either clearly announced or close to the amount this passenger
usually pays for the same trips.

None of these is formally agreed by the parties. However, in most cases, these implications are correct.
This is because by hailing the taxi, the passenger publicly declares an intention to follow some patterns
and rules; likewise, by driving in a taxi car marked as vacant, the driver publicly declares an intention
to follow the rules and patterns established for taxis in that country and city.
The rules and patterns implied by these declarations may differ from country to country, city to city, or
one taxi company to another. These differences may create confusion and cause the parties to express
their promises in a more explicit and formal way. This is why policies and rules are sometimes
published on websites, taxi pools, and in the cars. These formal agreements are still forms of promises
and impositions.

6.2.1.4 Relationships based on social rules and expectations
Informal promises and impositions are common in established, long-lasting service relationships. In
line with previous experiences, the implied characteristics of the services are revealed to the service
consumer at the initial stage. Moreover, the service provider expects that involved parties, such as
customers, users, sponsors, and service consumer resources, will behave according to the established
standards and agreed rules.

Example
When organizations decide to turn an internal service function into a separate company, they often
expect to receive the scope and quality of services they are used to, based on years of previous
experience. This is, however, rarely possible, especially if the new service company is expected to be
commercially successful.
Regardless of the new formally signed service level agreements, expectations may continue to be based
on the previously established norm.
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It is important to manage organizational changes like this effectively in order to maintain the required
levels of service quality, costs, and user satisfaction.

There are a variety of philosophical and sociological theories describing social contracts. Essentially, a
social contract is the acceptance of the rules imposed by society and its government. In particular, it is
accepted by individuals and organizations who live, work, and interact in the area where it has
legitimate influence. The acceptance may be explicit or implicit.
This concept may affect service relationships because the standards and requirements of the
government often influence the expectations of an organization, as well as impose constraints on the
scope and quality characteristics of the services. In some cases, formal service agreements include
statements about compliance with laws, local traditions, rules of the community, and other
requirements, which are normally imposed by a social contract. This is an example of an explicit
acceptance of the contract and may be useful when one of the organizations is unfamiliar with these
requirements; for example, when establishing an international service relationship.
At the practical level, service relationships are always supported by an explicit or implied agreement
between the service provider and the service consumer. It is important to balance the formally
recorded, implied characteristics of the services and the agreement itself.
It is also important to remember that implied agreements are based on common assumptions and shared
values. Organizations should consider differences in culture, background, previous experience, and
legislation when applying non-explicit agreements, especially when service relationships are
established with new service consumers or providers. Misunderstanding and misinterpreting the
implied agreements may lead to tension and conflict.

6.2.2 Outcome-based agreements
In cooperative relationships and partnerships, organizations tend to discuss service quality from the
value and outcomes perspective. Specifying utility and warranty levels is useful, as it enables the
consistent monitoring and management of the services. When value for the service consumer is
discussed, this discussion may focus on the expected outcomes or cover the risks and costs either
reduced or introduced by the service.
The documented definition of value becomes a foundation for planning value co-creation and the joint
tracking, assessment, and evaluation of value realization, which is discussed further in Chapter 9. The
value definition is usually more important for organizations than adhering to service level
requirements, although it is expected that both should be met. If the level of trust is high enough, the
service provider may be allowed to adjust service levels and initiate service improvement, even if the
agreed service levels are already met. Organizations may agree on the approach to service
improvement and value enablement at the agree step and document this approach in their partnership
agreement.
Value- and outcome-based approaches to service level management are equally applicable to internal
and external service relationships. Important requirements include shared goals, mutual trust, and the
agility of the organizations.

6.2.3 From service consumer needs to agreement
Depending on the service relationship model, the negotiation of service quality between service
provider and service consumer organizations differs significantly. Some factors that affect negotiations
are:


internal or external relationship



individual (one person organization) or corporate service consumer
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basic services or strategic partnership



tailored or out-of-the-box services.

Most of these factors affect all the steps of the journey. Some examples of this influence are listed in
Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. Examples of differences in service relationship journeys in various
circumstances
Factor
Internal service relationship

Examples of factor’s influence
Service provision and service consumption are likely to have the
same sponsors
Service provider and service consumer are likely to have the same
strategic goals
There may be no legal service contract
Relationship may be based on command and control rather than
partnership

Individual service consumers

Sponsor (of service consumption), customer and user are likely to
be the same person with conflicting interests
Number of customers is likely to be very large; an individual
approach to negotiation is not viable
Relationships are likely to be standardized and formal, rather than
based on individual needs and partnership-like
Simple and often automated agreement procedure

Basic services

Highly standardized service offerings and service requirements
Simple and often automated agreement procedure
Agreement is unlikely to be focused on outcomes or value

Tailored services

Individual approach to negotiation, delivery and assessment of
services
Tailored agreements (format, service level targets, assessment, and
reports)

One important commonality that service consumers and service providers should be aware of is that
negotiation aims to narrow down the scope of service quality characteristics. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Limitation of agreements: from service consumer needs to
agreement
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All parties involved in the negotiation should understand that an agreed service level, especially in the
form of a legal contract, only includes characteristics and targets that can be delivered with a high level
of assurance and unambiguously measured. Another reason for this inclusion is the possible loss of
information during the process from establishing needs and expectations to explicitly stated
requirements, and then to the agreement. Moreover, in the case of out-of-the-box services, customer
requirements are not directly translated to the characteristics of the services; they have to be compared
and matched with predefined and published service descriptions, which are likely to have been
designed without the customer’s involvement. This means that focusing on the fulfilment of the formal
agreements is not enough to manage the quality of the services. It is important to monitor and discuss
user and customer satisfaction and outcomes and value of the service consumption.
Although SLAs are insufficient for service measurement, assessment, evaluation, and improvement,
they are still useful. There are various forms of agreements.

SLA content and structure
The basic structure of an SLA is indicated by its name:


service defines the scope of the agreement



level defines the characteristics of the services and agreed metrics and
targets for each characteristic



agreement covers the terms and conditions of the service provision and
consumption.

This basic structure may become more complicated if the agreement covers multiple services or
reflects a consumer organization’s complex structure. For example, the ‘level’ and ‘agreement’
sections may include paragraphs that apply to every service or customer within the scope, and
paragraphs that are service- or customer-specific.
The ‘agreement’ section usually becomes more complicated in agreements with external organizations
(where SLAs are either a form of legal contract or a part of it). In subscription agreements, it may
include specific clauses, such as period of subscription, rules and costs of cancellation, and methods of
taking recurring payments.
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Whichever structure works better for the organizations, it is important to follow this guiding principle:
keep it simple and practical. Where complexity is inevitable, it may be advisable (or required by
legislation) to provide shorter explanations in clear and concise language. This is especially important
for sensitive services, such as loans.

6.2.4 Negotiating and agreeing service utility, warranty, and experience
The ‘level’ section of an SLA usually includes the agreed service level targets for service utility and
warranty.

Definitions


Utility The functionality offered by a product or service to meet a particular
need. Utility can be summarized as ‘what the service does’ and can be used
to determine whether a service is ‘fit for purpose’. To have utility, a service
must either support the performance of the consumer or remove constraints
from the consumer. Many services do both.



Warranty Assurance that a product or service will meet agreed
requirements. Warranty can be summarized as ‘how the service performs’
and can be used to determine whether a service is ‘fit for use’. Warranty often
relates to service levels aligned with the needs of service consumers. This
may be based on a formal agreement, or it may be a marketing message or
brand image. Warranty typically addresses such areas as the availability of
the service, its capacity, levels of security, and continuity. A service may be
said to provide acceptable assurance, or ‘warranty’, if all defined and agreed
conditions are met.

The management of service quality and service level should be focused on value, and all relevant
characteristics of a service should be managed. This includes associated metrics, areas of experience,
and feedback. The method of separating functional and non-functional characteristics of services, from
the specification of requirements to the evaluation of the quality that has been achieved, comes from
the separation of the development and operations teams. The separation of these characteristics and
teams typically leads to a fragmented understanding of service quality.
6.2.4.1 Utility
Utility characteristics of services are usually described as functions performed by people and other
resources of the service provider, or service actions (performed by the service provider, available to the
users, or performed jointly). Some examples of service utility descriptions and metrics are provided in
Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Examples of service utility descriptions and metrics
Service
Mobile internet

Examples of utility
Connection to global internet
network
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Number of incidents where
internet resources could not be
accessed (<2 per month)
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IP telephony for voice and
video calls

Average connection speed
(>10 Mbps)

SMS

Percentage of calls where
connection was interrupted
(<5%)
Audio or video quality was
assessed by users as 3 stars out
of 5, or fewer (<10%)
Call or application connection
could not be established (<5%)
Percentage of SMS sent with
delivery period above one
minute (<5%)

Business trip air ticket search
and booking

Flight search by dates, air
companies, and fares
Selection and booking of
flights
Frequent flyer’s cards
recognition and application
Policy conformance check
Travel cost allocation to
ongoing and project budget
codes

Number of incidents where
search could not be completed
(<1%)
Number of reported incidents
where better fares or flights
available via other search
engines were not offered by the
service (<5 per month)
Number and percentage of
bookings which were not
correctly allocated to a budget
code (<5 per month or <2%)
Number and percentage of
incidents where flight search,
booking, or payment could not
be completed due to technical
issues (<2 per month or <1%)
Number and percentage of
incidents where search,
booking, or payment
transactions timed out
(<5 per month or <2%)

Table 6.4 shows that utility characteristics are often binary (it works or it does not work). Associated
metrics are often based on incidents where important functions were unavailable or performance was
unacceptably low. However, an overall assessment of a service utility can be based on an integration of
multiple characteristics and related metrics. For example, if some functions of a system are unavailable
or performed with a high number of errors, they can be assessed as a percentage of agreed utility rather
than as a binary indicator. More information on service metrics and measurements can be found in
Chapter 9 and the service level management practice guide.
6.2.4.2 Warranty
Service warranty describes the level of assurance that the agreed utility will be provided in the agreed
conditions. Conditions may include:


territory and period of service provision
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demand/workload



threats and associated risks



users’ readiness



applicable legislation.

‘Level of assurance’ means that within the agreed conditions, certain levels of availability,
performance, capacity, continuity, security, usability, compliance, and other service quality
characteristics are provided. Table 6.5 gives some examples of these in the case of a mobile internet
service.

Table 6.5 Examples of warranty requirements and associated metrics
Warranty requirements
Availability

Metrics and targets
Percentage of availability over
one month (>99%)
Number of interruptions
(<3 per month)

Conditions
Within agreed service
provision time and area,
including home region and
roaming destinations

Maximum duration of an
interruption (<15 minutes)
Minimum uptime between
interruptions (>3 hours)
Performance

Minimum download speed
(>5 Mbps)
Average download speed over
period (>10 Mbps)
Minimum upload speed
(>3 Mbps)
Average time to download a
one-hour-long video
(<5 minutes)

Maximum number of
simultaneous download
processes is 3
For agreed list of official
video hostings and
communication services
Within agreed service
provision area, home network
only

Number of incidents of video
call or video streaming
interruptions or delays
(<3 per month)
Capacity

Maximum number of
simultaneous trafficconsuming apps, such as video
streaming/download and video
calls (5)

Approved apps from official
sources
Within home network and
selected roaming destinations

Coverage (all rooms of the
building)
Monthly traffic (unlimited)
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Information security

Number of security incidents
caused by malware from the
internet per month (0)

Provided security settings and
anti-virus software settings are
not altered by users and all
users follow information
security guidelines

Compliance

Service provision and the
service comply with the state
regulations for personal data
protection, copyright
protection, and content control

Provided content control
settings are not altered by
users and users follow
information handling
guidelines

Continuity

Maximum service restoration
time in case of a major
network disruption
(<12 hours)

If national electricity grid is
available

Maximum time of switch to a
back-up solution in case of a
major network incident
(<3 hours)
Accessibility

All interfaces are clearly
visible and easy to follow

If at least one partner mobile
operator’s network is available

Provided users are not visually
impaired and can read and
speak English, German,
French, or Spanish

6.2.4.3 Experience
As discussed earlier, organizations are increasingly including user experience targets in the agreements.
Many experience metrics are related to the service interface performance; others may indicate user
satisfaction with either interface, or the service in general. Measurement of these can be integrated in
digital services. Examples of experience metrics include the number and frequency of:


user errors



returns to the previous stage (back-button usage)



help (F1) calls



dropped (unfinished) service actions



users who switched to a different channel during an advertising break



users who cancel a subscription after a trial period



users who confirm agreement with the terms and conditions without reading
them.

Table 6.6 provides some examples of experience characteristics and metrics in the case of a business
trip air ticket search and booking service.

Table 6.6 Examples of experience characteristics and metrics
Experience characteristic
Uninterrupted completion of user
actions

Metrics and targets
Number and percentage of bookings which were
dropped unfinished per month (<50 or <5%)

User satisfaction with the service

Average and minimum rating given by users to the
service over a period (>4 of 5; >2.9)
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Clear and convenient interface

Number and percentage of transactions where users
used the interface help over a month (<10 or <5%)
Average and minimum rating given by users to the
service interface over a period (>4 of 5; >3.5)

The idea behind this is to measure the user experience directly and not simply to ask users about it. The
term experience level agreement, or XLATM, was developed by Marco Gianotten (Gianotten, 2017).
The experience-based approach to service definition and measurement is applicable to services where
service actions are an important part of the service. There are many services with no or very few user
interactions; for example, infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or platform as a service (PaaS).

6.2.5 Negotiating and agreeing other terms and conditions
Agreements between service providers and customers usually include terms and conditions that are not
covered by utility, warranty, or experience. These terms and conditions may include:


territory and period/schedule of service provision



preconditions for service provision (user training, insurance, infrastructure,
and software compatibility)



rules and conditions for onboarding and offboarding



rules and conditions for changing the agreement



rules and conditions for changing covered products and services, performing
tests, etc.



rules and conditions of the service agreement termination and extension



roles and responsibilities



organization of the stakeholders in the agreement



communication and communication channels



governance of the agreement



sources of funding of the service provision



price, rules of price calculation, and methods and periods of payments



enforcement methods (e.g. incentives, penalties, earning/loss of points, trust
scores, feedback meetings, publication of contractual compliance, legal
steps, and use of media)



disputes



assurance and compliance of the service provider and service consumer with
relevant standards and other requirements



rights and access to conduct third-party audits and reviews, request
independent audit reports, etc.

Most of these come under the agreement part of the SLA structure; they describe conditions under
which agreed utility is provided with the agreed level of assurance, or warranty.
The level of details and formality in this service agreement depend on the service relationship type and
SLA structure. Commercial service provision to an external service consumer requires more formalities
to be documented than non-commercial service provision within an enterprise.

Key message
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Even informal agreements should include rules and procedures for service assessment and
improvement. It is important to ensure that all relevant stakeholders are aware of these and willingly
participate in related activities, such as feedback surveys, service review meetings, and improvement
planning.

6.2.6 Standardizing and automating agreements
Like all other steps of the customer journey, this step may be standardized and automated to a great
extent, especially when service relationships are being established with individual consumers. Table
6.7 illustrates how simple and quick it may be.

Table 6.7 Examples of typical agreement actions for services provided to
many individual consumers
Elements to agree
Scope

Negotiation and agreement actions
Available services are predefined by the service
provider. The customer selects from the available
catalogue with or without consulting the service
provider. Selection is made through an automated
interface.

Inherent quality characteristics

For the selected services, a few predefined options are
available. These options may be customizable or prepacked in service level packages. The customers select
the option(s) that best meets their needs and
requirements.

Assigned quality characteristics

For the selected services and quality, a few predefined
delivery options may be available, such as the form and
schedule of payments, period of service provision,
territory of service provision, etc. The customers select
the option(s) that best meets their needs and
requirements.

Approach to control and improvement

The means of control, reporting, and feedback are
predefined by the service provider. The customer is
informed and forced to accept these conditions in order
to proceed with the agreement.

After these steps, a formal agreement is automatically formed and should be signed by the parties
(often electronically). After this the service consumer and the service provider proceed to onboarding,
which is discussed in Chapter 7.
To make this possible, service providers need to design and test their services, service catalogues, and
supporting tools carefully. It is important to ensure that their services fit the purpose of the chosen
relationship model. A predefined, automated approach to negotiation and agreement cannot be a
solution for all service relationships; many service relationships are built on customized individual
approaches and cannot be automated.

6.2.7 Applying practices
To successfully reach an agreement on service relationships and service quality, organizations should
apply the following ITIL management practices:
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business analysis



relationship management



service catalogue management



service financial management



service level management



supplier management.

Readers should refer to the respective ITIL practice guides for details.

6.3

Summary

To drive and track stakeholder value, expectations must be aligned, value co-creation mapped and
planned, and the service scope and quality agreed.
The approach depends on the type of relationship and the nature of products and services, but a service
relationship is always supported by an explicit or implied agreement between the service provider and
the service consumer.

7

Step 5: Onboard

Onboarding includes all the activities necessary for a service consumer to start using the service and a
service provider to be ready to deliver the service. These could range from the service being turned on
and made available to use (for example, a mobile phone connecting to a network) to contractual
agreements, user awareness, training, and sharing of resources (for example, outsourcing desktop
provision).
Effective onboarding enables service provision and consumption, increases service usage efficiency,
improves user experience, ensures satisfaction, and enriches the relationship between the service
provider and the service consumer.
Table 7.1 summarizes why the service provider, service consumer, and other stakeholders should invest
in effective onboarding and offboarding.

Table 7.1 The purposes of onboarding and offboarding
Onboard
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To ensure a better return on
investments through effective
use of services
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To improve user experience
To increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of business
operations through the
effective use of services

To improve perception of the
new services and the service
provider in general
To increase customer and user
loyalty and engagement

To maximize value from
cooperation with new service
providers
Optimize risk and compliance

To decrease the probability of
user incidents and questions
related to new services and
users
To decrease the duration of
transition times to new
services/providers

Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To decrease the probability of
incidents and associated
breaches in service quality
To prevent/decrease user
resistance to new services
and/or service providers

To reduce the costs and losses
associated with the transition to
new services/providers

To reduce transition costs

To optimize the cost of user
training

To optimize onboarding costs
and overall resource utilization

To reduce user support costs

To optimize the costs of user
support
Onboarding occurs after an agreement is reached or changed but before service consumption starts.
Onboarding creates the first service impression for users, which may strongly impact any further
decisions about the service relationship made by sponsors and customers. Therefore, each onboarding
initiative should be carefully planned and managed in line with the agreed plans.
Onboarding includes:


building awareness about the new service consumers (or the new scope of a
service relationship with existing consumers) among stakeholders



ensuring that all resources within the scope of the service offering are
prepared for the service provision



ensuring that customers and users are ready for the service consumption.

Onboarding is often perceived as a service provider activity with minimal involvement from the service
consumer. However, successful onboarding involves both the service provider and the service
consumer. If service consumer involvement requires significant resources, organizations commonly
agree and plan the onboarding approach with customers in advance. It is important to ensure that other
partners and suppliers are aware of and accept the onboarding approach and plan, if they will be
involved in its implementation. When onboarding is defined in detail as part of the design of the
products, services, and service offerings, planning for a specific initiative is easier, safer, and faster.
For this reason, onboarding approaches were defined as part of product, service, and service offering
design in Chapter 5. In this chapter, onboarding approaches are adapted to plans for the specific
onboarding initiatives.
From the service provider perspective, successful onboarding relies on the following ITIL management
practices:


deployment management
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organizational change management



release management



service configuration management



service design



service desk



service level management.

Other practices may also be involved in planning and running an onboarding initiative. For example,
sometimes onboarding is managed as a project and needs project management practice.

7.1

Planning onboarding

The planning of onboarding is effectively an act of adapting the onboarding approaches of one or more
service offerings to the scope and context of the onboarding initiative. The onboarding plan should
consider the current status of the service relationship, the scope of the onboarding initiative, the current
configuration of the resources, and the associated risks.
Planning an onboarding initiative is a collaboration between the customer and the service provider. The
customer is involved in:


defining the onboarding goals and associated metrics



identifying the service provider and service consumer resources that are
covered by the onboarding (access and integration)



planning onboarding actions, including schedule and responsibilities



reviewing and accepting the onboarding plan.

An onboarding plan should answer the following questions:


What are the goals of the onboarding?



What is the scope of the onboarding?



What are the onboarding actions?



Who is responsible for the onboarding actions?



How can the onboarding be controlled and its success ensured?

7.1.1 Onboarding goals
The service provider should define, agree, and build awareness about the onboarding goals with
relevant stakeholders. The onboarding goals should be defined in the context of every onboarding
initiative. Examples of the onboarding goals are:


to ensure a smooth migration of the service consumer to the agreed services



to ensure a smooth migration of the service consumer from an in-house
technology platform to the cloud



to support the temporary increase in the number of users of the selected
services



to support the service consumer’s switch from one (third-party) supplier to
another.

Onboarding success should be evaluated on the basis of the agreed goals (outcomes), rather than just
checking the progress and completion of the planned onboarding actions (outputs).
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The teams responsible for the relationship with the service consumer(s) and management of the
products and services in scope should set the onboarding goals. These people may be in the following
roles:


product owners



service owners



account managers



relationship managers



business partners.

On the service consumer side, customers are responsible for agreeing the onboarding goals and
communicating them to relevant stakeholders within the organization, and to the organization’s
partners and suppliers, if they are a part of or impacted by the onboarding.
After the onboarding goals have been accepted by key stakeholders, the onboarding approach should be
adapted to the context of the initiative through detailed onboarding plans. Planning is driven by the
service provider. However, the service consumer representatives will be informed, consulted, or
responsible, because onboarding is a joint action which may require significant resources from both
parties.

7.1.2 Onboarding scope
To define onboarding’s scope, the following questions should be considered:


What are the consumer resources requiring onboarding?



What are the provider resources required for onboarding?



When does onboarding start and end?

All these questions are expected to be answered by the onboarding approach, but every onboarding
initiative requires the review and adaption of the approach, depending on the scope of the initiative.
Possible scopes of the onboarding for the consumer resources in regard to the four dimensions of
service management are outlined in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Examples of consumer resources to onboard
Service management
dimension
Organization and people

Examples of resources

Value streams and processes

Consumer organization
procedures, actions, and
workflows

Procedures should be adjusted
to integrate services,
technologies, and service
provider people

Information and technology

Consumer organization
technology, data, and IT
services

Service provider
representatives should be
granted access to the consumer
organization’s IT resources; IT
resources should be integrated
with those of the service
provider; data and information

Users (employees of the
consumer organization)
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should be migrated and/or
converted
Partners and suppliers

Users (employees of the
consumer organization’s
suppliers and partners acting as
new service users)

Users (representing the service
consumer’s suppliers and
partners) require training in the
use of services and in support
procedures

The onboarding approach will affect one or more resources. When creating an onboarding plan for an
onboarding initiative, the service provider should identify specific resources that require onboarding
and required actions based on the onboarding approach.
For the customer journey, onboarding implies one of the following or similar scenarios:


onboarding a new service consumer organization to begin consuming a
range of services



onboarding a new customer within an existing service consumer organization



onboarding an existing customer to begin consuming a new range of services



migrating a service consumer from another service provider



migrating a service and/or product from another service provider

These scenarios aim to connect the service provider resources and the service consumer, which may
involve multiple services, users, locations, and suppliers. The most complex onboarding initiatives may
be run as projects or programmes. When designing their products and services, service providers aim to
minimize the cost of onboarding and to make the start of service consumption seamless and
convenient.
For the user journey, onboarding implies one of the following or similar scenarios:


onboarding a new user to start using a service or services



onboarding an existing user to start using a service or services



onboarding an existing user to switch to a newer version of a service or
services



migrating an existing user from a current service to another service.

These scenarios imply that the resources of the service provider and the service consumer have been
integrated during the customer onboarding, and only minor user-focused actions are needed for the user
onboarding. However, user onboarding initiatives involving a high number of users may be quite
complex and require project management.
To identify when the onboarding initiative begins and ends, the following factors should be considered:


new or existing service consumer



new or existing customer



new or existing user



new or existing product/service/service offering



commercial service provision, funded by the service provider, or noncommercial, funded by the service consumer organization.

As a result of these considerations, onboarding may start during the following options:


when the parties reach an agreement about service provision



after the service contract is formally signed
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when services are deployed and ready for release



when services are being deployed



when users are formally employed with the service consumer



when users have the employment provisionally agreed.

The end of the onboarding initiative may also vary. For example, some onboarding initiatives may be
considered as complete when the first users are able to use the services, or after all of the users
successfully pass the test to confirm they are familiar with the services. The onboarding of a new
service, customer, or user may include the offboarding of an old one; sometimes this is required in
order to complete the onboarding.

7.1.3 Onboarding customer and users: onboarding actions
After agreeing the scope of the onboarding initiative, onboarding actions should be planned. Methods
and tools used for the planning may differ based on the scope and scale of the onboarding initiative and
on the organization’s policies, rules, and practices. Table 7.3 provides examples of onboarding actions
that may be planned for the resources of the four dimensions of service management.

Table 7.3 Examples of service provider, service consumer, and
supplier/partner onboarding actions
Service consumer
resources to be
onboarded

Onboarding actions
performed by the service
provider

Onboarding actions
performed by the
service consumer

Service
consumer’s
organizations and
people

Training and training
materials are provided

Users study training
material (reading,
attending training,
going through a
tutorial, etc.)

Contact and support
interfaces are introduced
Access to the services is
granted to users
Required warnings (safety
and liability) and terms and
conditions are communicated
Governance organization is
established

Responsibilities for
use of the new
services are agreed
and assigned in the
organization

Onboarding actions
performed by the
service consumer’s
partner/supplier
Training and training
materials are
provided if supplier
services are affected
by the onboarding
Access to the
services is reviewed
and changed where
needed

Roles and/or teams
are changed to
optimize service
consumption
Organizational
change management

Service
consumer’s
information and
technology

Information systems are
integrated
Data is migrated and/or
converted, data exchange is
set up
Necessary configuration and
customization are performed

Access to information
resources is granted
to the service
provider’s specialists
Information systems
are integrated with
those of the service
provider
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Service
consumer’s value
streams and
processes

Tools for monitoring and
other tools for operations are
deployed

Redundant
information systems
are decommissioned

Data exchange protocols,
integrations, and tools are set
up

Data exchange
protocols,
integrations, and tools
are set up

Service provider’s
participation in service
consumer’s processes is
agreed; roles and
responsibilities are agreed,
assigned, and tested

Organizational
processes are
changed/optimized
for service
consumption

Process improvement
consulting is provided where
needed

Value streams are
optimized to
maximize value from
the services
Redundant
procedures (replaced
or automated with the
services) are removed
or updated

Service
consumer’s
partners and
suppliers

Access to services is granted
to agreed representatives of
service consumer’s
partners/suppliers
Assistance in
decommissioning/migration is
provided where needed

Contracts with
partners/suppliers are
updated to fit the new
processes and value
streams
Contracts for
redundant (replaced),
services are cancelled
or changed
New/changed
requirements for the
services are
communicated

partner/supplier to
perform

Partner/supplier’s
participation in
service consumer’s
processes is
reviewed; roles and
responsibilities are
agreed, assigned, and
tested where needed
Process improvement
consulting is
provided where
needed

Contracts are
reviewed and
updated, where
needed
Supplier’s
representatives acting
as users study
required materials
(by reading,
attending training,
going through a
tutorial, etc.)

The examples in Table 7.3 depict how the service provider, service consumer, and service consumer’s
partners/suppliers may be involved in the onboarding initiative. More specific actions may be defined
depending on the type of resources that are supposed to interact with the service consumer. For
example, introducing the service consumers to the service provider’s applications may involve online
training, but introducing them to service provider staff would be better done in a workshop.
User onboarding is an important part of the user experience. When services are provided to individual
consumers, the customer and user onboarding are often combined and onboarding actions cover both
perspectives. When services are provided to larger organizations and customer and user roles are likely
to be split, the customers and service provider plan the user onboarding actions together. This may
result in the onboarding approach being described from the consumer organization’s perspective.
In many cases, especially when services are provided to individual consumers, service providers
standardize and automate onboarding. This is usually achieved by using highly standardized and
compatible IT solutions, such as common platforms, standard libraries and protocols, microservices,
etc. Seamless onboarding is usually maintained by the following factors:


multi-language interfaces
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highly intuitive interfaces



highly available support, including self-service and peer support



automated software installation and updates



cross-platform availability.

However, there are many onboarding initiatives in which users require a great deal of attention and
have to be introduced to new services, including the resources of all four dimensions. This type of user
onboarding often coincides with customer onboarding, where one or more new services are presented
to a significant number of users. Table 7.4 outlines examples of the types of user onboarding actions.

Table 7.4 Examples of user onboarding actions
Service
Technology (applications and equipment)

Actions
Online tutorial, formal training, simulators, selfpaced training, and manuals in various forms
Guided installation and setup
Training super-users to lead their peers

Processes (activities and procedures)

Posters, manuals, and training
Walk-through and mentoring
Stimulating the right behaviour based on the
users’ motivation
Blocking access to the old ways of work

Provider’s people (operations and support)

Face-to-face or virtual introduction, joint
workshops, and training
Contact books and clear role descriptions
Team building

Third party’s people (operations and support)

Face-to-face or virtual introduction, joint
workshops, and training
Contact books and clear role descriptions
Team building

These onboarding actions are supported by multiple ITIL practices, including:


change enablement



deployment management



organizational change management



project management



release management



service desk



service request management



workforce and talent management.
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7.1.4 Onboarding control
When planning an onboarding initiative, it is important to agree on the approach to the control and
validation techniques for the initiative’s success. This approach is usually led by the decision on the
management of the onboarding initiative. Table 7.5 lists various available options which can be
combined, depending on the situation.

Table 7.5 Examples of approaches to onboarding control
How the onboarding
initiative is managed

How onboarding
progress and successes
are controlled and
validated
Programme and
project plans, work
packages, reviews, and
KPIs

ITIL practices
supporting the
approach

Applicability

Organizational change
management, project
management

Large customer and
user onboarding
initiatives requiring
complex changes of
various resources

Project

Project plans, work
packages, reviews, and
KPIs

Organizational change
management, project
management

Most of the service
consumer onboarding
initiatives of corporate
services

Normal change

Custom-defined
checklists

Change enablement,
deployment
management,
organizational change
management, release
management, service
validation, and testing

Smaller service
consumer onboarding
initiatives, mostly
where new services
are introduced to
existing consumers

Standard change

Predefined checklists

Change enablement,
deployment
management,
organizational change
management, release
management, and
service validation and
testing

Most user onboarding
initiatives of corporate
services

Automated
deployment and
release (for example,
plug-and-play)

Pre-installed
automated tests and
controls

Deployment
management,
infrastructure and
platform management,
monitoring and event
management, release
management, and
software development
and management

Most onboarding
initiatives of digital
services provided to
individual service
consumers and many
user onboarding
initiatives of corporate
services

Audits and assurance

Third-party audits,
audit opinions,
statements of
assurance, on-site
inspections, etc.

Information security
management,
measurement and
reporting, risk
management, and
supplier management

Formal service
relationships or
relationships in highly
regulated
environments

Programme
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The guiding principle of keep things simple and practical applies to onboarding control. In many cases,
the control of the onboarding is best defined as part of the onboarding approach. However, like other
components of the onboarding approach, it should be reviewed and adjusted during planning.
A formal review of the completed onboarding initiative may be a valuable exercise. Depending on the
general approach to onboarding control, the review may include the following:


formal confirmation that all planned onboarding actions have been completed



review of users’, customers’, and other stakeholders’ satisfaction and
experience



review of outstanding actions and errors



risk assessment



registration of improvements for the continual improvement practice.

The onboarding review may lead to various improvements to:
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product, service, and service offering design



user interfaces and procedures



service portfolio



service catalogues



relationships with partners and suppliers



service provider’s management practices



ongoing onboarding plans and initiatives.

Relating with users and fostering relationships

Some services do not include extensive interactions between the service provider and the users because
the service provider interacts more with the service consumer’s technology and information. Machineto-machine services, such as IoT devices, technical microservices, information system maintenance,
and data storage are examples of this type of service relationship.
However, a great number of services include active, frequent, and important touchpoints and service
interactions with the service users. The service provider’s representatives, procedures, and technology,
such as user apps and wearable/embodied technologies, are interactive.
When users interact with a service provider, the user experience becomes a critical contribution to the
success of the service. Poor user experience leads to poor productivity and creates a negative
perception of the service and the service provider. This means that the service provider and the
customer should be conscious of user experience at all steps of the customer journey. A positive user
experience should be one of the most important requirements for any service that includes direct user
interactions.
If customers do not pay enough attention to the user experience or express explicit user experience
requirements, it is still important to create a positive user experience. Service providers should foster a
relationship with users even when it is not directly required by the customer.
User experience should be considered a part of product and service design, development, testing,
transition to the live environment, ongoing delivery, and regular assessment and review. It should also
be a subject for continual improvement.
User onboarding influences user attitude towards the service and the service provider. It is important
for successful service consumption because it enables value co-creation and helps to establish and
maintain a sustainable relationship with users and the consumer organization.
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7.2.1 Fostering relationships with corporate users
In the context of larger organizations, user onboarding is usually triggered by changes in the services
consumed by the organization, changes in the user groups, such as new people in the organization, or
changes in people’s roles and positions.
When the service consumer organization is larger than a few people, the distinction between user and
customer roles becomes noticeable and important. Customers become representatives of the
organization and communicate with service providers regarding new and changed services. This may
lead to situations where the first time that user interaction occurs is during onboarding. In some cases,
users are not open to new or changed services and resist onboarding. This resistance is likely to affect
overall productivity and the value of the services.
To prevent resistance to new services and enable good relationships, service consumer and service
provider organizations should work together in every step of the customer journey. This can be done
by:


considering how user experience is impacted at each step of the customer
journey



planning user onboarding as part of every new service implementation



practicing organizational change management



involving users in requirements articulation



involving users in testing the services and onboarding actions



designing user-friendly interfaces



understanding and leveraging people’s experiences as private users and
their related expectations



providing a useful, convenient, and relevant service catalogue, including a
service request catalogue



monitoring user satisfaction constantly to improve service experience



involving users in service testing, assessments, and reviews



involving influential users in service promotion and peer-to-peer support
programmes



fostering user communities and actively supporting their members



performing service usage analytics for the profiling and proactive use of realtime end-user computing data.

When onboarding is triggered by changes in the organization’s user community, IT service onboarding
is likely to be part of a wider onboarding initiative. This includes HR, legal, financial, and other teams.
In these situations, it is important to ensure effective integration and interaction with multiple parties,
including internal and external service providers. This influences the user’s perception of the
organization. To successfully onboard new users, there is an extra focus on integration and consistency
across the service providers involved. Making a single team or role responsible for user/employee
onboarding can be useful; this can be an HR team/role or another team/role focused on user
engagement and wellbeing.
When corporate users are involved, it is important to stay connected and engaged. The tools and
techniques for this include:


corporate social networks with user groups and peer-to-peer support, actively
supported by the service providers



an effective and highly available service desk, using convenient channels



involving users in service review and improvement
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dashboards and reports making service quality clear for the user community.

7.2.2 Fostering relationship with individual consumers
When service consumers are individuals, there are numerous factors that affect how the service
provider manages the service relationship during the customer journey. Some of these factors are listed
in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6 Relationship management with individual service consumers
Step

Challenges

Explore

Service consumers do not explicitly
express their needs and expectations
Sometimes service consumers are
unaware of their needs and opportunities
Individual opinions do not necessarily
represent the needs of a larger consumer
group.

Engage

Individual face-to-face contacts are often
impossible or inefficient due to a large
number of users and limited capacity of
service providers.
Pre-sale and sales are highly regulated to
protect consumer rights
The opinions of communities,
influencers, and peers are important for
an initial engagement decision

Example solutions applied by service
providers
Marketing and sociological surveys
Safe-to-fail experiments with
representative groups
Marketing campaigns aiming to increase
awareness and create demand

Open advertisement using relevant
channels and media
Wide use of social media, influencers,
and user groups
Use of direct marketing and peer-to-peer
agents
Context advertisement based on the
monitoring of user internet activity,
search engine optimization, and other
tools to address the target audience
Optimization of internet-based service
catalogue (website, landing pages, social
media accounts, etc.)
Where relevant and reasonable, networks
of offices for sales and support

Offer

Large number of service consumers
Need for simple and fast contracting
procedures and interfaces

Standard service catalogues, contracts,
and agreements
User-friendly plain language descriptions
in catalogues and agreements
Wide use of mobile platforms and
applications
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Agree

High level of international, national, and
industry regulation

Highly automated contracting, wide use
of digital documents and signatures

Need for simple and unambiguous
language

Integration with electronic payment
systems (cards, PayPal, etc.)
Automated due diligence checks, where
applicable

Onboard

Large number of service consumers with
different skills and backgrounds

Automated introduction and initial
training

Need for simple and fast onboarding

Carefully tested instructions and
procedures for onboarding

Different technology background

Dedicated sections on user support
resources to help with onboarding
Automated eligibility and compatibility
checks

Co-create

Large number of service consumers with
different skills and backgrounds
Different technology backgrounds
Different language and communication
skills
High exposure of user experience and
opinions via social media

Available, convenient, and up-to-date
online presence supporting business-asusual
Interfaces optimized for users with skills,
background, and abilities
Convenient support and communication
channels (phone, support offices, social
media accounts, direct messaging)
Social media monitoring and active
support in case of complaints and other
issues
Fostering user communities as a channel
for the service provider as well as peerto-peer support
Active communications, especially in
cases of major incidents, transparency,
and high availability
Use of media and marketing for damage
control and reactive statements
Monitoring and event management to
proactively correct service quality
deviations or contact service consumers

Realize

Large number of service consumers
Low impact of individual experience on
service quality and satisfaction statistics

Automated interfaces for service quality
monitoring and reporting
Constant monitoring of social media
feedback
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Inefficiency or impossibility of direct
service review with every service
consumer
Different expectations and needs
supported by the services

Independent survey of user satisfaction
and attitude
Use of user-loyalty metrics (such as net
promoter score)
Use of automated experience metrics
Dedicated support channels for service
assessment requested by service
consumers

The service provider has control over decisions regarding these factors. However, relationships with
individual service consumers may be subject to regulations, which organizations must obey. For
example, it is expected or legally required that service providers take special consideration of disabled
users.
For the service to be successful, it is important that users (both private and corporate) have access to
services for selection, onboarding, consumption, support, and review through effective channels and
interfaces.

Example
A UK regulator requires that mobile communication providers establish and follow policies and
practices for ensuring the fair and appropriate treatment of consumers who may be vulnerable due to
circumstances including age, physical or learning disability, physical or mental illness, low literacy,
communication difficulties, or changes in circumstances, such as bereavement.
These policies and practices should address:
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accessible interfaces to key functionality



access to important information via highly accessible interfaces



access to emergency services



priority fault repair



third-party bill management



bills and contracts in accessible format



data protection.

Providing user engagement and delivery channels

It is important to establish the appropriate user engagement and delivery channels in order to provide a
good user experience.
Users use channels such as social media, chats, hotlines, and emails to interact with service providers.
They can also use multiple channels on each individual user journey. For example, a user may report an
incident through a self-service portal, add more information to the case with an email, ask for status on
telephone, and respond to a question from the service provider in an online chat. Managing the user
experience across all channels, touchpoints, and service interactions is called omnichannel
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management. The purpose of omnichannel management is to provide a seamless user journey for the
user. These principles are illustrated in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Seamless user journey with omnichannel management

As technologies develop, service providers test and adopt them for service delivery and, where
applicable, for user support and other steps of customer and user journeys. There are a number of
trends that affect the choice and design of these channels:


Many service providers try to apply a shift-left approach to service support.
This may include shifting some support tasks from the service provider to
users and expanding the range of self-service options. Instructions, video
tutorials, and step-by-steps wizards may support this approach.



Many service providers use social media for peer-to-peer and service
provider support. This approach is widely used for services provided to
individual users that are likely to be active users of social networks and is
usually enabled by multiple channels.



Users expect corporate and personal services to provide an experience they
are used to and that is based on their daily use of smartphones, personal
computers, wearable devices, and commonly used applications. To satisfy
this demand, service providers use or emulate familiar interfaces to deliver
and support their services. They also update those interfaces to stay aligned
with the development of operating systems, mobile devices, popular
applications, and social networks.



It is a common trend to use machine-learning capabilities for automating user
support. Chatbots are a common example of this approach. This may include
artificial cognitive support, natural language understanding, processing and
translation, automatic speech recognition, and predicting user behaviour
before and during the contact with the service provider.



Machine learning can also be used to optimize support and delivery channels
based on user profiling and service consumption patterns. This may include
advanced types of routing to find the optimal support agent or resource for
the user, including skill-based, language-based, country-based, productbased, customer-based, and technology-based routing.
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Unsatisfied with automated interfaces, many users value the opportunity of
talking with a human support agent, especially in the case of an incident. To
satisfy this demand, some service providers introduce, reintroduce, or
improve human-operated support through phone, email, chats, or social
media. It is especially important to ensure high availability and fast response
when using this approach. In some cases, physical presence, such as in a
walk-in centre, remains the most desirable way of contacting the service
provider.



When remote user support is provided for technology-based services, it is a
common practice to use mobile devices with video features to allow support
agents to see the devices and applications the user is struggling with. This
can be an effective way of supporting users who lack technology skills.



Monitoring and event management technologies help service providers to
monitor, administer, and repair service components remotely and proactively
so that users do not need to perform diagnostic operations when they request
support.

These approaches are associated with challenges that must be considered by service providers. Some of
these challenges are described in Table 7.7.

Table 7.7 Examples of omnichannel challenges that have to be considered
by service providers
Approach
Shift left, increase of selfservice

Example challenges
Users do not have sufficient
technology skills and/or
motivation to use the selfservice tools

Example solutions
Assess user skills and the
available range of support
actions before implementing
self-service

Only a limited range of tasks
can be fulfilled by users at their
level of access to the service

Test all self-service instructions
and tools thoroughly with a
representative group of users

Mistakes made by users during
self-service may cause more
incidents

Ensure self-service tools and
actions are safe and easy to use

Knowledge-based navigation
may be difficult
Social media support

Improve information quality
and navigation tools

An emotional and difficult-tocontrol style of communication

Train support agents in social
media communications

Viral effect, high exposure to
mistakes and conflicts

Automate the monitoring of
user testimonies using hashtags
and other mentions of the
service/service provider

Unstructured information
Multiple channels to monitor
and reply to
Constraints in handling
personal and contractual
information
No integrated diagnostic tools
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Familiar interfaces

No formal records system
under service provider’s
control

responded to and handled to the
users’ satisfaction

Legacy systems used by a
service provider may limit the
compatibility and interface
design

Design products and services
for continual development and
flexibility, minimize use of
monolithic and legacy products

Commonly used applications
and operating systems evolve,
and usually multiple platforms
and versions co-exist

Consider offering interfaces
adapted for users of different
platforms

Some services require
specialized equipment and
interfaces
Machine learning: chatbots

Limited applicability
Insufficient and inadequate
data for machine learning
Difficulties of multi-language
support

When offering custom
interfaces, design for usability
and, where possible, follow the
use patterns of commonly used
services and interfaces
Do not replace human
interfaces with machinelearning based until level of
success is high enough; provide
human back-up
Expand the scope of machinelearning based service
interactions iteratively, include
multiple feedback loops
Continually increase the quality
of data in all languages used
for service interactions with
users
Monitor and exploit
developments in machine
learning

Machine learning: optimized
delivery channels

Limited applicability
Insufficient and inadequate
data for machine learning
Changes in both user’s
behaviour and support
organization
Limited resources to support
multiple channels

Human support agents

Limited scalability
Probability of mistakes
Emotional attitude
High cost
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Optimize, then automate
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retention, and professional
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Limit human support to
situations where it is needed
and justified
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Consider peer-to-peer support
to increase scalability and
optimize cost
Video diagnostic

Enhanced monitoring

Use of users’ devices may be
limited by technical, legal, and
regulatory constraints

Warn users about possible risks
and costs

Privacy concerns

Ensure applicable regulations
are met

Use of data for video may incur
extra costs to user

Implement controls to prevent
the abuse of the technology

Technology and privacy
constraints, especially when
services are provided using
service consumer’s
infrastructure

Discuss benefits, risks, and
costs with customers, consider
discussing them with users
Make sure applicable
regulations are met
Implement controls to prevent
the abuse of the technology

True omnichannel support that focuses on the user is obtained only when these approaches are
orchestrated into a seamless user support experience. This can be done by:


uniquely identifying and recognizing users across all channels



systematically collecting and analysing user data



leveraging user data across all encounters



monitoring and managing performance across all user journeys.

When services are provided in a corporate environment, it is usually quite simple to agree channels for
interacting with users. However, people expect their experience at the workplace to be as smooth and
comfortable as at home. Service providers must respond to this demand and offer a wider range of
channels and interfaces. This may include delivering business services through personal devices or
corporate devices without enhanced data protection. Service providers and service consumers should
consider benefits, risks, and costs when they discuss and agree service channels.
As shown in Table 7.7, it is possible to overcome these challenges. However, the solutions listed in
Table 7.7 can only be applied with sufficient resources, whether financial, technical, or organizational.
Examples of required resourcing include:


skills and competencies of the service provider teams and users



quality of the data used for support



efficiency and usability of the interfaces



integration with the suppliers and partners involved in the support interactions



assurance of conformance to security and legal and regulatory requirements



connectivity for remote support, including those on the user’s side.

One important factor to consider when service channels are selected and designed is user readiness for
service use and the associated risks and opportunities.
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7.4

Enabling users for service

Some services require special user skills. These skills may include using certain applications or
equipment or understanding the rules of safe operation in the environment where the services are used.
For example, to be allowed to rent a car, a person is required to have a valid driving licence, which
certifies the ability to drive a car of certain type according to the traffic codes accepted in a specific
country.
To enable users you should consider:


collecting requirements from relevant stakeholders



applying actions caused by the requirements



controlling implementation and continuously checking the relevance of the
requirements.

For many services, there are certain requirements. For users to be able to use these services correctly,
safely, and effectively, these requirements should be met before the user can start using the service.
Some requirements may be defined by regulators; some are introduced by service consumer and
service provider organizations.
It is also important to ensure that users can see only the services they are entitled to and the levels that
are available to them when they use service catalogue or request support. The appropriate level of
access combined with correct and clear presentation of the available options helps to improve user
experience, prevent confusion, and reduce information security risks.
These requirements may entail the need for:


Due diligence Only people with a certain level of access may have access
to the information and technology provided as part of the service.



User training and certification Only people with proven knowledge and
skills may use certain services.



Safety training and certification Only people with proven knowledge of
safety procedures are allowed to use certain services.



Age control and identity check Only users of proven identity may access
certain services or service levels.



Effective management of access to services, service catalogue, and
support interfaces



Effective presentation of the service catalogue Including the service
request catalogue.



Other measures To ensure that users are authorized to use services.

Many of these measures may be taken as a part of an onboarding initiative. Some may require regular
confirmation as a part of ongoing consumption. Measures should be agreed by the service consumer
and service provider organizations at the offer and agree steps.
The business analysis, deployment management, information security management, service catalogue
management, service design, service desk, and service level management practices are used to ensure
that user requirements are captured, made available to relevant parties, met, and regularly reviewed.
The service catalogue management and service desk practices are particularly important for user
onboarding. These practices ensure effective and friendly interfaces for users during the steps of the
user journey.
To enable and contribute effectively to the offering of user services (including user awareness of new
services available and the associated service requests), the user-facing service catalogue should:
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be structured in a logical way, reflecting users’ needs and patterns of activity



be presented in language that is clear and familiar to the users



include only services that are relevant for the users (and that are available or
already being provided)



include services and associated service requests



be up to date



be actionable (and, where possible, automated for the actions users are
eligible to do, such as minor changes to the level of services and initiating
service requests).

The service desk practice contributes to effective user onboarding, which enables user engagement at
all steps of the user journey. It provides various user interfaces so that users are able to contact the
service provider in the most convenient way. This may include:


mobile applications, which may be integrated with popular voice interfaces



online help resources powered by machine learning, such as chatbots and
contextual knowledge-based articles



phone hotlines for users in situations where there is limited access to online
tools



walk-in support areas.

A service desk should provide interfaces for all relevant types of user queries. This includes
consultations, incidents, service requests, complaints, and compliments.
Service desk interfaces and channels should ensure that users with limited abilities have access.
This may include users who are temporarily or permanently located in areas with limited reach, or who
are experiencing technical or communication difficulties. The service desk should also use appropriate
interfaces to contact users for feedback, satisfaction surveys, etc.

7.5

Elevating mutual capabilities

Service relationships are about value co-creation for all stakeholders. Each service interaction is an
opportunity to elevate the capabilities of another party. Table 7.8 explains how each ITIL guiding
principle may be used for one group to improve the capabilities of another group.

Table 7.8 Examples of service providers and customers using the ITIL
guiding principles to improve user capabilities
Guiding principle
Focus on value

Example of application to optimize user capabilities
Users should understand the purpose and context of
their work and of service usage. They should be
encouraged to offer service improvements that may
contribute to value co-creation.

Start where you are

The improvement of user experience should be based on
current practices, habits, and expectations. Radical
changes in user experiences are rarely perceived as
changes for the better and are often resisted by users.

Progress iteratively with feedback

All changes in requirements to users, service delivery
and assessment, service usage procedures, and other
aspects of user experience should be tested and
continually reviewed based on user feedback. Users
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should be encouraged to provide their feedback, and
feedback follow-up actions should be transparent to the
user community.
Collaborate and promote visibility

Where joint operations are required, users should
understand the need for collaboration and help each
other, as well as service providers, partners and
suppliers, and other parties involved. When services do
not operate as intended, or when a user does not know
how to use it, calling for help or reporting an incident
should be safe, easy, and encouraged.

Think and work holistically

Services and their role in the value co-creation should
be visible and transparent to all involved parties. Users
should understand the context of their work and
dependencies.

Keep it simple and practical

User interfaces and all other touchpoints should be as
simple as possible. Users should have a means for
proposing improvements to the interface, and these
proposals should be treated seriously and transparently.

Optimize and automate

Continual optimization and automation of user
experience should be a theme of all touchpoints and
service interactions between users and service providers.

To help users and customers become better, service providers may consider using the following
techniques:


offer targeted user training to specific user groups, roles, and user profiles
based on personas



consider focusing the training around the users’ needs instead of the product



educate users and customers on the exciting aspects of the service
provider’s work, highlighting opportunities for cooperation and collaboration



promote the responsible use of services, especially if consumption requires
significant resources or the charges are based on volume or time



involve users and customers in discussions of service changes at earlier
stages to collect feedback and ensure engagement



create a comfortable environment where users feel safe to report issues and
ask questions



invite users and customers to suggest ways of improving the service
relationship, including interfaces, procedures, and services



establish and support user communities, involving multiple service
consumers where applicable



involve super-users in helping others to adopt the new services.

Most of these methods are applicable to several steps of the service journey, including onboarding.
Service consumer organizations may consider using the following techniques to help their service
providers improve:


Invite the service provider’s teams to observe the service consumer’s
business directly.
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Involve all of the teams involved in service provision and demonstrate how
services are being used and how they affect the service consumer’s
business.



Involve the service provider in discussions about relevant changes in
organization, processes, and technology at the earliest possible stage.



Provide feedback at all levels of the service relationship and provide public
reviews to contribute to cross-organizational user communities.



Form joint specialist teams with the service provider.

All methods work better when they are shared and supported within the organization and are subject to
continual improvement.

7.6

Offboarding customers and users

Just as with onboarding, offboarding actions and responsibilities should be predefined as part of
product and service design and then adapted for the context of a specific onboarding/offboarding
initiative. This approach works when both services are managed by the same service provider. An
example of this is a change in a user’s position in an organization, which may lead to a change in the
range of services that the user consumes.
Important concerns of offboarding include information security and asset management. It is important
to ensure that offboarded users do not have certain accesses and that information they have created,
used, or had access to is securely stored and available only to authorized users. Similarly, it is
important to ensure that physical and digital assets previously involved in the service provision are
properly archived, reused, withdrawn, or otherwise handled after the user has offboarded. Software
licences or personal equipment such as laptops and mobile phones are examples that require proper
offboarding.
The change enablement, information security management, IT asset management, and service
configuration management practices are instrumental for successful offboarding. Other practices may
also be required, where relevant. Large-scale offboarding may be supported by the organizational
change management practice.
Offboarding initiatives should be reviewed following the same principles as onboarding initiatives and
should lead to improving the same areas of service relationships.
When a service consumer leaves as a result of dissatisfaction or a dispute, it is important to identify the
reasons. In these cases, it is even more important that offboarding has been agreed and prepared
properly to ensure seamless offboarding, where each step of the process is agreed in a conflict-free
environment. Additionally, both parties should be careful not to escalate any conflicts or cause harm
for any other party; they should agree to keep disputes confidential. This is especially important when
subsequent legal action is expected.

7.6.1 Customer offboarding
Customer offboarding is performed by the service provider upon the expiration or termination of the
service agreement. Offboarding actions usually include:


communicating about the planned service termination to all relevant
stakeholders, including users, customers, relevant partners/suppliers, and
regulators



responding to any users requesting further information or other support



organizing and performing equipment hand-off from the service consumer to
the service provider



removing any service provider resources that have been operating on the
service consumer’s premises
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revoking access of either party to the other party’s resources, wherever
applicable



archiving and retaining records



calculating and processing exit payments, including outstanding amounts on
either side



changing third-party contracts associated with the services being terminated,
such as supporting technical services, insurance, and others



maintaining formal offboarding records as agreed by the parties and/or
required by applicable regulations



performing relationship management actions relevant to the situation, such
as closing meetings, letters of appreciation, invitations to restore service
relationship, and more.

These actions apply to most customer offboarding scenarios. Specific actions depend on the nature of
the services and the scope of the offboarding initiative. Some actions should be performed by the
service provider or the service consumer, and some may require collaboration. These are usually preagreed at the onboarding step but may require further qualification before offboarding begins.
A more complex modern approach to offboarding is the cooperation between service providers that
includes mutual offboarding agreements. In these cases, new service providers represent the service
consumer to the old service provider. This is quite common, because switching between providers is
popular and legally regulated. Switching a service provider may involve third parties; for example,
providers of shared infrastructure that act as suppliers for both the new and the old service providers.
Offboarding actions in regard to switching providers are similar to service termination actions; they
should cover all four dimensions of service management, as outlined in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9 Examples of provider switching actions
Dimension of service management
Organizations and people

Examples of switching actions
Change of user access
Change of service provider’s access

Value streams and processes

Change of responsibilities for joint actions
Change of procedures and interfaces

Information and technology

Switch of channels
Equipment installation and de-installation
System integration
Records archiving

Partners and suppliers

Termination, switching, and establishing contracts with the
suppliers and partners of the service provider and the
service consumer

Offboarding is supported by many ITIL management practices, including:


change enablement



deployment management



infrastructure and platform management
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IT asset management



release management



service configuration management



service level management



software development and management.

Large-scale offboarding and switching initiatives may need the organizational change management and
project management practices to coordinate the offboarding actions and ensure that the change is
successfully adopted by the organizations involved.

7.6.2 User offboarding
User offboarding may occur as part of an ongoing service relationship, without service or contract
termination. The common examples are users resigning from the service consumer organization or
changing positions within the organization. These scenarios should be pre-agreed during the customer
onboarding and treated according to this approach (often as standard changes). However, in some
cases, such as mass offboarding, extra planning and coordination may be needed.
User offboarding usually includes:


communicating about the planned offboarding and associated responsibilities
of the user



interacting with users requesting further information or any other support with
regard to the planned offboarding



organizing equipment hand-off from the user to the service provider, or to a
responsible representative of the service consumer



changing or cancelling the user’s access



securing records by archiving and retaining



deleting information that is not archived



maintaining the formal offboarding records agreed by the parties and/or
required by applicable regulations



performing relationship management actions, such as closing meetings,
composing letters of appreciation, etc.

The level of formality depends on the service relationship. For example, when a service provider is
internal to the service consumer organization, the level of formality may be lower and some actions
may be performed by a service consumer representative, such as a user’s manager.
Subsequently, offboarding should be comfortable for users. Service providers work on automating
offboarding actions and minimizing their impact on business-as-usual bases for all parties involved.

7.7

Summary

To proceed from agreement to service provision and consumption, the parties must undergo a transition
that involves the integration or separation of the resources of the service provider and the service
consumer. This approach should be defined as part of service design, and onboarding or offboarding
activities should be planned, run, and controlled accordingly. The main onboarding activities include
fostering user relationships, orchestrating omnichannel access, enabling users for service, and elevating
mutual capabilities.
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8

Step 6: Co-create

gr000042
When all parties are ready for service delivery and consumption, the next step of the journey begins. It
is arguably the most important; all previous steps aim to enable it and ensure that it will be successful.
The purpose of this step is for those involved in the service relationship to act together to ensure
continual value co-creation based on agreed service offerings.
The scope of the provision and consumption step includes:


service delivery and support



service consumption



service usage.

The success of this step depends on the ability of all relevant stakeholders to share basic principles and
adopt the service mindset. Table 8.1 outlines the purpose of service provision and consumption.

Table 8.1 The purpose of service provision and consumption
Co-create
Facilitate outcome and
experience

For the service consumer
To maximize actual outcomes
from the service consumption
and service relationship
To improve user and customer
functional experience through
correct consumption
To improve users’ and
customers’ emotional
experiences through effective
collaboration
To improve external
stakeholder satisfaction

For the service provider
To improve customers’ and
users’ loyalty
To maximize outcomes from
service provision and service
relationships
To obtain valuable input for
continual improvement through
feedback and moments of truth
To improve employees’
satisfaction
To increase productivity

To improve employees’
satisfaction
To increase productivity
Optimize risk and compliance

To decrease the risk of value
leakages through better
alignment and realistic
expectations
To decrease the risk of
recurring deviations of service
quality through responsive
support and the value-oriented
prioritization of service
improvements
To decrease the risk of
information losses through
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To decrease the probability of
incidents and associated
breaches in service quality
To increase users’ tolerance to
service quality deviations
through loyalty ‘credit’
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effective communications and
collaboration
Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To reduce losses associated
with poor quality of the
services being consumed
To optimize the costs of
service consumption

8.1

To optimize the operational
costs of service provision
To reduce the user support
costs

Fostering a service mindset

It is important that those involved in the service provision and consumption act responsibly, consider
the interests of others, and focus on the agreed service outcomes. This is called ‘service empathy’, a
term which is often used in a narrow context of user support and related service interactions with the
service provider’s support agents, but should be expanded to the whole service journey.

Definition: Service empathy
The ability to recognize, understand, predict, and project the interests, needs, intentions, and
experiences of another party in order to establish, maintain, and improve the service relationship.

Service empathy is an important ability of an organization and an important skill for those involved in
service management. A service support agent is not expected to share a user’s frustration but is
expected to recognize and understand it, express sympathy, and adjust their support actions
accordingly.
The level of importance of service empathy depends on the closeness of the relationship; it is more
critical for the success of a partnership than of a basic relationship.
Service empathy is an element of service mindset, but it is not the only one. A service mindset also
includes shared principles that drive an organization’s behaviour and define its attitude towards the
service relationship and other parties involved.

Definition: Service mindset
An important component of the organizational culture that defines an organization’s behaviour in
service relationships. A service mindset includes the shared values and guiding principles adopted and
followed by an organization.

A service mindset implies the following values and principles:


know your customer/user



know the customer/user expectations
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focus on customer value



take responsibility



show empathy



acknowledge and adapt to culture



encourage collaboration



show generosity



show ingenuity, including intelligent disobedience



never behave unethically.

People involved in the early steps of the service journey within the band of visibility are often qualified
to manage service relationships and demonstrate good interpersonal skills, service empathy, and
effective communication. However, at the co-create step, people who are involved in ongoing service
provision and consumption may not share this service mindset.

8.1.1 Service mindset for service provision
Service mindset should be shared by all those who are involved in service provision. The guiding
principles should guide all aspects of professional behaviour. Table 8.2 illustrates the key questions
that may help develop a service mindset and provides examples of methods which can help develop
relevant competencies.

Table 8.2 Service mindset in a service provider organization
ITIL guiding principle

Key questions

Focus on value

Who are the potential
customers?
How do they perceive value
from the services?

Start where you are

Examples of learning and
development methods
Introduction to the service
consumer’s business (where
applicable, an excursion to the
service consumer’s premises)

What kind of experience do the
customers expect?

Introduction to the user support
(where applicable, participation
in user support)

How can everyone involved
contribute to value co-creation?

Introduction to the service
architecture and dependencies

What is the service consumer’s
context and history?

History and context as part of
the customer onboarding and of
new employees’ induction

What is the service consumer’s
previous use of products and
services?
What legacy products or
relationships do the service
consumers have?
Do the users have any special
needs or expectations? How
were their needs addressed
before?
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Introduction to the service
architecture and dependencies
Where applicable, inclusivity
and special needs awareness
training
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Progress iteratively with
feedback

What are the moments of truth
and other touchpoints and
service interactions between
users and the service provider?
What are the user service
actions? How can feedback be
collected about each of them?
When feedback is provided,
what are the procedures for
addressing it?

Training in feedback collection
and processing
Awareness and practical
training in improvement
initiation
Training in processing negative
feedback and effective
communication techniques

How can feedback be
incorporated into continual
improvement and other areas?
Collaborate and promote
visibility

Where is the band of visibility
in the service relationship with
the service consumer? What do
we do together?
Who will accept the
responsible and accountable
roles in joint activities?
How are joint and visible
activities visualized? What
tools need to be used to
demonstrate progress?

Where applicable, joint training
and other activities with users
and/or customers
Introduction to the service
architecture and dependencies
Introduction to reporting
systems, analysis of service
consumer-facing reports, and
mapping of the results to the
employee’s area of
responsibility

What indicators are visible to
the customers and users?
Which indicators do they need
to see?
Which decisions and actions
should involve users and/or
customers?
What is the cultural context of
the service relationship?
Think and work holistically

How do the services contribute
to the service consumer’s
activities and objectives?
Which teams in our
organization are involved in the
service relationship?
Which partners and supplier
relationships are involved?
How does information flow in
various value streams? How
can information be exchanged
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Introduction to the service
architecture and dependencies
Introduction to the service
consumer’s business (where
applicable, a visit to the service
consumer’s premises)
Introduction to reporting
systems, analysis of service
consumer-facing reports, and
mapping of the results to the
employee’s area of
responsibility
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with the service consumer,
partners, and suppliers?
Keep it simple and practical

What interfaces are available to
users and customers? What
does the user journey look
like?

Take the user journey

How satisfied are users and
customers with service
interactions?

Where applicable, simplified
user training for service
provider’s teams

How will each decision
influence user experience?

Awareness/training in the
organization’s continual
improvement practice

If there is an experience
improvement opportunity, how
it can be realized?
Optimize and automate

Training in the service
architecture

What service actions can be
performed as part of service
provision and consumption?

Where applicable, simplified
user training for service
provider’s teams

Are there service actions that
can be optimized?

Introduction to the service
architecture and dependencies

Are there manual service
actions which could be
automated?

Awareness/training in the
organization’s continual
improvement practice

How can improvement
opportunities be realized?

8.1.2 Services with ‘invisible’ users’

Key message
Service mindset is not only for the providers of direct user-facing services. It is equally important for
the organizations providing infrastructure, platform, environmental, and other services that do not have
direct users.

Service relationships may involve service interactions between service provider and service consumer
resources in various combinations. People, technology, processes, and third parties may all interact. In
some cases, these service interactions do not involve users, as services are provided to service
consumer’s resources in other dimensions. Some examples include:


Platform and infrastructure as a service. Service provider’s technology
resources are used by service consumer’s technology resources.



Service consumer’s IoT devices communicate with service provider
platforms.
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Office cleaning performed outside business hours. Service provider’s people
clean service consumer’s working space, usually with no interactions with
people working in the office.



Street cleaning.



Organizing audit services.

These examples show that people may be interacting with the service on behalf of the service consumer
organizations, but they do not act as users. Quite often, these people are authorized to represent users
and interact with the service provider on their behalf.
Sometimes, the lack of human interaction leads the service provider to focus purely on technology and
other non-human resources. This leads to a lack of focus on value and the eventual misalignment of the
services with the service consumer’s needs. It is equally important to develop and maintain a service
mindset in organizations and among specialists providing infrastructure, platform, environmental, and
other services that do not have direct users but which affect people’s work and lives.
When there is little or no human contact between the service provider and the users, it is important to
monitor and measure key service quality and experience indicators and analyse the trends and patterns
reflecting the users’ experience. Service performance transparency is key; the service supplier and
consumer may benefit from sharing insights into the service experience information and invest
resources in collaborating on understanding. Essentially, they will both understand what the
information means in terms of service quality, which may affect value co-creation.

8.1.3 Service mindset for service consumption
Services are a means of value co-creation. Value cannot simply be delivered; it needs the active
participation of service consumers. If services are being used by users, their competencies, attitudes,
and cultures enable them to become important agents of value co-creation.
Therefore, it is important to ensure that a service mindset is shared by all individuals involved in
service consumption, not only by the service provider’s teams. The guiding principles should guide all
aspects of professional behaviour. Table 8.3 illustrates the key questions that may help develop a
service mindset and provides examples of methods which can help develop relevant competencies.

Table 8.3 Service mindset in a service consumer organization
ITIL guiding principle

Key questions

Focus on value

What is the service being used for?
What are the expected outcomes and
value?
What service experience is expected?
What else contributes to the expected
outcomes? How does the service
interact with other services and the
organization’s resources?
Are there contradictory stakeholder
requirements? How good is the
customer (or the service provider) at
representing their area of interest?
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Examples of learning and
development methods
Awareness training:
introducing everyone to the
operating model, key value
streams, and role of the
services in the organization
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Start where you are

Are there other ways to achieve the
outcomes? Are they proven and
effective?
What should be retained from the
current and previous practices and
relationships when the service is
being developed/improved?

Progress iteratively with
feedback

How can feedback to the service
provider be provided?
How can feedback to the service
provider and other stakeholders be
received?
How can feedback be processed to
ensure progress?

Regular cross-team meetings to
synchronize and maintain a
shared understanding of the
current state and its context
Knowledge management,
including access to information
about the organization’s
practices and lessons
Online and offline information
about available feedback
channels
Regular meetings of the key
users and customers with
service providers
Joint activities such as testing
and training, especially when
services are being changed
Awareness training and visual
information about the
organization’s continual
improvement practice

Collaborate and promote
visibility

What are the users’ and customers’
responsibilities during service
consumption?
Are the requirements being met? Are
the agreed rules of service
consumption being followed?
Where is the band of visibility in the
service relationship with the service
provider?
How is involvement in the joint
activities with the service provider
going to work?
How are joint and visible activities
visualized? What tools need to be
used to demonstrate progress (such as
Kanban boards)?

Think and work
holistically

Practical and up-to-date
knowledge base for users,
including visual aids, joint
training, and rehearsal for
critical service actions
Joint training in service
empathy/rapport
Introduction to work
visualization tools such as
Kanban
Awareness (through training,
visual materials, and a
knowledge base) of the support
channels and available support
options

Which decisions and actions should
involve the service provider?

Clarify who to contact in
different situations and be
available when the service
provider needs a counterpart

What is the context of service
consumption, and how does it
contribute to the objectives of the
organization and to the service
consumers’ business?

Awareness training:
introducing everyone to the
operating model, key value
streams, and role of the
services in the organization
Introduction and explanation of
the organizational changes
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How is consumption of the service
integrated into the value streams?

affecting the service
architecture and relationships

How can the role of the service be
improved/optimized to increase its
value?
What dependencies and relations
should be considered when
consuming the service?
Keep it simple and
practical

What are the best ways to use the
service?
If there is an experience improvement
opportunity, how can it be initiated?

Optimize and automate

What service actions can be
performed as part of service
consumption?
Are there service actions that can be
optimized?
Are there manual service actions
which could be automated?

Awareness (through training,
visual materials, knowledge
base) of the use and support
channels and available options
Awareness training and visual
information about the
organization’s continual
improvement practice
Incentive programmes for
continual improvement,
focused on the value of
improvement initiatives

If there is an improvement
opportunity, how can it be initiated?

8.2

Ongoing service interactions

There are different approaches to provide services to users. The most common options include the
following:


Pull or push Service actions may be initiated by users, for example pull.
This is the case when the user requests a service on a service portal,
downloads an application, calls a service desk, etc. They may also be
initiated by the service provider, as in push. For example, the user may get a
report every month as part of a subscription or the service provider may
update the software on the user’s device automatically when a new version is
available.



Automated or manual Initiation and implementation of service actions can
be automated in different ways:


Technology-free. Technology is not involved in the service provision.



Technology-assisted. Technology is used to support the service
provider in the service provision. For example, a service desk
representative may use an information system to register and
manage requests from users.



Technology-facilitated. Both the service provider and the user have
access to the same technology as part of the service provision. For
example, a service desk representative may use remote access
software to take over the screen of a user as they discuss an issue.
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Technology-mediated. Service is provisioned without the service
consumer and the user being in physical proximity. For example, a
user may communicate with the service provider through texting.



Technology-generated. The service provider, the service consumer,
or both are represented entirely by technology. Examples include
self-service, chatbots, a service consumer application that
automatically requests more storage from the service provider, etc.



Tailored or out-of-the-box Interactions between users and service
providers can be standardized for all or for large groups of users or adjusted
to fit the requirements and preferences of individual users or small groups.



Direct or indirect Service providers can interact with users using their own
resources and employees, or through agents. For example, an airport agent
is often used to check in the traveller on behalf of the airline. The service
consumer can also provide the service on behalf of the service provider. For
example, the customer has agreed a service with an outsourcing company,
but the users are still served by the service desk of the service consumer.
Examples of this are shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1 Types of service technology encounters

These approaches are defined as part of service architecture and design, agreed at the early steps of the
journey, and applied as part of the co-create step. They have significant influence on user experience;
this influence should be considered by the service provider and service consumer from the beginning of
the journey.
Depending on the service architecture, service interactions between service consumer and service
provider organizations may include:


Joint activities Performing service actions agreed as part of the service,
either individually or together



Service provision activities:


providing access to agreed resources and using these resources as
part of the service
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supplying and consuming agreed goods



maintaining resources involved in service provision at the agreed
level of availability, performance, and other quality characteristics



registering, reporting, detecting, and resolving incidents



registering, processing, and fulfilling service requests



registering and handling complaints and compliments



accepting and processing other user queries



collecting and processing agreed data about service quality,
providing monitoring information to the stakeholders



where applicable, invoicing for the services provided.

Service consumption activities:


accessing and using the resources and goods provided as part of the
service



performing service actions



initiating service requests



raising complaints and compliments



raising other user queries



reporting deviations and incidents where agreed



paying for the services provided where applicable.

It is important that the parties understand and shape the activities that are performed within the band of
visibility, but they also need to manage the invisible activities on both sides.
In most cases, a service consumer organization is represented by users at this step or, sometimes, by
their authorized representative. Their role in service consumption is usually agreed at the previous steps
of the service journey and communicated to the users and their representatives. This also includes
eligibility criteria, usage rules, safety requirements, liability, etc.
Service provider organizations may be represented by various roles during the activities at this step of
the service journey. Some of the roles deal with users directly (service desk agents, support specialists,
and any specialists performing service actions for or with users); some roles are focused on the various
resources of the service provider or service consumer, but may interact with users occasionally
(technical specialists performing maintenance or support of services, or dealing with the service
consumer’s resources as part of service provision). In the latter case, it is important to ensure that these
specialists share the service mindset and focus on the service consumer’s value and positive user
experience.

8.2.1 Service requests
In many cases, fulfilling service requests is important for the success of value co-creation.

Definition: Service request
A request from a user or a user’s authorized representative that initiates a service action which has been
agreed as a normal part of service delivery.
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Some service requests are designed to enhance value from the service and support the service
consumer’s business activities. They are initiated at the user’s discretion according to the service
consumer’s procedures and needs. These requests usually introduce the service actions performed by
the service provider, including requests for information, access to resources, and goods transfer.
Other service requests are part of the user’s responsibility and should be initiated in order to keep the
service in line with the agreement. These usually include user-initiated maintenance and support
actions; failing to initiate these may lead to incidents such as service degradation or interruption.
For all types of service requests, rules and conditions should be agreed and communicated to all of the
involved roles in both service provider and service consumer organizations. These may include:


channels and means of initiating a request



available request options



responsibilities



procedures



timeframes



authorization (for example, security, financial, and architectural/technological)



costs and prices



legal and regulatory requirements



other constraints.

Service request management contributes to the success of service usage. This provision may be
enhanced by:


user-friendly, interactive service request catalogues, tailored for the user’s
status and level access request



self-service interfaces for initiating and fulfilling service requests



status updates and push notifications about ongoing requests



proactive communications about service status, requests availability, and
new options



friendly and professional support agents fulfilling requests



automated fulfilment and delivery, wherever possible and where preferred by
users



collecting and processing feedback



effective workflows for request fulfilment



effective integration with other management practices.

Successful initiation, processing, and fulfilment of service requests is enabled by the following ITIL
practices:


change enablement



IT asset management



service catalogue management



service configuration management



service desk



service level management



service request management.
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Other ITIL practices may be applied to support service requests in some cases. These include the
capacity and performance management, deployment management, information security management,
infrastructure and platform management, and release management practices.

8.2.2 Service desk interactions
When users interact with service providers, they do so through the dedicated interfaces or channels
provided by the service desk practice. These interfaces may take various forms, but they have a
common purpose: to ensure that user requests are captured and processed in line with the agreements
and expectations that are established between the service provider and the service consumer.

Key message
The purpose of the service desk practice is to capture demand for incident resolution and service
requests. It should also be the entry point and single point of contact for the service provider with all of
its users.

It is important for the service relationship to be successful and that service desk interfaces, procedures,
and rules are agreed by the parties and communicated to all users at the onboarding step. These
interfaces and procedures should be simple, user-friendly, and easy to follow. The service desk practice
should be continually improved based on feedback from users to ensure a positive user experience.
The service desk should be closely integrated with other practices within the service provision and
support value streams. This will ensure that categorized tickets that are initiated by users are processed
effectively and promptly and that relevant information is communicated to users. Table 8.4 provides a
list of a common triage criteria for service queries and respective practices that are usually involved in
queries processing. These practices should be integrated with service desk practice.

Table 8.4 User queries: triage criteria and key practices involved in their
processing
Triaging criteria
Agreed SLAs are breached; or

Service query type
Incidents

Key ITIL practices involved
Incident management

Disasters

Service continuity management

Valid service request option is
selected from the service
request catalogue

Service requests

Service request management

Valid change option is selected
from service catalogue which is
available to the user

Change requests

Change enablement

user reports a negative
experience
Agreed conditions for an
emergency situation are met; or
the query can be linked to an
ongoing registered disaster
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User reports negative
experience that is known as not
breaching any agreed SLA
(complaint); or

Complaints and compliments

Relationship management

User proposes improvements
that are not covered by
available options of service
catalogue (including service
request catalogue)

Improvement proposals

Continual improvement

User reports suspicious
activities or events that may
indicate threats to information
security

Suspicious activities and events

Information security
management

user reports a positive
experience for the record

There should be agreed rules for the triage and prioritization of incoming queries. Users should be
aware of the agreed timeframes when their queries are being processed. This depends on such factors
as:


type of query



time and date of query



channel of contact



service/resource



level of service/user



impact



expected resolution time



other agreed factors.

Users should also be kept updated about the progress of their query process, changes in estimated time
of processing, and other important information. These updates should be provided through agreed
channels.

8.2.3 When things go wrong
Incidents and dissatisfaction cases can happen when a service is provided or consumed. Creating a
perfect service experience can be difficult, if not impossible. However, dealing with dissatisfaction and
incidents is important. Service providers should be prepared for incidents and complaints; every team
operating within the band of visibility, even if not dealing with users directly, should know how to
address these situations.
Adopting the service mindset, including service empathy, is important for turning issues into
opportunities to improve services and users’ loyalty and trust. Following the ITIL guiding principles,
service providers can manage complaints and incidents in the following ways:


focus on value and quick restoration of value co-creation



collect and provide feedback



communicate with the affected users transparently and honestly



demonstrate understanding and empathy



keep interactions and advice simple and practical



exercise intelligent disobedience, where appropriate.
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The effective resolution of incidents and dissatisfaction cases is enabled by the following ITIL
practices:


continual improvement



incident management



knowledge management



relationship management



service desk



service request management.

Integrating these practices into user support value streams helps to ensure effective communication,
quick restoration of normal service, mitigation of misunderstandings, and improvement to interaction
channels and procedures.

8.2.4 Moments of truth
A moment of truth is a key touchpoint or service interaction between the service provider and a user in
which the user forms or changes his or her impression of any aspect of the service experience, service
organization, products, or services.
Moments of truth may arise from positive and negative events. Although every single service
interaction or touchpoint is a potential moment of truth, not all service interactions and touchpoints are
one. Moments of truth are the service interactions and touchpoints that make or break the service
experience for a specific user.
Therefore, the service provider should be aware of potential moments of truth. The service provider
organization should possess the resources and capabilities to make the right decisions and provide the
right service.
Essentially, the service provider should consider aiming to turn negative events into positive moments
of truth.

8.2.5 Intelligent disobedience
Intelligent disobedience is the act of breaking the rules to do the right thing. In terms of service
relationships, perception advantages typically include factors such as familiarity, direct involvement
with a service, or awareness of a user’s or customer’s needs. This knowledge is valuable and beneficial.
Intelligent disobedience is simple and common in our everyday lives and, in most cases, it can be
helpful and genuine. Minor displays of intelligent disobedience that improve our lives are regularly
appreciated; for example, a shop manager who delays closing to allow customers to finish their
shopping.
There will always be unexpected issues to manage in which existing rules are not helpful or sensible. In
these cases, the service experience depends on the staff who interact with customers and users,
correctly assessing whether the rules should be followed or suspended. This means that, in order to
maximize the value delivered to customers, service providers should:


recognize that the rules in place will not always be appropriate to the situation



encourage and equip staff with the knowledge and skills to identify legitimate
customer requirements and to perceive and fulfil those requirements



create an environment where staff feel confident to act outside the rules
when circumstances dictate



ensure that actions are documented to improve rules and future
understanding.
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The intelligent disobedience approach is a valuable tool for some conditions in which the rules are
inappropriate. However, it is important to remember that a default response to any given situation
should be to follow the rules. When a situation requires intelligent disobedience, the actions should be
documented to allow audit and control, but also so that the rules can be adapted in the future if
necessary. Intelligent disobedience can be a source of improvement, as the need to work around
existing rules will help to shape them into broader and better rules. Obviously, allowing staff to break
rules is not without risk. There is no guarantee that innovative action will deliver better service than
following the rules would, even when those rules feel wrong to the front-line staff.
In some environments, such as highly regulated and contractual constrained environments, it may be
difficult to convince the service provider’s staff to break the rules to do the right thing. People may fear
non-compliance and escalate the situation to higher levels in the organization. If intelligent
disobedience is desirable in these environments, procedures and contracts should explicitly allow for
deviations and a clear process for learning.

8.2.6 Customer and user feedback
Customer and user feedback is important for the success of the service relationship and continual
improvement of services. Service providers are interested in open, direct, and comprehensive opinions
about their services and related user and customer experiences. However, many users and customers
are reluctant to provide open and honest feedback. This reluctance is often related to past negative
experiences.
An important task for service providers is gathering and processing effective feedback. Table 8.5
provides a summary of ideas that can help in this task.

Table 8.5 Challenges and solutions for continual customer and user feedback
Stakeholders providing
feedback
Users

Challenges
People do not believe that their
opinions will be heard and acted
upon.
Channels for feedback are not
convenient or available.
People do not have time for
feedback provision.
People may be afraid of being
punished for negative feedback.
People assume somebody else has
provided the same opinion earlier.

Possible solutions applied by
service providers
Establish and clearly communicate
a policy of welcoming every
opinion.
Process all feedback individually
and, and far as possible, manually.
Do not limit responses to
automated messages.
Maintain an up-to-date log of the
service improvements initiated by
user feedback; make their progress
visible for all users; consider
advertising subscriptions to
updates. Where possible, involve
the improvement initiators in
testing and implementing the
improvements.
Reward active feedback and
improvement initiatives. Use
gamification (levels, digital
badges) within user communities to
praise active contributors.
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Actively seek feedback and reward
participation with meaningful
benefits.
Ensure that feedback channels and
interfaces are convenient, secure,
and compliant with regulations,
and work as intended. Test all
interfaces and channels before
contacting users.
Monitor social media and user
communities. Provide fast and
constructive responses through
social media.
Follow the guiding principles in
planning, collecting, and
processing feedback.
Customers

Customers expect service providers
to collect feedback from users and
consider it sufficient.

Establish and clearly communicate
a policy of welcoming every
opinion.

Customers expect service providers
to ask for feedback, rather than
wait for it.

Provide information about users’
feedback to customers, and
consider including it in SLA
reporting.

Customers do not have time for
feedback; sometimes they also do
not have time for listening to users’
opinions and base their view of
services purely on reports.
Channels for feedback are not
convenient or available.

Have regular human-to-human
feedback sessions with customers,
especially after important
touchpoints and moments of truth.
Ensure that feedback channels and
interfaces are convenient, secure,
compliant with regulations, and
work as intended. Test all
interfaces and channels before
contacting customers.
Follow the guiding principles in
planning, collecting, and
processing the feedback.
Make feedback processing
transparent to customers in various
forms.

8.3

Nurturing user communities

User communities can be valuable components of service interactions during normal operations,
incidents, and other difficulties. Peer support, knowledge articles, discussions, and improvement
initiatives can help to decrease users’ demand for support from the service provider and move support
closer to the user (shift left), provide valuable insights and improvement opportunities, and help in
communicating news and status updates.
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In many cases, user communities form naturally, especially when services are provided to many
individual and corporate service consumers. However, they can also emerge within organizations,
particularly if users do not feel enough support from the service provider. Either way, communities can
become a powerful means of communication and cooperation between users and service providers.
User communities can be established by the service provider and can unite all service users. They can
also be formed by user groups and cover multiple services from multiple service providers: for
example, communities within service consumer organizations, or communities of professionals in
specific areas. In the latter case, the active participation of the service provider in the community
usually works better than an attempt to switch users to an official community established by the service
provider. Recognizing the communities established by and for users and valuable participation in these
groups can improve a service provider’s image and users’ loyalty. At the same time, it is important to
remember that these communities may be closed to some users. In this case, the service provider can
establish one or more groups using other platforms and channels. When services are provided to a
diverse audience, it is likely that the service provider will have to manage several communities using
different platforms, languages, and communication styles.
Behind the band of visibility, these communities may be linked to a shared knowledge base and
supported by the same expert teams.
User communities that are created and run by service providers may be designed and managed as
services.
User communities created and run by user groups themselves may be supported by the service
provider’s representatives. This participation is usually enabled by the following ITIL practices:


incident management



knowledge management



problem management



relationship management



service catalogue management



service desk



service request management



service validation and testing.

Integrating these practices within user support value streams helps to capture the community’s
questions, provide advice, suggest services and service requests, recommend workarounds and selfservice solutions, announce new opportunities, etc.

8.3.1 Super-users
Many communities and groups adopt a system of user ratings or statuses based on how useful a
member’s activity is in the group. Individuals who provide more useful advice and comments receive
some form of recognition. Group feedback is used to assess how useful the input is. These members are
called gurus or experts and may have more rights and authority in the community. For example, they
may act as community administrators, with the right to moderate discussions.
If these groups are established by service providers, super-users may be appointed by the service
provider and enrolled in the service provider’s practices. If the groups are established by the customer,
then roles and responsibilities, workflows and procedures, and tool support should ideally be agreed
with the service provider. If the groups are user-established, service providers may find it useful to
cooperate with the super-users, providing them with access to expert knowledge, involving them in
internal discussions, and otherwise improving their expertise in the products and services. This may
help super-users to develop their professional expertise and optimize the service provider’s resources
used to support user communities.
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In a corporate environment, service providers may identify super-users within user groups and involve
them in establishing a user community. Super-users may be involved in support, communication,
training, specification of user stories and requirements, demos, and validating and testing to improve
the relationships between the service provider and the users.
It is not easy to establish and maintain an effective group of super-users. Super-users are seldom
assigned to the role full-time and are often unpaid. They are motivated by interest, a desire to help, and
community recognition. As a result, the service provider cannot rely on their support when needed. If
the super-users are part of the same legal entity as the customer and sponsor, a solution may be to enter
a third-party agreement between the service provider, the customer, and the super-user to allocate a
certain percentage of time for the super-user activities and to ensure back-up in periods of
unavailability. The service provider may also frequently gather the super-users to inform, educate, and
nurture them to increase their dedication to the role.

8.4

Summary

The service consumer makes use of accessible service provider resources, consumes the goods
provided, and acts together with the service provider to co-create value based on the agreed service
offerings. A service mindset, combined with mature practices for effective, seamless, and ingenious
handling of user interactions and deviations, is key to value co-creation and user experience.

9

Step 7: Realize

gr000044
Stakeholder value must be driven and tracked based on the planning of co-creating value; and
improvements must be applied to continuously maintain and optimize the service value.

Key message
Value is the perceived benefits, usefulness, and importance of something.
Valuable services enable the optimal balance between supported outcomes, positive experiences, costs
removed, risks removed and affected outcomes, negative experiences, costs introduced, and risks
introduced.

The purpose of this step is to track, assess, and evaluate whether the value that the stakeholders
expected and planned for is realized throughout all steps of the journey and to continually identify
improvements to the journey and the services.
Tracking and realizing value ensures that services contribute to the desired outcomes for all
stakeholders and that related costs and risks are managed effectively. This is shown in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 The purpose of value capturing and customer journey improvement
Realize

For the service consumer
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Facilitate outcome and
experience

To realize the planned value
To enable confirmation of value
realization
To establish effective
communication with the service
provider for providing feedback on
service quality

Optimize risk and
compliance

To detect deviations from the
desired state in order to reallocate
resources if needed

To realize value for the service
provider (e.g. earn money,
capability elevation, etc.)
To enhance feedback from the
customer
To increase customer’s
involvement in service operations
and improvement
To detect deviations from the
desired state before the customer
satisfaction decreases
To demonstrate realized value,
such as reduced risk of customer
dissatisfaction

Optimize resources and
minimize cost

To avoid inefficient allocation of
resources

To avoid inefficient allocation of
resources

To increase awareness of how
value is created and what the
alternatives are

To ensure cost covering

To track, assess, and evaluate service value realization, it is important to know the baseline and the
target in the form of a value proposition, acceptance criteria, benefit realization plan, etc. The baseline
and the target should be agreed at the agree step.
Tracking, assessing, and evaluating value co-creation immediately after a good is transferred, after
access to a resource has been provided, or after service actions have taken place is rare. Usually, there
is a time delay after service delivery and before value is created and perceived. Tracked outcomes may
also decrease for a period before they reach the desired level. Therefore, it is important that the parties
involved in value co-creation planning agree on when value realization will be assessed and evaluated.
Another decision point is where to track value realization. To do this, the main beneficiary of the
service must be identified. Traditionally, IT services have mostly supported and enabled internal
business processes. For this type of service, outcome and experience should be tracked at the point
where the user benefits from the service in the business process. Gradually, IT services are
transforming into external consumer services, usually called digital services.

Key message
It is important to remember that service value can never be thoroughly defined by a sophisticated set of
metrics. Service value is always perceived value, which makes it difficult to track and evaluate as it is
based on individual expectations and preferences. This is why tracking customer experience and
satisfaction is just as important as tracking outputs and outcomes.

Tracking, assessing, and evaluating value realization can be costly and the effort and cost should be
balanced with possible benefits. In contrast, tracking value, like any other service management activity,
is subject to continual, iterative improvement. By incrementally improving value realization tracking,
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and reporting the results, value can be significantly increased, which improves the capacity to improve
the tracking.

9.1

Realizing service value in different settings

The nature of the service relationship influences how value is tracked, assessed, and evaluated. This is
shown in Table 9.2.
In a close service relationship, such as a partnership, tracking, assessing, and evaluating service value
may partly become a joint activity. In a more distant relationship, such as one with an out-of-the-box
service, the service provider typically provides access to standard reports as part of the service and
there is no further communication between the service provider and the customer regarding value
realization. However, if costs, risks, or impacts are significant enough, the customer may still choose to
apply extensive and sophisticated value realization tracking and assessing mechanisms to control value
realization.

Table 9.2 Tracking, assessing, and evaluating value realization in different
types of service relationships
Relationship

gr000004

gr000005

gr000006

Basic relationship

Cooperative relationship

Partnership

Service
provider

Mostly external

External or internal

External or
internal

Services

Commercial off-the-shelf
services, out-of-the-box services,
cloud, or highly standardized
commodity services or goods
supply

Services that have to be
configured or customized to
fulfil the needs of the service
consumer

Custom or
bespoke
services with
unique value
propositions

Approach
for tracking
and
realization
of value

Little interest in outcomes for the
other party

The consumer mostly relies on
evidence provided by the
trusted service provider

The
consumer and
the service
provider
track and
validate value
together as
partners

Customer
activities

If service costs are comparatively
low for the customer, tracking and
evaluating value realization is
unnecessary

Advanced VOCR analysis
based on agreement and
promises agreed as part of the
agree step (outcomes review,
benefit realization according
to benefit realization plan,
analysis of side-effects and
risks, cost–benefit analysis,
ROI if applicable)

If there are
service
relations, the
same as in a
tactical
relationship

If costs are high for the customer:
basic value, outcome, cost, and
risk (VOCR) analysis based on:


assumptions/b
usiness case
made at the
offer step
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Shared
activities

reports
provided by
the service
provider

Ad hoc service review

Joint service review of
achievements compared to
agreements and promises
Joint surveys and analysis of
opportunities for improvement
Occasional joint
experimentation (pilots, early
access, etc.)

Continual
tracking and
analysis of
the outcomes,
costs, and
risks, and
seeking
optimization
Service
provider and
consumer
data sharing
and joint
research
Continual
experimentati
on

Service
provider
activities

Customer-oriented activities:
reporting on service outputs
Service provider-oriented
activities: mass market:




analysis of
profitability/co
steffectiveness
of service
delivery
among large
groups or all
service
customers
providing
access to
reports/analyti
cs embedded
into the
service (if
applicable)

Internal provider: risk and costs
control

Customer-oriented activities:


providing
sophisticat
ed reports
on service
level and
KPIs
related to
agreed
promises



analysis of
customer’s
outcomes
(compared
to
agreement
s and
promises)

Service provider-oriented
activities:


analysis of
profitability/
costeffectivene
ss of
service
delivery



risk
assessmen
t
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9.2

tracking
demand
and
forecasting
future
demand
and
relationship
developme
nt

Tracking value realization

A requirement for assessing and evaluating value realization is tracking and measuring service value
indicators.
A service value indicator is a measure that either directly or indirectly indicates the situation or level of
a specific aspect of service value. Indicators reflect the achievement of an objective. In this case, the
objective is the desired or agreed service value.
Indicators are reinforced by one or more metrics. A metric is an important characteristic of value that
can be expressed in quantifiable units based on data collected by a procedure or technical means.
Metrics can be defined for customer journeys, services, products, practices, and resources of all four
dimensions of service management. The hierarchy from purpose to metrics is described in the ITIL
planning and evaluation model, which is shown in Figure 9.1. More details about the ITIL planning and
evaluation model can be found in ITIL Direct, Plan and Improve and the measurement and reporting
practice guide.

Figure 9.1 ITIL planning and evaluation model

Tracking value realization includes the following activities:


identifying the direct and indirect indicators of service value and the links
between them
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defining and measuring the underpinning metrics



capturing measurement data.

The following examples give a general idea of a range of practical approaches to track value
realization:


In simple standardized environments, it may be sufficient to track value
realization using standard out-of-the-box monitoring tools and predefined
templates for reporting.



In more complicated environments, monitoring and reporting tools with semistandardized configurations are usually not enough. Also, there is a need to
obtain service data from various sources, such as financial data, marketing
data, and business goals and to use sophisticated mapping and correlation
tools in order to track service value realization. There is also a need for
frequent service reviews.



In complex and unpredictable environments, the best approach for tracking
value is intensive communication between the customer and the service
provider (if there are service relations), collaborating and promoting visibility,
and gathering fast feedback. (The ITIL guiding principles of collaborate and
promote visibility and progress iteratively with feedback address this issue.)
Monitoring data from any other source can also be used as input. Key
stakeholders’ participation is crucial because only they can provide dynamic
information for tracking value realization.

9.2.1 Tracking performance, output, and outcome
It is often harder to identify direct outcome indicators than indirect outcome indicators, such as output
and performance indicators. If clear links can be established between outcome indicators and output
and performance indicators, the latter can be used to indirectly track service outcome.
One way of linking performance and output indicators to outcomes is to use the value driver
framework model as a basis, considering the lower layers as value drivers for the higher layers (see
Figure 1.11 for an example).
The performance of the combined and individual resources, practices, and products drives service
performance, service consumer performance, and eventually achievement of the service consumer’s
objectives and purposes. Table 9.3 provides examples of how the model may be applied.

Table 9.3 Levels of value realization tracking
Level of value
realization

Examples

Success criteria and relevant
metrics

Resource
performance (task
processing)

Work to be done by the
service provider, such as:

Timely task processing (e.g.
response time, resolution
time)



service
desk



change
enablemen
t as a
service
(e.g.
database
administrati
on)
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Related
methods and
practices
Tracking
tickets and
tasks
See the
service desk
practice guide
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Resource/product
performance
(access to the IT
resource)

Service
performance
(utility and
warranty)

Consumer
(organization)
performance

Consumer
(strategic)
objectives

The customer needs an IT
resource or access to an IT
resource or highly
standardized service (e.g.
email, intranet, printing
service)

The customer needs a service
tailored to its needs.

Resource/product
availability and
performance, measured by:


mean
time to
restore
service
(MTTRS)
, mean
time
between
failures
(MTBF)



transacti
on
volume
per time
period



response
time

Service levels against
targets

For out-of-the-box and digital
services, service performance
may equal product
performance.
The customer treats the
service as a process enabler.
For example, IT enablement
of settlement and cash
servicing, IT enablement of
credit application processing,
calendar app

The customer need for the
service is used as a tool for
achieving the strategic
objective, resulting in:


better
quality



introductio
n of new
products or
services



improved
customer
retention

IT
infrastructure
monitoring
See the
capacity and
performance
management
practice guide

SLA score
boards
See the
service level
management
practice guide

More efficient process,
cheaper or fewer resources
throughput per time period
Task execution time
The average volume of a
queue

Achieving strategic
objectives
Consumer metrics
depending on an objective
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Business
transaction
monitoring,
real user
monitoring,
maturity
assessment
See the
capacity and
performance
management
practice guide
Postimplementatio
n review,
business
intelligence
analytics
See the project
management
ITIL practice
guide
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Examples include CRM and
internet banking
Consumer
purpose
(profitability)

The service acquisition is the
portfolio decision for the
customer. The customer treats
the service as an investment.

Achieving financiala goals
such as ROI, NPV, internal
rate of return, etc., against
targets

Relevant for consumer
services but usually
acknowledged implicitly.

Achieving non-financial
goals

Return on
investment
evaluation
See the
portfolio
management
practice guide
Tracking
attitude,
behaviour,
culture
changes
See the
organizational
change
management
practice guide

Consumer
purpose (risk
mitigation)

The customer’s treats the
service as a risk mitigation
measure (e.g. risk scoring
system)

Effective and efficient risk
mitigation:




residual
risk:
actual
against
projected
losses:
actual
against
expected

Risk
assessment,
business
impact
analysis
See the risk
management
practice guide

All relevant data (staff reductions or efficiency improvements, improvements in business performance, quality
measurements, etc.) should be converted to monetary values and then compared to service costs.

a

Another useful model for linking performance and output indicators to service outcome is the service
profit chain proposed by Heskett (Heskett et al., 1994). According to the service profit chain model,
profit and growth are stimulated primarily by customer loyalty. Loyalty is a direct result of customer
satisfaction, which is largely influenced by the value of services provided to customers. Value is
created by satisfied, loyal, and productive employees. Employee satisfaction results from high-quality
support services and policies that enable employees to deliver a good service. This is shown in Figure
9.2.

Figure 9.2 The service profit chain
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Inspiration may also be found in the various models for linking output and outcomes to business
objectives used in programme and project management, such as a benefits dependency network,
benefits dependency map, results chain, and success map. However, they primarily focus on business
change, not ongoing services, and should therefore be used with that reservation in mind.
In many cases, a service or product has unexpected and unplanned side-effects. These side-effects
should be identified, tracked, assessed, and incorporated into the development of the service. They
represent some value that should be noted.
There are many outcomes that cannot be measured quantitatively, but which still impact the overall
value realization significantly. For example, outcomes are required to meet specific customer
preferences, achieve a certain level of capability, etc. Essentially, measurement reduces uncertainty;
and qualitative measurement methods may be just as useful for reducing uncertainty as quantitative
measurement techniques. Some examples are:


Knowledge and capability Accumulated knowledge may lead to improved
capabilities and improved capabilities may lead to faster, better, and cheaper
task completion. A qualitative method, such as value stream mapping, is a
good way to complete this.



Attitude, behaviour, and culture Assessment of an organization’s culture
and behavioural patterns can be made using narrative-based techniques that
combine qualitative and quantitative methods.

More details about methods of quantitative and qualitative measurements can be found in the
measurement and reporting practice guide.

9.2.2 Tracking experience and satisfaction
In order to ensure that the customer and users are satisfied with the service, and the whole customer
journey, the service provider should measure and track customer experience, perform customer
satisfaction surveys, and request and process feedback from service consumers. Table 9.4 outlines
these recommendations further.
Customer experience and user experience are the sums of functional and emotional interactions with a
service and service provider as perceived by a customer or user. In order to completely understand
customer experience and user experience, there are three questions to consider from the customer
perspective:


How does the service work? (functional experience)



How does the service feel? (emotional experience)



To what degree does the service fulfil my needs? (satisfaction)
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Table 9.4 Tracking service experience and satisfaction
Experience criteria
Functional experience
How does the service work?

Experience characteristic
Uninterrupted completion of
user actions

Metrics
Number and frequency of user
errors
Frequency of returns to the
previous stage (‘back-button
usage’)
Number and frequency of
dropped (unfinished) service
actions

Emotional experience

Clear and convenient interface

How does the service feel?

Effortlessness and speed of
service actions completion

Number and percentage of
transactions where users used
the interface help
Average handling time (the
average duration of one
transaction from the customer’s
call to ticket resolution)
Customer effort score measures
customer satisfaction (how
much effort customers have to
put into getting their issues
solved using the service)
First response rate (the average
time it takes for a support agent
to respond to a customer)
Average and minimum rating
given by users about service
interface

Satisfaction
To what degree does the
service fulfil needs?

The reflection of functional and
emotional experiences that
indicates the level of
satisfaction while using the
service and loyalty to the
service provider

Average and minimum rating
given by users to the service
Number and percentage of
users who cancel subscription
after a trial period
Customer churn rate
(percentage of customers that
stopped using the service
during a timeframe)
Net promoter score measures
customer loyalty (percentage of
customers who are promoters
of an organization or service)

The service provider should consider using the following methods to monitor customer experience:


gathering instant feedback after service interactions



monitoring social media
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creating periodic questionnaires and customer surveys



gathering customer feedback from service review meetings



feedback from post-implementation reviews conducted as part of a change
enablement process on major changes, releases, and new or changed
services



conducting telephone perception surveys



handing out satisfaction surveys



analysing complaints and compliments



A/B testing using focus groups.

Service providers should correlate experience data with the measurable technical characteristics of the
service. The customer satisfaction index is a good place to track and assess customer experience.
However, without supporting metrics, it may be hard to perform further analyses of root causes: for
example, in case of declining customer satisfaction level.
Service level metrics can be a great help for this analysis. The combined set of experience and
satisfaction metrics and service level and resource performance metrics gives an opportunity for service
providers to investigate deviations and enable continual improvement.
In some cases, these metrics can be part of service level or experience-based agreements and included
in SLA scorecard and service reporting. In other cases, the service provider does not disclose this
information and uses it for service marketing.
A very effective alternative to measuring service experience directly is through user panels that are
used to gather feedback where the service provider is allowed only to observe. Users provide free-form
comments and share their thoughts on service experience and ideas on how the service may be
improved (Gianotten, 2017).

9.2.3 Tracking service usage
Service metering and service usage analytics are a way to track, map, and understand customer and
user behaviour. This contributes to the understanding of how and when value is realized.
Services are designed to enable customer activities, which in turn enables the achievement of customer
outcomes. Every time a customer activity is performed, it generates demand for services. Customer
assets such as people, processes, and applications all perform activities. Because of the way these
assets are organized or the tasks they are completing, this activity will tend to be performed in patterns.
These patterns of business activity (PBA) represent the dynamics of the business and include service
interactions with customers, suppliers, partners, and other stakeholders.
Different levels of service usage demand different levels of IT resource utilization. The service
provider must be able to anticipate the business activity and ensure enough service capacity to cope
with changing demand. These activities are the part of the capacity and performance management ITIL
practice.
Patterns of business activity also facilitate an understanding of the differences in service usage by
different user groups and can be used to identify user profiles or personas. User profiles communicate
information on the roles, responsibilities, interactions, schedules, work environments, and social
contexts of related users that can be used to tailor and improve the service and customer journey.

9.3

Assessing and reporting value realization

Assessing and reporting value realization is about consolidating data from various data sources,
correlating the consolidated data, interpreting and assessing the information, and presenting it in a form
that is appropriate for making decisions. It may include formal service reviews or informal meetings
between the service provider and the customer.
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Key message
The customer may seek evidence on service outcomes achievement from the service provider at
different levels, such as ROI, achieving strategic objectives, process performance, satisfaction
measures, service levels, and more.
However, as we have seen, these levels are all connected. Even in cases where the customer asks only
for service availability, capacity, and performance:


the service provider should try to map service performance metrics to
consumer process performance indicators, strategic objectives, and
consumer purpose in order to understand the customer properly



the customer should link service level with its strategic objectives and, at
least qualitatively, analyse how well the service contributes to a service
consumer purpose.

As part of the assessment, the captured experience, performance, and output data should be correlated
with outcomes, risks, and costs and the overall service contribution to the customer objectives and
purposes should be assessed. Table 9.5 outlines the two levels of assessing and reporting on value
realization.

Table 9.5 Two levels of assessing and reporting on value realization
Assessing and reporting on
experience, performance, and
output data
Relate the captured experience,
performance and output data to
agreement targets (if
applicable)

Assessing and reporting
outcomes, risks, and costs

Combine data using proper
techniques
Build reports using agreed
report templates or dashboards

Link service experience,
outcome, risks, and costs with
service consumer objectives
and purposes using mapping
tools

Data aggregation and
correlation techniques

IT component to scorecard
hierarchy

Organizational improvement
cascade or similar

Assessment and reporting
methods

SLA scorecard

Return on investment
evaluation

Procedure

Service level reports and
dashboards
Service reviews

Correlate experience,
performance, and output data
with service outcomes, risks,
and costs

Cost–benefit analysis
(including outcomes, costs, and
risks)
Post-implementation review,
retrospectives, audits, and more
Benchmarking
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Relevant ITIL practices

Capacity and performance
management
Measurement and reporting
Risk management (provides
risk data)
Service financial management
(provides cost data)

Portfolio management
Relationship management
Risk management (provides
risk data)
Service financial management
(provides cost data)

Service level management
Once the data is consolidated, the results should be analysed and the following questions should be
considered:


Are the targets being met?



What are the dynamics?



Are there any clear trends?



Are the trends positive or negative?



Are there underlying structural problems?



Are improvements required?



Are there unforeseen patterns or unexpected and unplanned outcomes that
should be fed back to design and improvement?



Is there new information about the products, services, customer journey, or
context (market)?

If applicable, assessment techniques, such as post-implementation reviews, audits, and cost–benefit
analyses should be used.

Further reading
See the measurement and reporting practice guide for:


how to refine data and process it into information using sorting, ordering (e.g.
according to time series), normalization, mapping, labelling, grouping,
correlation, etc.



how to use aggregation techniques, cascades, and hierarchies for building
balanced scorecards which can be effectively used for assessment.

The target audience should be considered. Many organizations take raw data and report it to everyone;
they do not process or analyse it. This leads to a situation where managers at all levels receive too
many emails. Practical experience has shown that dysfunctional organizations often report more than
effective organizations do.

Tip
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A report on its own can create awareness, but a report with an action plan can enable results.

9.4

Evaluating value realization and improving customer
journeys

Evaluating value realization and improving customer journeys refer to steps 6 and 7 of the continual
improvement model. If these steps are skipped, it is difficult to verify whether the desired or agreed
outcomes are achieved and lessons from this iteration may be lost (ITIL Foundation, section 4 4.3.3). It
is also important to ensure that the improvements and changed behaviours are not at risk of reversion:
see ITIL Foundation, section 4.6.1.7, and the organizational change management practice guide.
Moreover, as long as service providers and service consumers are subject to a constant state of flux
(rapidly changing economics), there is a continuous need for improvement in those areas, as they are
most likely to return the greatest stakeholder benefits.

Did you know?
In the 1970s, Chris Argyris and Donald Schon introduced the concept of single- and double-loop
learning as a part of their organizational learning theory (Argyris, 1991).


Single-loop learning describes the type of learning that takes place when the
objective is to fix problems within the present organizational structure so that
the system will function better. It does not attempt to alter the structure of the
system.



Double-loop learning, also known as reframing, questions the purpose and
function of work being done within an organization and does not take existing
organizational structures for granted. Double-loop learning is concerned with
understanding the basis for the tasks being completed, rather than a more
efficient process for completing them.

Evaluating value realization not only verifies that individual services create the desired value and that
the completed end-to-end journeys leave the desired customer and user experience behind (single-loop
learning), but also that the involved SVSs are fit for purpose (double-loop learning), as shown in Table
9.6.

Table 9.6 Evaluating and improving services and customer journeys
The services
The customer journey

Single-loop learning
Do services lead to the cocreation of the desired value?
Do end-to-end journeys leave
the desired customer and user
experience behind?
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Double-loop learning

Are the SVSs fit for purpose?
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9.4.1 Evaluation and verification
In simple standardized environments, the evaluation of value realization may be partly predefined. If
service level targets are well defined, automated service performance reports and SLA score boards
may indicate whether the value realization meets the agreed targets. The customer only reacts in case of
deviations.
In more complicated environments, the evaluation process cannot be completely formalized. It may be
difficult for the service provider to entirely understand the outcomes that the consumer wants to
achieve. Frequent service reviews in the form of face-to-face meetings may be a fruitful way to
evaluate value realization in this case.
In some environments, value realization may require the continual evaluation and negotiation of
changes to the targets as well as the realized value. The service provider and the customer may form
shared teams to do this. Alternatively, the negotiation of targets and evaluation of value realization may
be partly automated through cognitive technologies, such as dynamic negotiation networks, where
controllers of different domains negotiate with each other for the service level parameters of a specific
service request.
Evaluation is a chance to challenge initial assumptions. To solve a customer’s problem, the following
questions should be considered in order to re-evaluate the assumptions:


Is there still a real problem that needs to be solved?



Is a service still the best way to solve the problem?



Is the service still fit for purpose and fit for use?

As conditions always change, the customer should keep the service provider informed about changes
that may affect service outcomes, experience, risks, and costs.

9.4.2 Continual improvement
Evaluation of value realization provides vital input for the continual improvement of products, services,
and all components of the SVS. Other sources for improvement are:


service usage analytics



incident, complaint, and problem analysis



analysis of service request patterns



analysis of self-service patterns and usage of knowledge articles



change requests and improvement requests



user feedback and feedback from user communities



customer feedback and customer satisfaction surveys



changes in service demand.

These sources provide information about ongoing service provision and consumption, enabling
capacity and availability predictions, exploration of new opportunities, identification of new service
value streams, etc.
Capturing feedback and processing information is enabled by the following ITIL practices:


continual improvement



incident management



knowledge management



monitoring and event management



service catalogue management
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service desk



service request management.

Integrating these practices within the relevant service value streams helps to capture triggers for
improvement, analyse these inputs, and initiate improvements to products and services, as well as
practices, service value streams, service agreements, and other components represented by the SVS.
Continual improvement is described in detail in the continual improvement practice guide and in ITIL
Direct, Plan and Improve.

9.5

Realizing value for the service provider

Although the service provider’s perspective may be different from the customer’s, the activities,
methods, and techniques for tracking the realization of value for the customer introduced in the
previous chapters remain applicable for the service provider.

9.5.1 Tracking, assessing, and evaluating outcomes
An internal service provider is usually subject to the shared strategic goals of the legal entity to which
it belongs. First and foremost, the service provider exists to facilitate value for the customers and users,
not to pursue its own business goals. Tracking, assessing, and evaluating the outcomes should therefore
ideally be incorporated in the tracking, assessment, and reporting of customer outcomes, although the
service provider may have its own branch in the ITIL organizational improvement cascade or balanced
scorecard.
On the other hand, an external service provider pursues its own business goals, although it serves its
customers and helps them achieve their goals as a means to achieve its own. These goals are not only
financial but may also include brand recognition, market share, capability elevation, resource
utilization, and more. Therefore, the service provider not only needs to track customer value realization
but also its own value realization.

Key message
The methods and techniques introduced above for tracking, assessing, and evaluating value realization
are as valid for the service provider as they are for the service consumer.

9.5.2 Tracking, assessing, and evaluating costs
Tracking, assessing, and evaluating service costs is a part of service financial management routines; the
service financial management practice guide addresses this issue. The service provider should
completely understand the service cost structure in order to optimize resource allocation and cover
costs. The cost structure and allocation should be revisited regularly to ensure it fits the organizational
goals and the portfolio of products and services.
In general, service costs usually include:


Hardware costs including equipment spending in the form of depreciation.
Tracking this type of cost requires asset management.



Software and licence costs including software development costs and
spending on licences. Tracking this type of cost requires software asset
management and logging information about use of licences.
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Contract payment (to suppliers).



Staff costs including paying staff on service delivery and operation.
Tracking this type of cost requires task tracking, time sheeting, etc.

In order to calculate service costs, there is a need for a service-based cost model that provides
information about the relationship between service components and configuration items, as well as
information about the consumption of goods and services. Configuration models as a part of service
configuration management are widely used as a basis for service cost models.

9.5.3 Tracking, assessing, and evaluating risks and compliance
Tracking, assessing, and evaluating service risks is as important as tracking costs; without
understanding service risks, the service provider or the customer cannot identify the potential impacts
of service failures.
From the value realization perspective, risks can be viewed as possible harms.
The primary sources of information for service risk identification and assessment are:


service incidents and complaints



security incidents and other non-compliances



monitoring of service quality



tracking of service value and experience



changes to demand and capacity



changes to resources, products, and service offerings



changes to legal and regulatory requirements, contracts, and agreements.

Quite often, major service risks are addressed to the customer in service reviews and risk mitigation is
done as part of continual improvement. For detailed guidance on service risk identification, assessment,
and mitigation see the risk management practice guide.

9.5.4 Charging and billing
Part of the service provider’s value realization is profit, or at least cost recovery. The amount customers
will be charged for a service depends on the charging policies. Several options exist for this decision:


Cost recovery or break-even In this case, the service provider will only
seek to recover its costs. It will not make a profit or loss.



Recovery with an additional margin In this case, the service provider will
seek to recover more than its actual costs. It is important to note that the
margin is not a profit. The additional funding may be placed in a separate
account, set aside for refreshing technology or covering the costs of
unanticipated projects, or used to offset the costs of new investments.



Cross-subsidization In this case, a subset of services is charged with an
additional margin, which is then applied to offset the cost of another subset of
services. This policy is often used to fund services to internal customers that
have run out of budget, or whose business performance is lower than
expected. The risk here is that temporary subsidies often become permanent.



Profit In this case, the service provider aims at making a profit for its owners
or for reinvestment in the business.

When the service provider and the customer belong to same legal entity, the service price for the
customer is usually based on the service costs. These service costs are often allocated to the internal
customer through an enterprise cost allocation model to reduce overhead of charging. However,
estimated charging and other cost-based charging models, such as service-based and activity-based
models, are also common to encourage cost awareness and behaviour.
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The concept of a chargeable item is very helpful. Chargeable items are similar to cost units in that they
are the lowest level at which a cost or charge is measured. The main difference is that cost units are
measured from an IT point of view, and chargeable items are measured from a customer point of view.
The reason for having two different categories (cost units and chargeable items) is that the cost of the
item may be different from its price. When making decisions on chargeable items, the following
principles should be considered:


The drivers of service use need to be understood. For example, the
chargeable items should be clearly connected to the way the service is
delivered and consumed.



The service provider and/or the customer should be able to measure
chargeable items objectively based on data.



Chargeable items have to be items which can be perceived and controlled by
the customer. The service provider should be able to stimulate sustainable
consumer behaviour that will ideally result in cost reduction to the minimum
needed for supporting consumer operations on the required level. The
customer can then manage its budget by controlling its demand for these
items.

Often, business deliverables are not suitable as chargeable items because they require a detailed
measurement of the resources consumed (sales analysis). In such cases, a structure may have to be
established in which the service is charged for as a whole. Another issue is that business deliverables
cannot be easily attributed to single processes or applications, which requires establishing sophisticated
cost allocation models (see the service financial management practice guide). Generally, the more
tailored services are and the more freedom the customer has to define its own service, the more detailed
the charging structure is.
Some examples of how service usage can be measured are:


processor utilization, memory utilization, file storage utilization
(cloud/infrastructure services)



number of business transactions (application as a service)



number of application log-ons and concurrent users (application as a service)



number of requests processed in case of differential charging (such as
reports generated).

Although charging refers to the process of recovering money for services directly from the customer,
billing is the process of producing and presenting an invoice for services and goods to a customer. The
invoice is an important touchpoint on the customer journey; it may over-influence the customer
experience because it is presented at the end of the journey, which can have a strong negative impact.
There are four main options for billing:


No billing In this case, the service provider decides not to produce an
invoice. This is normally the case if costs are covered through enterprise cost
allocation.



Informational billing or show-back In this case, the service provider
produces an invoice but does not actually collect the money. Informational
billing is used to create awareness of the true cost or to prepare the customer
for the situation when real charging is implemented.



Internal billing or chargeback In this case, an internal customer receives a
bill (or ‘cross-charge’) for the costs that are directly associated with the
customer’s service usage.



Billing and collection This type of billing requires a dedicated financial
information system that can handle invoicing, collection, debtors, and
creditors.
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9.5.5 Portfolio management
Portfolio management plays an important role in tracking and realizing value for a service provider. It
not only identifies the investments with the highest payoff, but also analyses and tracks investments
based on the value of services to the service provider and its customers.
Portfolio management provides approaches and templates to oversee and control service value
realization. Formal value realization assessment reports may be produced and provide a snapshot of the
current state of investment for service stakeholders.
Portfolio management enables single-loop learning as well as double-loop learning. These areas may
result in:


exception reports that need to be escalated



service resource allocation updates



service portfolio updates.

For detailed guidance on portfolio management, see the portfolio management practice guide.

9.6

Summary

Stakeholder value does not just realize. Value must be driven, tracked, assessed, and evaluated based
on the value co-creation planning, and improvements must be applied to continually maintain and
increase the service value.

10

Conclusion

We have examined seven steps on a generic customer journey and provided guidance on how each
step, individually and as a whole, contributes to drive stakeholder value and experience. Figure 10.1
shows the entire generic customer journey.

Figure 10.1 The generic customer journey
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As we have seen, a customer journey never follows a linear or theoretical sequence of steps in real life.
It is more the rule than the exception that a customer journey follows an emerging pattern of
touchpoints and service interactions.
Service is not manufacturing or production, but value co-creation between two or more stakeholders.
The service experience is formed by individual touchpoints and service interactions on the customer
journey. To improve service consumer satisfaction, each touchpoint must lead to good customer
experience so that the whole journey delivers on customer expectations.
Optimizing stakeholder value has been explored in depth in this publication. Changes affect the way
organizations interact with their service consumers and their partners, and so it is important to manage
these relationships successfully using the seven steps. To support the needs of today’s organizations, IT
and service management professionals should adopt a collaborative culture that is focused on value for
the organization, its customers, and other stakeholders.
To get the most out of this publication, readers should study it alongside the ITIL management practice
guides which are available online and provide detailed practical recommendations for all 34 product
and service management practices. These include hands-on guidance applicable in the context of all
four ITIL Managing Professional publications.
All ITIL publications are holistic and focused on value. They address the four dimensions of service
management and help to manage resources in each of the four dimensions to enable value creation for
the organization, its customers, and other stakeholders.
ITIL Direct, Plan and Improve provides guidance on aligning product and service management with
today’s business requirements, driving successful organizational transformation, and embedding
continual improvement into an organization’s culture at every level.
ITIL Create, Deliver and Support provides guidance on the cultural and team management aspects of
product and service management and an overview of the various tools and technologies that support
service management. This publication demonstrates how to integrate management practices in end-toend value streams.
ITIL High Velocity IT provides detailed guidance on comprehensive digital transformation and helps
organizations to evolve towards a convergence of business and technology, or to establish a new digital
organization.
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